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Irene. DESIGN OF EFFICIENT CONSTANT WEIGHT CODES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Constant weight codes have a constant number of l's and O's in each code 
word; i.e., a code C of length n has constant weight w if for all X E C, the weight 
(i.e., the number of l's) of X, w(X), is equal to w. In particular, when w = 1n/21 
(or [n/21) then the code C is called balanced. For example, the set of binary vectors 
{1110,1101,1011,0111} is a code of length n = 4 and constant weight w = 3, and 
the code 11100,1010,1001,0110,0101,00111 is a balanced code of length 4 since 
each word has weight 2. 
A constant weight code is also an unordered code. In an unordered code, no 
code word is "contained" in another; that is, the positions of the l's in one code 
word is never a subset of the positions of l's in a different code word. Sperner's 
lemma [53] proves that for a given length n, no other unordered code has more 
code words than a balanced code, and in this sense the balanced codes are optimal 
unordered codes. 
Constant weight or balanced codes have many practical applications in com­
puter and communication systems and some of them are briefly discussed below. 
1) Noise reduction in VLSI systems [55]. 
2) Rejection of the low frequency components of the signal in digital communi­
cation systems [29], [49]. 
3) Fault masking in bus lines of VLSI systems [41]. 2 
Since one of our primary research goals is the design of balanced or constant weight 
codes for these important areas, these are discussed in Sections 2.1, 4.1 and 5.1 
respectively. 
4) Delay Insensitive communications for asynchronous systems [64], [7], [8]. This 
interesting application was first studied by T. Verhoeff [64] and later gener­
alized by Blaum and Bruck [7], [8]. The problem can be modeled as follows. 
A sender sends n-bit data through a communication channel composed of n 
wires, in parallel. The communication is asynchronous. Since in practice the 
communication wires have different length (and so different propagation de­
lays) all the n-bits may not reach the receiver at the same time. How would 
the receiver know that the data transfer is complete? 
At present, one approach to solve this problem is, using self-timed systems  for 
example four phase signaling [52]. However, as shown in [64], constant weight 
codes (or in general unordered codes) can be used to tackle this problem. 
Since each word has a constant weight (say w-out-of-n) the receiver can send 
an acknowledgement signal to the sender once it receives u' l's. 
This communication scheme is suitable to the design of asynchronous systems 
such as portable computers with low power consumption. 
Blaum and Bruck [7], [8] further generalized this problem  i.e., how to send 
data in an asynchronous system with no acknowledgement signal? They have 
given some fundamental theory and code design for this problem. Two types 
of codes are given  1) skew detecting codes and 2) skew tolerant codes  these 
codes are used for detecting (correcting) up to some predetermined number of 
intersymbol interference. The error correcting balanced codes (or in general 3 
error correcting unordered codes) can be used for skew detection and skew 
tolerance. 
5) State assignment in fault-tolerant sequential circuits [62], [46]. Here, the states 
of a sequential machine are encoded as constant weight codes.  Then it  is 
possible to design the combinational circuit part of the next state using only 
AND and OR gates. When unidirectional faults (meaning all faults are of 
the same type, say stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1, which is the case in many VLSI 
circuits) occur in the gates, the system will eventually go to either all 0 state 
or all  1 state; these two states are designed to be safe states and thus the 
constant weight codes are used for fail-safe design. 
6) Data synchronization [44]. A binary code of length rt is a conservative code if 
every code word has Ln/2.[ transitions. A transition occurs when two adjacent 
bits are complementary. These codes are useful for data synchronization in 
some communication systems, especially in optical fibers. A balanced  code C 
of length n can be transformed easily to a conservative code of length n + 1 
via a certain easy linear transformation [57]. 
7) Unidirectional/asymmetric error detection [5], [24], [10], [12].  In the case of 
asymmetric errors, only one type, say 1 --÷ 0 errors, can occur and in unidi­
rectional error case, even though only one type of errors can occur, the error 
type is not known a priori.  In certain systems, the observed errors are of 
asymmetric/unidirectional nature. For example, in optical communications, 
the photons may fade or fail to be detected (1 * 0 error) but the creation of 
spurious photons (0  1 error) is impossible. The constant weight codes are 
perfect asymmetric/unidirectional error detecting codes; moreover balanced 4 
codes are optimal in the sense that no perfect asymmetric/unidirectional code 
has more code words than the balanced code for a given length. 
8) Maintaining data integrity in write-once memories [39], [35]. In a write-once 
memory such as CD ROM, initially all words are 0's.  The l's are written 
using laser by making a "small hole". Once a 1 is written in a bit position, 
then this can not be changed to 0 by a rewrite process. If the data words are 
encoded using a constant weight code, any undesirable 0  1 change can be 
detectable. 
9) Used in the design of unidirectional error correcting and detecting codes [45], 
[11], [50], [6], [47], [20], [32], [37], [38], [15], [25], [48], [9]. As mentioned before, 
in VLSI systems, the faults due to decoder circuit failure etc. result in a large 
number of unidirectional errors;  it  is also possible that a small number of 
symmetric errors can occur in these systems. Recently Blaum [9] has collected 
all important papers in this area; for each area he has given some excellent 
motivation and editorial background. Many of these codes are designed based 
on constant weight codes. 
10) Used in cryptographical systems [17]; the public key crypto-system proposed 
in [17], requires the data to be constant weight vectors. 
This thesis deals with efficient design of balanced or constant weight codes, 
mainly describing how to encode and decode (i.e., how to convert information words 
to balanced or constant weight code words and how to get the original words from 
the code words). Sometimes this constant weight codes must satisfy certain alge­
braic and/or combinatorial properties (Sections 4.1 and 5.1).  Depending on the 
applications, the encoding and decoding should be done in parallel or can be done 5 
sequentially (i.e., one bit at a time). Some applications may require error correct­
ing constant weight codes with parallel encoding only (Section 5.1).  The thesis 
deals with the design of these codes, mainly focusing on the first three applications 
mentioned above. In some of these codes the information bits are separated from 
the check bits but the information part is mapped to another word using some 
simple mapping. We call these codes as partially separable. This thesis presents 
codes which have high information rates but at the same time require simple encod­
ing/decoding circuits. 
1.1. Organization 
The contents of this thesis fall in the area of coding theory: the art of repre­
senting information so that to match certain physical constraint. 
Results are derived that are both of theoretical and practical interests. 
The thesis is organized as follows. 
The remainder of this Chapter presents the general definitions and notations 
used in the following chapters. This includes the definition of code, encoding, 
information rate, redundancy and constant weight w code with k information 
bits and r check bits (briefly, DC(n a= k  r, k, w) code). 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 describe how to design efficient constant weight codes 
with parallel encoding and parallel decoding. With this we mean constant 
weight codes whose encoding and decoding algorithms can be implemented 
efficiently as combinational circuits. In this case, since area and delay of such 
circuits are critical factors, another parameter is introduced in the definition of 
DC(n, k, w) code. With DC(n, k, w, p) we indicate a constant weight w code 
with k information bits, r = n  k check bits, designed using p "balancing 6 
functions".  In Section 3.4, it  is shown that the area of the encoders and 
decoders of the codes given in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are proportional to p. 
However, the constant weight codes given in Chapter 2 are more practical in 
the sense that, for the given p, k and r, their complexity is roughly half the 
complexity of the balanced codes presented in Chapter 3. This improvement 
is achieved with the general method described in Section 2.4. 
In Chapter 3, the problem of designing constant weight codes with parallel 
encoding and parallel decoding is faced from, say, a more theoretical point of 
view. Only codes which are strictly balanced are considered. Note anyway, 
that if only the constant weight property is needed (as in most of the appli­
cations known so far) the general method given in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2 
can always be applied to half the redundancy at no complexity cost. In this 
chapter, essentially independent from the chosen balancing method, parallel 
encoding and decoding algorithms are given which can be implemented by a 
VLSI circuit of size 
A = 0(pk) 
and depth 
D = 0(log2p). 
This chapter also presents a new balancing method and generalizes the corn­
plementation method given in [35] and [1] to fit our coding scheme. 
In Chapter 4, particular balanced codes are studied which have been recently 
considered in digital communication: the high-order spectral-null codes. Re­
gard the binary bipolar alphabet (I) d4f {-1, +1} as a subset of the real field 
IR .  Let S(N, q) be the set of all words of length N over the alphabet 1., having 
a q-th order spectral-null at zero frequency.  The following characterization of 7 
S(N,q) is well known [30], [49]: 
{S(N,q) =  (xi, x2, .  .  . , xN) E (1)1V  :  }= 0,  for all i E [0, q  1]  . 
=1 
Any subset of S(N, q) is a q-th order spectral-null code (briefly, q-OSN code). 
This chapter improves some of the results known in the literature about these 
codes. New characterizations, properties and efficient designs of these codes 
are shown. 
In Chapter 5, the fundamental theory of adjacent asymmetric error masking 
codes is proposed. These codes are used to improve the VLSI fabrication yield 
and reliability. Combinatorial characterizations, efficient code designs, lower 
bounds and upper bounds are given. 
In Chapter 6, some conclusions and future researchs are given. 
1.2. General definitions 
This section contains the necessary notations and definitions that are used 
in this thesis. 
Let A be a finite non-empty set, which we call the alphabet. Let: 
An dg {aia2... an :  ai E A for all 2 = 1,  , n},  for all n = 1,2, ...  . 
An element of An is called word of length n. over the alphabet A, whereas a code CA 
over A is nothing but a subset of 
A+  U An' 
n=1 
The elements of CA are called code words. A code is called a block code of length n if 
CA C An, otherwise it is called a variable length code. This thesis, deals exclusively 
with block codes. 8 
A code is called m-ary if it is over the 7n-ary alphabet 
A = {0, 1,  , 772  1} = 
In particular, when m = 2 the code is called binary. 
Given a m-ary code C of length n, the real number 
log, ICI
T = 
is called the information rate of C, where ICI indicates the cardinality of a set C. 
Having fixed a certain set of "services" a code must accomplish (a service can be 
error detection, error correction, simplicity of encoding, synchronization, and so on), 
one of the major aims of coding theory is to design this code with an information 
rate as close as possible to 1. The parameter 
p  1 T 
is called redundancy of C. 
Given a countable set S, an encoding of S is a couple (CA, x), where CA is a 
code and x is a one-to-one mapping from S to CA, called the encoding function. 
Note that, if 1SbICAI < oc then there exist 
1S1! 
possible encodings of S. Usually the set S is chosen to be 
S = {0,1,...,p­
for some natural numbers k and p and is called the set of information words. In this 
thesis S is equal to S = {0,1}k. 
The following definition links the concept of constant weight code with the 
coding theory problem mentioned above. 9 
Definition 1 A binary code C is a constant weight w code with r check bits 
and k information bits (briefly a DC(k  r, k, w) code) if, and only if: 
1. C is a block code of length n = k  r, 
2. C contains, say exactly, 2k code words and 
3. the number of l's (or weight) in every word of C is equal to w. 
When w =  (or [1) the code C is called balanced code with r check bits
2 2
and k information bits. 
This thesis deals with constant weight codes DC(k + r, k, w) which have simple 
and fast encoding and decoding algorithms (in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).  It also 
deals with particular balanced codes, called q-th Order Spectral-Null (or briefly, 
q-OSN(k + r, k)), which are suited to be used in digital communication systems (in 
Chapter 4).  Further, the thesis deals with certain constant weight codes, called 
t-Adjacent Asymmetric Error Masking (or briefly, t-AAEM(k + r, k, w)), which are 
used to improve the VLSI fabrication yield and reliability (in Chapter 5).  In all 
these cases, code designs are given whose redundancy, r, is small compared to the 
information rate, k. 
In this thesis, unless stated otherwise, the following notation is used: 
k  number of information bits, 
r  number of check bits, 
= k  r, code length, 
IN  set of natural numbers, 
lR  set of real numbers, 
7Z2  = 0,11, 
aIN + b  = {iE IN : i = ah  h,  h E IN}, 10 
X 
[a ,  b] 
(a, b) 
w(X) 
1(X) 
Sw 
15'1 
x y 
x V y 
x + y 
X U Y 
X n Y 
X C Y 
f: D --÷ C 
f 
DC(k  r, k, w) 
q-OSN(k  r, k) 
t-AAEM(k  r, k, w) 
= fi EIN : a < i <
 
= {iEINT :a <i <b},
 
= weight of X E ZZ-; i.e. number of l's in X,
 
= length of X E
 
complement of X E
 
= {X E  : w(X) = w},
 
= number of elements in the set S,
 
logical NOT of x E 7L2,
 
logical AND of x, y E 7L2,
 
logical OR of x, y E 7112,
 
logical XOR of x, y E 7Z2,
 
union of the set X and Y,
 
intersection of the set X and Y,
 
indicates that the set X is contained in the
 
set Y,
 
indicates a function f from a domain D to a 
co-domain C,
 
restriction of the function f : D  C to
 
the domain X C D,
 
constant weight w code with r check bits and 
k information hits,
 
q-th order spectral-null code with r check bits
 
and k information bits,
 
t-adjacent asymmetric error masking code 
with constant weight w, r check bits and k 
information bits. 11 
2. DESIGN OF CONSTANT WEIGHT CODES FOR VLSI SYSTEMS 
This chapter and the next describe how to design efficient constant weight 
codes with parallel encoding and parallel decoding. With this we mean constant 
weight codes whose encoding and decoding algorithms can be implemented efficiently 
as combinational circuits.  In this case, since area and delay of such circuits are 
critical factors, another parameter is introduced in the definition of DC(n, k, w) code 
given in Definition 1.  In the following, with DC(n, k, w, p) we indicate a constant 
weight w code with k information bits, r = n  k check bits, designed using p 
"balancing functions": the smaller is p the simpler are the encoding and decoding 
circuits. In Section 3.4, it is shown that the area of the encoders and decoders of 
the codes given in this chapter and Chapter 3 are proportional to p. However, the 
constant weight codes given in this chapter are more practical in the sense that, for 
the given p, k and r, the complexity of these codes is roughly half the complexity 
of the balanced codes presented in Chapter 3. This improvement is achieved with 
the general method described in Section 2.4. 
In Section 2.1, the main application is described which motivated us to study 
this problem: the noise reduction in VLSI systems. But, as mentioned in the begin­
ning of this thesis, there are many other applications and many others will come. In 
Section 2.2, a general encoding and decoding scheme that is suited for this problem 
is presented and the definition of set of balancing functions is given. In Section 2.3, 12 
some preliminary examples are given. Optimal efficient balanced code designs for 
DC(n = 8, k =  6, w = 4,p = 2), 
DC(n =  7,k  5, w = 3,p = 2), 
DC(n = 6, k = 4, w =  3, p = 2), 
DC(n = 5, k =  3, w =  2, p = 2), 
DC(n = 4, k =  2, w  = 2,p =  1), 
DC(n = 2, k =1,w =  1,p =  1) 
and optimal efficient constant weight  4 code designs for 
DC(n = 11, k = 8, w = 4,p = 3),
 
DC(n = 10, k =7,w = 4, p = 3) 
are presented.  In Section  2.4,  a general method is introduced which, from any 
balanced code design, gives a constant weight code design with the same complexity 
of the balanced code design, but half the redundancy. Applying this general method 
to the complementation method  [35], [4], [1], efficient constant weight code designs 
are obtained for  DC(n, k, w, p) codes, where 
n = k  [[2klp] /2] + 2  k  klp,
 
kE IN,
 
w = Lk/ 2] + 1,
 
pE  [4, k/k + 3] + 1] n 2IN.
 
As an example, a DC(n = 74,  k  = 64, w = 33, p = 8) code is designed. In general, 
efficient designs are obtained for  DC(n,  k, w, p) codes, where 
n = k +r, 
k  E IN, 
w = Lk/2]  e, 
pE 21N 13 
and 7- = r(k, p) is the smallest natural such that 
r p  (7­ <  )  and  p 5_
2  e  112k /p1 /2] 
with 
= e(k,r,p) =  [r 112k/1)112] j. 
2 
Let KT be the set of all the functions which associates every binary vector X with X 
plus ( mod 2) a constant vector F. In Section 2.5, it is shown that, restricting the 
set of balancing functions to be a subset of K, this code design method is optimal 
in the sense that it reaches a lower bound given in [4]. Some tables for the codes 
presented in Section 2.4 are also given. 
2.1. Noise reduction in VLSI systems 
Digital designers expend a lot of effort in reducing noise in their system 
designs. There are two types of noise in digital systems: on-chip (confined to a single 
integrated circuit) and off -chip, or device, or transmitted noise (noise introduced in 
communications between different chips).  Here we are mainly interested with a 
common form of transmitted noise. Stone and Cocke referred this as A/ problem 
[54]. 
Signaling off -chip requires a significant amount of current. Because of the 
presence of parasitic inductance (L) of the power supply package lead and V = 
L(c/i/dt), the current fluctuations cause a voltage drop between the chip and the 
circuit board. Thus it is possible that the output may not reach the intended logic 
value in the required time period; one needs to wait for the "noise" to go away 
before the correct output value can be reached. The following example described in 
[55], explains this noise problem in an ECI, circuit. 14 
VCC2 = GND 
ICC2 
NOISE 
V  V 2  3  VIN 40 1 IN  IN 
VIN 
L H  L H L H  L H 
I I  2  3 I 40
OUT  OUT  OUT  OUT 
V  V 2  V 3
OUT 
1  OUT  OUT  V OUT 40 
R  = 50 Q 
VTT. = 2.0  v  VTT.  VII.  V 7T  7T 
FIGURE 2.1. 40-bit parallel output circuit of the B3011 driving parallel-terminated 
transmission lines. Figure assumes one output ground pin (Vcc2) 
Consider the Bipolar Integrated Technology's B3011 16 x 16 multipler­
accumulator chip which is a ECL chip with 132 pins.  It is capable of driving 40 
signals off chip simultaneously.  Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram for the 
emitter follower circuit outputs. Here VTT = 2.0 v, Vcc2 = 0 v and RT = 50 Q. 
Package wiring has an inductance of roughly 10.0 nH/cm. Assuming the pin and the 15 
bonding wire together measure 1 cm, L will be close to 10 nH. For the time being 
assume that there is only one Vcc2 pin. 
Suppose all forty outputs are making low to high transitions, which is the 
worst case situation for the transmitted noise. These transitions cause a large change 
in current on the Vcc, pin. 
With output high VOH = 0.9 v, output low VoL = 1.75 v and transition 
time TLH = 1.5 ns, the output rate of change, d/ouT/dt can be approximated as 
follows: 
(2  1.75) v 
=  = 5 mA 
5052 
(2  0.9) v  = 22 mA 'H=  5052
 
dIo[TT  IH  (22  5) mA
 
= 1.13 x  101° mA/s.
dt  TLH  1.5 x 10-9 s 
There are forty output changing, hence, the Vcc, current rate of change d/cc,/dt, 
can be approximated as follows. 
dIcc2  LH
40  IL  = 4.53 x  108 A/s.
dt  TLH 
Therefore 
dIcc 
VNorsE = L  (10 nH) x (4.53 x 108 A/s) = 4.6 v.
dt 
2 
This amount of noise forces the emitter follower circuits completely out of their 
intended region of operation. 
Digital designer often go to a great length to reduce this noise. The tech­
niques used in reducing this noise can be classified into two categories based on 
L(di /dt); reducing L and reducing di I dt. One method of reducing L is by having 
many power supply and ground pins. This will result in a configuration  equivalent 
to connecting many L's in parallel. For instance, BIT uses 6 Vcc2  pins to handle 16 
this problem. Similarly the intel i860 microprocessor uses 24 ground pins and 24 
power supply pins [31], [55], and the Digital's Alpha chip has close to 140 ground 
and power supply pins. 
In order to reduce di /dt, we need to reduce the current fluctuation during 
switching. Cray 1, for instance, solved this problem using a scheme called differential 
signaling. Here each output logic level is represented by two signals, a 1 by 10 and 
a 0 by 01. Thus during any state transition there will have equal number of 1 > 0 
and 0 > 1 changes. And so, the change in the current value through the parasitic 
inductance is theoretically zero. However, this method of reducing di/dt costs Cray 
an order of two in the number of output pins and wires  [36], [55]. 
In [55], many techniques have been proposed to reduce di I dt using constant 
weight codes. Here each word is converted (encoded) to an appropriate constant 
weight code word. Again, using this scheme, it can be easily seen that the change in 
current through L is almost zero during the state transition. This is because when 
a state changes from one word to another word with the same weight, equal number 
of 1 > 0 and 0 > 1 transitions occur. Further it can be shown that, using balanced 
codes, this type of coding scheme requires approximately (1/2) log k + 1 extra pins 
for a k-bit data word. For example, in an 8 bit data path, using 3 extra pins, all 
data words can be made to have 5 ones and 6 zeros. Note that, if the Cray 1 scheme 
is used, we need 8 extra pins. 
Even though this coding scheme drastically reduces the number of extra pins 
needed, it requires extra logic circuits for encoding the given word to the appropriate 
code word and decoding the code word back to the original word. Thus the success 
of this coding scheme depends on the complexity of this encoding and decoding 
circuits and the algorithms. 17 
In coding theory, efficient design of encoding/decoding of constant weight 
codes has been an open research problem for the past three or four decades (please 
see [40], page 530). In [35], for the first time, some simple and interesting solutions to 
this problem were proposed for balanced codes. Since then, many improved coding 
techniques which require simple encoding/decoding circuits have been developed 
[3], [1], [13], [61].  These methods require approximately log k extra bits to make 
a k bit data to be balanced. However all these coding methods require sequential 
encoding/decoding and so they are not quite applicable for the noise reduction 
problem described here.  We need to design balanced or constant weight codes 
which have parallel encoding and decoding circuits. 
Even though some coding schemes are proposed in [55] for this application, 
they are of brute force types; some schemes require a table look-up and so the 
hardware complexity is quite high. To the author's knowledge no other efficient 
method is available in the literature for this problem. 
In Section 2.3, we propose some design methods for constant weight codes 
with parallel encoding and decoding. As shown in Table 2.2, the concatenation 
of these proposed codes require less area and smaller propagation delay for the 
encoder/decoder circuits than the codes given in [55]. Further our coding schemes 
require fewer number of redundant bits. Tabor's balanced code design methods are 
briefly described below. 
Two methods are given in [55]  1) table look-up and 2) recursive. 
Table look-up method. In the table look-up method, for a given word X, 
the corresponding balanced word Y is stored in a ROM. Since look-up table area 
grows exponentially with the number of address bits k, it  would be impractical to 
build a single word size larger than 10 bits. It will be necessary to segment k into 
manageable size sections. 18 
For decoding, again look-up tables are used and the decoding tables could be 
much larger than the encoding tables. For most practical applications this method 
would be very slow and require a large area size. Thus this method is not compared 
with the method proposed in Section 2.3. 
Recursive algorithm. Suppose a word X of length k has weight less than 
(1/4)k or more than  (3/4)k.  If the first  (1/2)k bits of X are complemented then 
the resultant word will have weight to in the range  (1/4)k < w < (3/4)k. This is 
the main idea of this method. 
Normally, the given word size  k is large and so it is partitioned into  k I s 
sections with s bits/section. During the first recursion each s-bit section is processed 
separately as follows: 
1) Calculate the weight w1, of the section (0 < wi < s). 
2)	 Test whether w1 is less than or exactly (1/4)s away from half the total number 
of bits in the section (i.e., test  (1/2)s  (1/4)s = (1/4)s < w1 <  (1/2)s + 
(1/4)s = (3/4)s.
 
3)	 If the test returns false, signal /.1/ = 0. This selects the inverted form of half 
the section's bits (I is an initial for  invert, 1 refers to the first of s sections, 
and / denotes that the signal is active low). The inversion forces the section's 
weight into the given range.  Also, include /.1/ = 0 in the section's bits to 
inform the receiver of the inversion. 
4)	 If the test returns true, signal /.1/ = 1. This selects the uninverted form of 
half the section's bits. Include /.1/ = 1 in the section's bits. 19 
After one recursion each section is (s + 1) bits long. Furthermore, we are 
guaranteed for each section  (1/4)s < w1 <  (3/4)3. A second recursion proceeds as 
follows: 
1) Combine two (s  1)-bit sections to form one larger section. 
2) Calculate the weight, w2, of the section. We are guaranteed (1/2)s < w2 < 
(3/2)3, but we would like to restrict the weight further. 
3) As before, test whether w2 is less than or exactly (1 /4)s away from half the 
total number of bits in the section (i.e., test (s + 1)  (114)s < w2 < (s + 1) + 
(1/4)s).
 
4)  If false, invert half and include I.((k1s)+1)1= 0 in the section's bits. 
5) If true, just include /.((k/s) + 1)/ = 1 in the section's bits. 
After the second recursion each sections is 2(s + 1) + 1 bits long with the 
weight between (8+1) (114)s < w2 < (s + 1) + (114)s. Continue the recursion until 
there is only one section. When finished the number of possible different weights 
will equal (1/2)s + 1. 
Though the encoding was recursive, the decoding for this method can be done 
in parallel. The recursive algorithm only requires circuitry to invert each encoded 
bit according to its set of invert signal. In the case of N recursions, each bit has a 
set of N  invert signals, I.(lst) /,  I.(Nth) /.  Decoding can be done in 
a time proportional to log2 N  with a tree of XNOR gates. 
This recursive encoding algorithm does not map all words into balanced 
words even if the maximum number of recursion steps is implemented. For example 
Table 2.1 gives the range of weight for different values of s, when k =  64.  Notice 20 
Recursion  Output  Extra pins
s  steps  weight  required required 
2  6  63 < w < 64  63 
4  5  46 < w < 48  31 
8  4  37 < w < 41  15 
16  3  31 < w < 39  7 
32  2  25 < w < 41  3 
64  1  16 < w < 48  1 
N.A.  0  0 < w < 64  0 
TABLE 2.1. Output word weights and the number of extra pins needed in Tabor's 
recursive balanced code design. The number of information bits is k = 64. The 
parameter s indicates the section size. 
that, the maximum number of recursion steps for k = 64 is 6 and even with this 
many steps the encoded words will have weights 63 or 64 (and length 127). 
Table 2.2 gives the encoder/decoder complexities of the concatenation of the 
schemes proposed in Section 2.3 to that of [55]. As we have mentioned, the scheme 
proposed in [55] will not always give a balanced word; for a rough comparison, we 
have chosen the group size such that the resultant words can have weight Ln/2  1, 
Ln/2] or Ln/2] + 1, where n is the length of the word. 
In this table, area corresponds to the number of transistors. It can be seen 
that the proposed scheme is better than that of [55] in terms of the number of redun­
dant bits, area and delay for the encoder circuit. The decoder circuit of [55] requires 21 
Input  Output  Area of  Delay of  Area of  Delay of
Group
word  word  the  the  the  the
size
size  size  encoder  encoder  decoder  decoder 
(*)  (1  (1  (1  (*)  (**)  (*) 
8  11  12  4  4  642  344  45  14  112  206  8  8 
16  23  22  4  6  2170  816  82  16  336  496  8  8 
32  46  44  4  6  5994  1654  123  16  896  1030  12  8 
64  95  86  4  6  15194  3392  170  16  2240  2140  12  8 
TABLE 2.2. Comparison between the proposed code with that of Tabor.  The 
proposed code is indicated with (**) and Tabor's code in [55] is indicated with (*). 
lower area for small word length; as the word size becomes larger the proposed 
scheme becomes better, even for the decoder circuit. 
2.2. The parallel coding scheme 
In this section, first, the concept of "set of balancing functions" is introduced; 
this is useful in designing constant weight codes. Then, the parallel coding algorithm 
scheme is given. 
The main idea of the code design is to convert a data word into an "al­
most constant weight" word, using an appropriate function from a "set of balancing 
functions", and append a check symbol. This check symbol 1) "encodes" which 
balancing function is used in the encoding process and 2) corrects any imbalance of 
the resultant code word. To decode a code word, the receiver simply applies, to the 
information part, the inverse of the function encoded by the check part. 22 
The coding process is done "in parallel" according to the following parallel 
encoding and decoding schemes. To encode, the data word is simultaneously con­
verted into p other words, using p different devices (boolean circuits in our case), 
and, simultaneously, an index ib and a check symbol which encodes ib are com­
puted. The code word is chosen to be the concatenation of the output of the ib-th 
device and the check symbol. The index ib and the check symbol are chosen so that 
the code word is of the desired constant weight. To decode, the information part 
is simultaneously converted into p words, using p different devices which undo the 
encoder devices and, at the same time, the index ib encoded by the check symbol is 
computed. The decoded word is chosen to be the output of the ib-th device. 
Now, the concept of set of balancing functions is explained. Given k, r, pE IN 
and w E [0, k], for all i E [1,M, let F be a set of check symbols of length r and 
f =(F)  (2 .  1 ) 
be a function from a set Di of information words of length k (a domain) to a set of 
almost constant weight w words of length k (a co-domain). In the coding process, 
the function (Ft) (i.e., the index i) is encoded by a check symbol in the set of checks 
Fi and is computed by the i-th encoder device. 
Definition 2 The set of functions 
de 
is a set of balancing functions if, and only if, all the following conditions hold. 
Bl: The sets I't's are pair-wise disjoint; i.e., 
Fi n F; _01 <=>.  j. 23 
B2: The family of sets {Di}ie[Lpi is a partition of the set of information words 7L2; 
i.e., 
and  DinDj=0 <=­ U&2k 
i=1 
B3: For all i E [1, p] and Y ECi, there exists C E r such that 
w(Y) + w(C) = w. 
B.4: For all i E [1, p], the function fi :Di  Ci is one-to-one. 
Example. Let Swk be the set of binary words of length k and weight w. Given 
k = 4, 7' = 2 p = 2 and w = 3, the set B  {  f2}, where 
fl 
def ({00,01,111) : SNSIUS. 4  (51 
def X 
and 
def  ({10}) :  c  U S  s4 2 
(  def
X = X1X2X3X4  J2ki  X1X2X3X4, 
satisfies all the conditions of Definition 2 and so, it is a set of balancing functions. 
It can be used to design a DC(n = 6, k = 4, w = 3) code. 
A constant weight code design can be completely specified by a set of bal­
ancing function B via the following parallel encoding and decoding algorithms. 
Algorithm 1 (Parallel encoding algorithm) Input: X E Z4 Output: Y E
 
and C E 7L72' such that e(X) = YC ESk+T .  (Refer to Figure 2.2).
 
Sequentially, perform step Si and S2.
 
Si: In parallel, perform step S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute Yi = fi(X), V i E [1,p].  If fi(X) is undefined, then 
let Y be equal to the "don't care word" *k (4, is the don't care symbol). 24 
S1.2: Find the index ib E [1, p] such that X E Deb. Note that, the existence (and 
uniqueness) of ib is guaranteed by condition B2. 
S1.3: Find the check symbol C E Fib such that YibC has weight w. Note that, 
the existence of such C is guaranteed by condition B3. 
S2: Encode X to a word with weight w as, 
6'(X) = YC = YibC 
Algorithm 2 (Parallel decoding algorithm) Input: Y E 74 and C E 7C2 such 
that YC = E(X) for some X E 7Z2. Output: X = S-1(YC). (Refer to Figure 2.3). 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 
S1: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute, Xi = f  (Y ) ,  V i E [1,  If fil(Y) is undefined, . 
then let Xi be equal to the "don't care word" *lc. 
S1.2: Compute the index ibE[1, p] such that C E rib. Note that the uniqueness 
of ibis guaranteed by condition Bl. 
S2: Select as decoding of YC the word, 
X = E  (YC) = Xib. 
Note that the uniqueness of X is guaranteed by condition B4. 
Example (continued). Encoding: if X = 0010, the encoder computes the follow­
ing. 
Si: In parallel, 25 
S1.1: compute 
= fi(x) = 0010,
 
172 = f2(x) =  = ** **,
 
S1.2: compute the index ib = 1,
 
S1.3: compute the check symbol C = 11.
 
S2: In this case, the code word is
 
E(X) = Y1C = 001011.
 
Decoding: suppose that Y C = 0010 11 is the received word; the decoder computes 
the following. 
Si: In parallel, 
S1.1: compute 
Xr = fir(Y) = 0010, 
X.2 =  = 1110 = * * * * .
 
S1.2: compute the index ib = 1.
 
S2: Compute the decoded word,
 
X = E-1(YC) =  = 0010.
 
In the sequel, we refer to the index ib of step S1.2 of Algorithm 1 and Algo­
rithm 2 as the balancing index. 
Our aim is to design combinational circuits which implement the parallel 
encoding and decoding algorithms given above. The encoder and decoder circuits 
are represented by the block diagrams in Figure 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.  The 
encoder must have k input wires, carrying the information word X, and n = k  r 26 
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FIGURE 2.2. Encoder architecture of a DC(n, k, w, p) code. 27 
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FIGURE 2.3. Decoder architecture of a DC(n, k, w, p) code. 28 
output wires, carrying the code word E(X). The input wires are fed into p+2 "black 
boxes" named, in Figure 2.2, as fi(X), /2(X),  ..., fp(X), BALANCING INDEX 
and CHECK SYMBOL. The boxes fi(X)'s compute the p balancing functions on X. 
The box BALANCING INDEX computes the balancing index ib. The box CHECK 
SYMBOL has r output wires and computes the check symbol of the code word 
associated with X. The output wires to the boxes fi(X) and BALANCING INDEX 
are fed into another box named SELECTOR, having k output wires, whose output 
is fib(X). The output wires to SELECTOR and CHECK SYMBOL are the output 
wires to the encoder. On the other hand, the decoder has n = k  r input wires, 
carrying the received word YC and k output wires, carrying the information word 
X = E-1(YC). The k input wires, carrying Y, are fed into p boxes named, in Figure 
2.3, as fi-1(Y),  f21(Y),  ..., fp-1(Y). The r input wires, carrying C, are fed into a 
box named BALANCING INDEX. The boxes fi-1(Y)'s compute the inverse of the p 
balancing functions on Y. The box BALANCING INDEX computes the balancing 
index ib.  The output wires to the boxes fil(Y) and BALANCING INDEX are 
fed into another box named SELECTOR, having k output wires, whose output is 
E-1(YC)  =  fib 1 (Y). The output wires to SELECTOR are the output wires to the 
decoder. 
In general, a balanced or constant weight code design is efficient if the en­
coding and decoding circuits are simple (i.e., fast and small) and r, the number 
of check bits, is small compared to k, the given number of information bits [35]. 
Unfortunately, these seem to be competing requirements and the system designer 
should (be able to) make a trade-off between them. So, given k, r E IN and the 
coding scheme described above, the problem is to find an efficient set of balancing 
functions. A set of balancing functions B is efficient if the encoding and decoding 29 
circuits represented by the block diagrams of Figure 2.2 and 2.3 are fast and small. 
For this, it is reasonable to assume that all the following hypothesis on B hold. 
H1: the number p = 181 of balancing functions (i.e., the number of possible values 
that the balancing index ib can take) is small; 
H2:	  the balancing index ib is easy to compute. That is, for all balancing 
functions fi E B,  fi :Di  Ci, the domain, Di, is easily computable; 
the check C is easily computable. That is, for all balancing functions 
fi E B and v E [0, k], the inverse image of the set of words with constant 
weight v, 
fif(CinS,A)= {XE  : w(fi(X)) = v  1,
 
is easily computable. Note that {f,71(ci fl st)},E(0,ki is a. partition of Di 
and two words in different subsets are encoded by the same balancing 
function but are assigned different check symbols; 
H3: for all balancing functions fi E B, the device which computes fi is simple. 
Before giving the code designs, the following implementation issue needs to 
be discussed.  Given Y E 7Z2 and i E IN, let rni(Y) indicate the majority with 
threshold i of the binary vector Y. It is defined as 
{ 0 if w(Y) < i,
mi(Y)  (2.2) 
1  if w(Y) > i. 
Also, let 
m(Y) 
def (rni(Y),rn2(Y),  mk(Y)) E &2	  (2.3) 
be the vector whose i-th component is mi(Y), for all i E [1, k].  For example, if 
Y = 100101 then m(Y) = 111000. Note that, the binary vector rn(Y) is basically 30 
the unary representation of the weight of Y and it is a function of Y through w(Y). 
In fact, if u  [0, k]  7Z1'. is defined as u(w) 
def iwok_w  then m(Y) = 01(7)). In 
our encoding algorithms, the balancing index ib and the check symbol C depend on 
X either through w(X) or through w(fi(X)), i E [1,p]. For simplicity and clarity of 
exposition, we compute the couple (ib, C), using only a very few logic gates, from 
some components of in(X) or m(fi(X)), i E[1,p], respectively. In other words, when 
the weight of a binary word Y is needed, then m(Y) is used. In any case, we leave 
the choice of how best to compute these weights, to the system designer. We only 
mention that the weight of a binary word Y of length k, can be computed in binary, 
using a tally circuit, or in unary, using a sorting circuit. In the first case, the 
circuit has k input wires, carrying Y, and rlog2(k + 1)1 output wires carrying the 
binary representation of the number of l's of Y. For example, if Y = 100101 then 
the output of the tally circuit is 011 to indicate that Y has three l's. This circuit can 
be implemented as a combinational circuit using the so called Wallace tree structure 
(see [18], pp. 675-677). In the second case, the circuit has k input wires, carrying Y, 
and k output wires carrying the vector Y sorted in decreasing order; i.e., the vector 
m(Y) of (2.3). This circuit can be implemented as a combinational circuit using a 
sorting network (see [18], pp. 634-653). Note that, in this case, a comparator is 
nothing but a couple of OR and AND gates. Another alternative to compute m(Y) 
is by using the following analog circuit. This circuit is the composition of two other 
circuits. The first is a digital to analog converter composed of k equal resistors 
in parallel connected to an operational amplifier with k  1 output voltage levels 
(one for each value of w(Y)). The second is an analog to digital converter having 
k comparators which simultaneously test the output voltage of the first device (see 
[26], pp. 606-610). 31 
In the following, with DC(n, k, w, p) we indicate a constant weight w code 
with k information bits, r = n  k check bits, designed using p balancing functions. 
2.3. Preliminary examples 
In this section, optimal balanced codes are designed with k < 6 information 
bits and r < 2 check bits. If the number of information bits is k > 6, concatenating 
these codes (i.e., dividing the data words into rk/61 groups of at most 6 bits each 
and balancing each group), balanced codes with r  k/3 check hits are obtained. 
As shown in [58] (see also Section 2.1), these codes require less area and smaller 
propagation delay for the encoder and decoder circuits than the codes given in [55]. 
Further our coding schemes require fewer number of redundant bits.  In certain 
applications it is very important to use codes whose number of l's is as small as 
possible. For example, when designing address bus decoders, using unordered codes 
(such as constant weight codes) with a low number of l's results in much smaller 
and faster circuits [41].  It is also desirable to use low constant weight codes to 
reduce the power consumption in various VLSI technologies (see [55], page 19 and 
47). For this reason, here optimal constant weight 4 codes are given with k = 7 and 
8 information bits and r = 3 check bits. The last code (i.e., k = 8) is useful for the 
present day computers, where the word lengths are a multiple of 8 bits. 
First the optimal balanced code design is presented with k = 6 and then the 
code designs with k = 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 are briefly discussed. Finally, the optimal 
constant weight 4 code design is presented with k = 8 and the design with k = 7 is 
briefly discussed. In this section we let the balancing index to range in the interval 
[0,p  1] . 32 
Case k = 6.  In this case, we design an optimal DC(n = 8, k = 6, w = 
3,p = 2) code. Note that any balanced coding method requires at least 2 extra, 
check bits to balance 6 bit data. This is because there are 26 = 64 data words of 
length 6 and (47) = 35 < 64 (whereas (48) = 70). Further, using 2 check bits, 6 is 
the maximum length of information word that can be balanced. This is because 
26 = 64 < (48) = 70 and (94) = 126 < 27 = 128. In this respect, this balanced code 
is optimal. In this design, the set of balancing functions has cardinality p = 2. The 
first balancing function is the identity function 
aef 
f0  ({00, 01, 11}) : c$  (5  S: 
The second balancing function is the function 
fl 
def 
({10 }) :  So U  U  (2.4) 
defined by the truth table in Table 2.3. 
The idea underlying the function fi is the following. Let X=.77 x T :17  :r 37 4-2 3-4 5-6 
and fi(X) = Y = yo2y3 y4y5 y6. If w(X) < 1, for i = 1, 2 and 3, the bit y is 1 if 
x2 _4  x2 and 0 otherwise.  If w(X) = 0 then y4y5 = xix2 = x3x4 = x5x6 = 11 
and if w(X) = 1 with x2j_1  x2j then y4y5 = x2j_ix2j; in these two cases the bit 
Y6 = I. Note that the code words are pair-wise distinct and have weight 3. Now, if 
w(X) > 5, the code word associated with X is equal to the complement of the code 
word associated with the complement of X. Further, y6 = 0 and so these last code 
words are distinct from the previous ones. 
A simple boolean circuit that implements the balancing function of Table 
2.3 and its inverse can be designed as follows. Consider the boolean functions g, p 
and m2 of the three variable x, y and z, whose truth tables are given in Table 2.4. 
The function p is the parity of x, y and z. The function m2 is the majority with 33 
X 1 X 2  :V3X 4  X5 X6  Y4 Y5  116 Y1 Y2 Y3 
00 00 00  000  11  1
 
00 00  01  001  10  1
 
00 00 10  001  01  1
 
00 01 00  010  10  1
 
00  10 00  010  01  1
 
01 00 00  100  10 1
 
10 00 00  1>  100  01  1
 
f-i
 
01  11  11  011  10 0
 
11  11  11  111  00 0
 
10  11  11  011  01 0
 
11  01  11  101  10 0
 
11  10  11  101  01 0
 
11  11  01  110  10 0
 
11  11  10  110  01 0
 
TABLE 2.3. Design of a DC(n = 8, k = 6, w = 4, p = 2) code: truth table of the 
balancing function 34 
xyz  g  p  7712 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
0  0  1  0  1  0 
0  1  0  1  1  0 
1  0  0  1  1  0 
0  1  1  0  0  1 
1  0  1  0  0  1 
1  1  0  1  0  1 
1  1  1  1  1  1 
TABLE 2.4. Design of a DC(n = 8, k = 6, w = 4, p = 2) code: truth table of the 
Boolean functions g, p and  7n2. 
threshold 2 of x, y and z. The function g is equal to 
{x V y if z = 0, 
g(x,y,z) =
 
x y  if z  1. 
Note that,  g(T = g(x , y, z); so also p(T,V-f) = p(x ,y z) and  7n2(.7,y,7z-) = ,
 
in2(x, y, z). Now, the function fl can he computed by a circuit that implements the 
following expression. 
fl (X) =  (g(xi, x2, x3), g(x3, x4, x5), g(x5, x6, xi), 
(2.5) 
p(Xi, /73,,X5), p(x2, x4, x6), 771 2(X2, x4, X6)) 
On the other hand, the inverse function, fill, can be computed as 
fl  (Y) (Y)  (g(Y1 Y5 Y6), g(Y1 Y4, y6), g(Y2, y5, y6), 
(2.6) 
g(Y2, Y4, y6), g(y3, Y5, Y6), g(Yi Y4, y6)).
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Assume that the balancing index ib is encoded by one bit according to the 
usual binary representation. The encoder can compute ib and the check symbol C 
from the data word X as 
ib = m2(X)  m5(X) ,
 
C = (ci, c2) = (m3(X) +7775(X),7772(X) +7774(X)).
 
Note that, if w(X) = 2, 3 or 4, the word X is left unmodified and 11, 01 or 00 
are assigned as the checks respectively.  If w(X) = 0,  1, 5 or 6 the word X is 
transformed according to the balancing function (2.5) and 10 is assigned as the 
check. On the other hand, given the received word YC, C = cic2, the decoder 
computes the balancing index as 
ib = cl c2.  (2.7) 
So, if ib = 0 (  ==>- C = 00, 01 or 11) then YC is decoded as 
X = fo-1(Y) = Y. 
If instead ib = 1 (  C = 10) then YC is decoded as 
X = 
according to (2.6). 
Now, for the sake of completeness, the optimal balanced code designs are 
briefly discussed with k = 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. 
Case k = 5. In this case, we design an optimal DC(77 = 7, k = 5, w = 3, p = 
2) code. The balancing functions are 
f0  (00, 01, 111)  : Si5 U c95 U <9  Si5 U <5.5 U c95, 
= (OW : S 65 U S4 5 U S5 5  S25. flclef36 
The function fo is the identity function and the function fi is defined as, 
def fl (X) = fl (Xi, X2, X3, X4, X5) = (Xi .X2, X2 X3, X4 X5, X2 X4, xi .X3.S5), 
where its inverse function is 
.fi 1(Y)  fil(Yi, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5) = (Y1* (Y4 V y5), Y2 V Y4, Y2 V Y5, Y3 V Y4, Y3 V Y5) 
Similarly to the case k = 6, the encoder computes ib and C as 
ib = ml(X)  m4(X), 
C = (ci  , c2) = (m2(X)  m4(X), mi(X)  m3(X)) 
The decoder computes ib from the received check symbol C = cie2 as in (2.7). 
Case k = 4. In this case, we design an optimal DC(n = 6, k = 4, w = 3, p = 
2) code. The balancing functions are 
/0 tf ({ 00, 01, 11}  :S1 U c$ U  U S:21 U Sj, 
def 
:  SZ,1 U  Sj. 
The function fo is the identity function and the function fi is defined as, 
def
fl (X) = f1(xl, X2, X3, X4) =  X2, X3, X4), 
where its inverse function is, 
.f1 1(Y) = fi 1(y1, y2, y3, g4) =  w, y3, y4). 
The encoder computes ib and C as 
ib = 7721(X) + m4(X), 
C = (c1, c2) = (m2(X)  m4(X) , mi(X)  1n3(X)). 
The decoder computes ib as in (2.7). 37 
Case k = 3. In this case, we design an optimal DC(n = 5, k = 3, w = 2, p = 
2) code. The balancing functions are 
f0  ({00, 01,11 })  : Stj U ST U  S(j U ST U 
fl 
clef ({10}) : S33 > 
The function fo is the identity function and the function fi is defined as fi(X) 
fi(111) 
clef  = Y, where its inverse function is f11(Y) = 111. The encoder 
computes ib and C as 
ib = 7n3(X)
 
C = (e1, c2) = (rni(X)  m3(X),m2(X)).
 
The decoder computes ib as in (2.7). 
Case k = 2. In this case, we design an optimal DC(n = 4, k = 2, w = 2, p = 
1) code. The balancing function is the identity function 
dg ( 00,01,10,10) : 7z2  &2. 
Since p = 1, the encoder does not need to compute the balancing index which 
is constantly equal to 0.  The check part can be obtained by complementing the 
information part. 
Case k = 1. The DC(n, = 2, k = 1, w = 1, p = 1) code design is equal to the 
design of the previous case. 
These last two simple codes are usually known as Manchester codes. Since 
they are systematic the decoding is straightforward. 
Now two optimal constant weight 4 codes are presented with k = 8 and 7 
information bits. 
Case k = 8.  In this case, an optimal DC(n = 11, k = 8, w = 4,p = 3) 
code is designed. Note that any constant weight 4 coding method requires at least 38 
3 extra check bits to encode 8 bit data. This is because there are 28 = 256 data 
words of length 8 and ( °) = 210 < 256. Further, using 3 check bits, 8 is the 
maximum length of information word that can be made constant weight 4. In fact, 
28 = 256 < (14) = 330 and (142) = 495 < 29 = 512. In this respect, this code is 
also optimal. Here, the set of balancing functions has cardinality p = 3. The first 
balancing function is the identity function 
f 0  i g ({000, 001, 0 1 1 , 1 1 1 })  :SgUS8US3 US4  S8US8US3 U S:. 
The second balancing function is the function 
def
fl  (1100,101D :  SS US  (9 U 
which associates X with its complement, X. The third balancing function is the 
function 
f2 d.g ({110}) :  So U S7 U S: --+ (9 
defined by the truth table in Table 2.5. 
This last function is analogous to the function (2.4) and a simple circuit that 
realizes it is given by the following boolean expression. 
f2 (X ) = f2 (x  , x2, x3, r4, x5, x6, x7, x8) = 
(x1 + X2, X3 + X4, X5 + X6, X7 + X8,  (2.8) 
X1X3 X5 X7, X.2 X4. X6 X8, Xi V X2, x1 V x2). 
On the other hand, the inverse function can be designed according to 
(Y) = f2 1(y1, y2, y3, y4, Y5, Y6, Y7, Y8) = 
(2.9) (y5 V Y1' Y6, Y6 V yi Y5, Y5 V Y2 Y61 Y6 V Y2 Y5, 
Y5 V Y3 Y6, Y6 V T Y5, Y5 V Y4 Y6, Y6 V Y4 Y5)­39 
x1x2  x3x4  x5x6  x7x8  y1y2y3y4  y5y6  y7y8 
00  00 00  00  0000  00  11 
01  11  11  11  1000  01 00 
10  11  11  11  1000  10 00 
11  01  11  11  0100  01 00 
f>
11  10  11  11 
2 0100  10 00 
f.<
11  11  01  11 
--1 0010  01 00 
11  11  10  11  0010  10 00 
11  11  11  01  0001  01 00 
11  11  11  10  0001  10 00 
11  11  11  11  0000  11 00 
TABLE 2.5. Design of a DC(n = 11,k = 8, w = 4, p = 3) code: truth table of the 
balancing function f2. 40 
Assume that the balancing index ib is encoded by two bit in binary. The 
encoder can compute ib and the check symbol C from the data word X as 
ib = (mi(X)  m7(X), 7715(X) + 7n7( X)), 
C = (m2(X)  rn5(X),m3(X)  rn7(X),(rni(X)  m4(X)) V (m6(X)  m7(X))). 
According to the set of balancing function defined above, if w(X) = 1, 2, 3 or 4, 
the word X is left unmodified and 111, 011, 001 or 000 are assigned as the checks 
respectively.  If w(X) = 5 or 6, the word X is complemented and 101 or 100 are 
assigned as the checks respectively.  Finally, if w(X) = 0, 7 or 8, the word X is 
transformed according to (2.8) and 110 is assigned as the check. 
On the other hand, if YC, C = c1c2c3, is the received word, the decoder can 
compute the balancing index ib as 
ib = (ci c2 C3, Ci C2).  (2.10) 
In this case, if ib = 0 ( <==>. C = 000, 001, 011 or 111) then YC is decoded as 
x = .f 0101 = 
If ib = 1 ( -<=>- C = 100 or 101) then YC is decoded as 
X = fi 1(Y) = Y. 
Finally, if ib = 2 ( <  > C = 110) then YC is decoded as 
X = f2 1(Y) 
according to (2.9). 
Case k = 7.  In this case, we design an optimal DC(n = 10, k = 7, w 
4, p = 3) code. The balancing functions are 
fo  ({ 000, 001, 011, 111}) :  S'27  S'37  S'47  5.'17  S'27  S'37  S,71, 
dg (1100) :Ss 4 S 
f2  ( {110 })  : S(j U S6 U S77  S. 41 
X1  X2X3  X4X5  X6X7  Y1Y2Y3Y4  Y5Y6  Y7 
0  00  00  00  1000  00  1 
0  11  11  11  1000  10  0 
1 
1 
1 
01 
10 
11 
11 
11 
01 
11 
11 
11 
f2 -4 
f-1 
i2--­
0100 
0100 
0010 
01 
10 
01 
0 
0 
0 
1  11  10  11  0010  10  0 
1  11  11  01  0001  01  0 
1  11  11  10  0001  10  0 
1  11  11  11  0000  11  0 
TABLE 2.6. Design of a DC(n = 10, k = 7, w = 4,p = 3) code: truth table of the 
balancing function f2. 
The function f0 is the identity, the function fi is the complement, and the function 
f2 is defined in Table 2.6 and is realized as, 
f2(X) = f2(X  ,  x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) 
(X4, X2 + X3, X4 + X5, X6 + X7, X2' X4' X6, X1' X3* X5' X7, X1 V x2). 
A simple Boolean expression for the inverse function is, 
t 2 1(Y) = f2 1 (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, y6, y7) = 
(Yi, Y5 V Y2 Y6, Y6 V Y2 Y5, Y5 V Y3 Y6, Y6 V Y3 Y5, Y5 V Y4 Y6, Y6 V Y4* Y5) 
The encoder computes ib and C as 
ib = (m1 (X) + nt6( X), m5(X)  m6(X)),
 
C = (m2(X)  m5(X),m3(X)  m6(X), (mi(X)  m4(X)) V (m5(X)  rn6(X)).
 
The decoder computes ib as in (2.10). 42 
2.4. A general method
 
In this section, a general method is introduced which, from any balanced 
code design, gives a constant weight code design with the same complexity of the 
balanced code design, but half the redundancy. Applying this general method to 
the complementation method [35], [4], [1], efficient constant weight code designs are 
obtained for DC(n, k, w, p) codes, where 
n = k+[ 2k1p1 /2] + 2  k + k /p, 
kE IN, 
w = [k/2] + 1, 
pE[4,[:Vk + 3] +  n2IN. 
As an example, a DC(n = 74, k = 64, w = 33, p = 8) code is designed. In general, 
efficient code designs are obtained for DC(n, k, w, p) codes, where 
n = k 
k E INT, 
zt, = [k /2l  e, 
p E 2INT 
and r = r(k,p) is the smallest natural such that 
P  (1)  and 
e  p <_ (c + [[2klpi /2] 
with 
r  112k1p1 /2] 
e = e(k,r,p)=[ 
2 
In this section we let the balancing index to range in the interval [0,p  1]. 
Given a function f :  7Z2, let f indicate the complement of the function 
f. It is defined as 
f(X)  f(X),  VX E D. 43 
Note that, if f (X) is such that rk/21 < w(f (X)) < Lk /21 + 6, for some 6 > 0, then 
f(X) = f(X) and Lk/2]  b < w(f(X)) < Lk /2J  .  The following theorem, which is 
the basis for our code design, generalizes this concept. 
Theorem 1 Let 13' be a set of functions such that 
V X E7L2i  f E.3':  w(f(X)) EIS 
aef 
[[k /2j  6,[kI21+ 6]  ,  (2.11) 
for some 6E [0, Lic/2]], and B " 4-1-f { f: f EB' }. Let 13 ctf  U 8 ". Then 
VX EZ4, ]f E8: w(f(X))EL5 cig [Lk 12j  6, [k 12]] 
and, in particular, 
V X  either  f EB': w(f(X)) E [Lk 12]  6,[k12]] = Is 
or  3f E  w(f (X)) E [[k/2J 6, Lk /2J  (k + 1) mod 2] c /5  . 
(2.12) 
Proof: Let f E B' C B be such that w(f (X)) E Ps. Then, either 
w(f(X))EL'5 n [0,[kI21], 16 
or 
w(f (X)) E  n Lk/2j , kJ. 
In this last case, 
w(f(X)) = w(f (X))E  n [0, Pc/21) 
and f E13. 
Example. Let k = 16, 
fo(X) cig X,
 
fl(X)  f0(X) = f0(X) = X.
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If 13' = ffol then 
6 = 8, 
= [Lk /21  6, rk /21 + 6] = [0,16], 
B = Uo, 
Is = [Lk/21  6, Lk /2]] = [0, 8], 
and relation (2.11) holds because 
VX E 7Z26,  w(fo(X)) = w(X) E [0,16] = P6  . 
Then, Theorem 1 simply states that 
VX E 7Z126,	  either w(fo(X)) = w(X) E [0, 8] = /6 
or  w(fi(X)) = w(X) E [0, 7] C /6, 
that is, (2.12) holds. 
What good use are we going to make of Theorem 1? We show the usefulness 
of this by comparing the complexity of the following two constant weight code 
designs. Suppose B' = ffol is used as a set of balancing functions for the balanced 
code DC(n = k  k = 16, w = 16, p = 1). Then the number of check bits, r', is 
r' > 16  1/151. 
Assume r' = 16.  Let X E 7L216 be a given data word and C be the 16-bit unary 
representation of w(X). Then the code word is given by XC. This code design is 
simply defined by letting 
fo cLef ({ 016i 
:  i E [0, 16]	  : 7Z26  71-6, 
so that X is associated with the balanced word 
( f 0 ( x ) )  6-w(fo(x ))  x 0w(X)116w(X) = E( X ) = f0(X) 0	  (2.13) 45 
of length n = 32. For example 
E(0110 0010 1110 1011) = 0110 0010 1110 1011 0000 0000 0111 1111. 
For this code, the encoding can be performed as shown in Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 Input: X E 7Z126. Output: E(X) E S16 defined by (2.13). Recall that 
m(Y) = (mt(Y),m2(17),...,77746(Y)) 
where m(Y) = 0 if w(Y) < i and mi(Y) = 1 if w(Y) > i. 
Sequentially, perform step Sl, S2 and S3. 
Si: Compute M = m(fo(X)) = m(X). 
S2: Compute C = M. 
S3: Output E(X) = fo(X) C = X C. 
Note that the most difficult step of the above algorithm is Sl. 
For the second code, the set of balancing functions is B =  = fol. This 
is used to design a DC(n = k  r, k = 16, w = w(r), p = 2) code. Here, the number 
of check bits,  r, is 
/81  7'1  16 
r > 9  1/81  (2.14) 
Assume r = 9.  In this case, a constant weight code of length n = 25 and weight 
w = 8 can be constructed as follows.  Suppose X E  7Z2
6  is the given data word 
with w(X) < 8. Let C be the 8-bit unary representation of w(X). Then the code 
word is XOC. On the other hand, suppose w(X) > 8.  Let C be the 7-bit unary 
representation of tv(X). Then the code word is XC10. More concisely, the code is 
defined by letting 
clef u8w=0 st1v 6, 
fl 
= ({ 09i  E [0, 8] })  : U8 w=0 Sw16 
clef  ({ 08'110:  E [1, 8] }) 46 
so that X is associated with the constant weight w = 8 word 
)18.(f0(x »
 h ()000w(fom if w(fo(X)) < 8, 
( )
 
{ ft(X)0w(f1(x))17w(f1(x))10  if w(h(X)) < 8 
{X00w(x)18-w(X)  if w(X) < 8, 
(2.15) 
X0w(x)17-11(x)10 if w(X) > 8 
of length n = 25. For example 
E(0110 001011101011) = 1001 1101 0001 0100 0000 00010. 
In this case, encoding is performed as follows. 
Algorithm 4 Input: X E  Z/126. Output: E(X) E Se defined by (2.15). Recall that 
m(Y) = (mt(Y),m2(Y)  m16(Y)) 
where mi(Y) = 0 if w(Y) < i and m (Y) = 1 if w(Y) > i. 
Sequentially, perform step 51, S2 and S3. 
Si: Compute 
M = m1n-12  mis = m( fo(X)) = m (X ).
 
S2: Compute
 
Co = 0771071277131714M577167717M8, 
C1 = mismismi4m13mumitrnio10. 
S3: Output
 
XC0 if w(X) < 8,

E(X) =  = fm, (X) Cm, . 
XC1 if w(X) > 8 
Example. Suppose X = 0110 0010 1110 1011 is the given information word. Then 
the encoding is clone as follows. 47 
Si: Compute 
M = m(X) = m1rn2  m16 = 1111 1111 1000 0000. 
S2: Compute 
C0 = 0rn1m2m3m4m5m6m7ms =  0000 0000 0, 
C1  = rnionisrnizoni3m12rniirni010 =  0000 0001 0. 
S3: Since m9 = 1, output 
E(X) = fi(X)Ci = X Ci = 1001 1101 0001 0100 0000 00010. 
Also in this case, the most difficult step is Sl. 
Comparing Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, it can be readily noticed that the 
encoder (and decoder) complexity of the two constant weight codes is almost the 
same; but the first code uses almost two times as many check bits (see (2.14)). This 
makes the second code design more efficient than the first one. 
At this point, the general idea should be clear. Assume B' is a set of balancing 
functions for a balanced code 
DC(n' = k  r', k, w'  12112]  q) . 
Then (2.11) must holds for B' with r'  1/161, provided that q is small enough. 
The idea consists in adding all the complements of the functions of B' as balancing 
functions. In this way, by Theorem 1, it is possible to halve the redundancy. In fact, 
it is sufficient to make all code words to have the same weight, w E [[k/2]  Ln/2] ], 
by appending to .f (X), f EB, a check symbol, C, of the appropriate length, 
r  1/51  1/',51/2  r72, 48 
such that w(C)  w(f(x))  = to. Now, since half of the functions in B are the 
complement of the other half, it is possible to design encoder and decoder circuits 
whose area is proportional to q = 18112 = 151 instead of B. In other words, given 
a balanced code design, there exists a constant weight to code design which has 
almost the same complexity as the balanced code design but requires almost half 
the number of check bits; further, w < [n/2] .  As mentioned earlier, many VLSI 
applications require low weight codes. 
Now, we give a family of constant weight codes by applying the above idea to 
the complementation method given in [35]. In the following code design for k E  IN 
data bits, the set of balancing functions has cardinality p = 2q, q E IN, and is 
defined as follows. As in [35] and [1], let X(') denote the word X with its first i bits 
complemented, i E [0, k]. Since the sequence {(i, w(X(i)))10,1,...,k defines a "random 
walk" from (0, w(X)) to (k, w(X)), the following properties hold. 
V XE7Z1, ]ix E [0, k]  :  w(X(ix))  121  (2.16) 
and 
VX E  &/2",  Vi,  E [0, k],  w(X(3))E[w(X(z))  j1,w(X('))  j1]  .  (2.17) 
Let d 
def 
rk 1 ql .  Without loss of generality assume that k = (q  1)d + d', 
with d' E [1, d], and consider the one-to-one even index functions f2- : 7L2 3 7L2 
defined as 
f2i(X) dg X(id)  E [0, q  1] . 
Note that fo is the identity function, f2 is the function which complements the first d 
bits of X,  .  .  ., and f2(q_i) is the function which complements the first (q 1)d = kd' 
bits of X. These q functions make up the first half of our set of balancing functions. 
The following theorem holds. 49 
Theorem 2 Let 13' = {fo, f2,  , f2(q-1)}.  Then, for all X E ZZ  there exists at 
least one function fi E B' such that 
w(fi(X))E  [[kI2]  [d/2]  , [k /2J  Ld/2_1].  (2.18) 
Proof: Let .s E [0, k] be such that 
w(X(s)) = Lk/2] . 
The existence of such s follows from (2.16). Exactly one of the following cases must 
hold. 
Cl: There exists i E [0, q  1] such that 
s E [id,id+ [d 12]] <==> sidE[0,[d12]]. 
From (2.17) we have 
w(f2i(X)) =1-1)(X"))G [w(X(s))  (s  id), w(X(s)) + (s  id)] C 
[[kI2] 1(112],[0_1+1(112j] C I'. 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = 2i 
C2: There exists i E [0, q  2] such that 
8 E (id + [(112] ,(i +1)d) <=> s  (i +1)d E ( d + [(112_] ,0) <  > 
(i +1)d  s E (0, Lc/121  1]. 
From (2.17) we have 
w(f2(i+i)(X)) = w(X((  -1-1)d)) 
[w(X(s))  ((i + 1)d  s),w(X(s))+ ((i +1)(1  s)] C 
[Lk/2]  ([d /21  1), [k/2]  (rd/21  1)] c 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = 2(i + 1). 50 
C3:
 
s c ((q  1)d + [d /2J  k]  >  k  E ((q  1)d + Ld /2J  k, 0] c 
((q  1)d +  Ld/2]  qd, 0]  ( [d/2]  d, 0] 
k  s E [0,  [d/21  1]. 
From  (2.17) we have 
w(x) = ox(0)E [Lk/2]  rd/21  1), Lk/2] +  [d/21  1)]  > 
w(x)  to(fo(X)) E [Fk/21  rd/21  1),  [k /21 + ( rd/21  1)] c I'. 
In this case, a balancing index for X is  ib = 0. 
Now we introduce the odd index balancing functions.  These are simply 
defined to be the complement of the even index ones; that is, 
. f2i4-1(X) c141. /2i(X),  i = [0, q  1] 
So, our set of balancing functions is 
ys def  B11  Rog  1  1] }. 
Let 
I Fklqi  [2k/P1

6 = 6(k p) =  2 
(2.19)
 ,
  =
 
[ 2
 
Theorem 1 guaranties that 
VX  ]ibE [0, p  I]:  w(fib(X)) E I dg  [[k/2]  6, Lk/2_1] 
At this point, to completely specify our set of balancing functions, and hence 
our code design, we must assign a set, ri, of check symbols to every function fi E B. 51 
This assignment must be done in such a way that the conditions B1 and B3 of 
Definition 2 are met. Further, the computation of the check symbol should be as 
easy as possible. First, assume that III + 1 > p > 2 and let 
r = r(k,p) dg  + 1 = 6 + 2. 
In this case, a constant weight w = [k /2] + 1 code is designed. Note that, 
1/1+ 1 = 6 + 2 = 112k/p-1 /2] + 2 > p -<=> 
[2k/p1 > 2p  4 <  2klp > 2p  4 <=> 
p2  2p  k < 0 <==> p < Lik +11 +1. 
Indeed 
p <  [N/ k + 31 +  p <  +1. 
Since r > p, the Ft's can be defined as follows. Given a set F C 7Z72 and i E IN, let 
F<i< be the set of words obtained by cyclically shifting the words of F, i times to 
the left. Let 
F = 0-111,0-212,...,011r -11.
 
For i E [0, p  1], the set Fi is defined as 
<z< def  (2.20) 
For example, if r = p = 4 then 
F0 = F<°< = {0001,0011,0111}, 
F1 = F <1< =10010,0110,11101,
 
F2 = F <2< = {0100,1100,1101},
 
F3 = F<3< = {1000,1001,1011}.
 52 
Note that the F 's are pair-wise disjoint; i.e., condition B1 is satisfied. Further, 
Vv E I = [Lk/2]  6, Lk/2]] = [Lk/2]  (r  2), Lk/2]] 
there exists C E F such that 7_,+w(C) = Lk/2] +1 = w; i.e., condition B3 is satisfied. 
Now, we turn our attention to the encoder design. For simplicity, we show 
this design through an example of an encoder for a DC(n = 64 + 10, k = 64, w = 
33, p = 8) code. The design for the general case should be clear from this example. 
The balancing functions are defined as follows (X -= X1X2X3X4 E  where X1, 
X2, X3 and X4 E 7Z26) 
fO(X)  X1X2X3X4, fl (X) = X1X2X3X4, 
.f2 (X) = Xi X2 X3X4  f3(X) = X1X2X3X4, 
f4(X)  X1X2X3X4, f5(X) = XiX2X3X4, 
f6(X) = X1X2X3X4, f7(X) = X1X2X3X4. 
From Theorems 1 and 2, we have 
VXE744, either  ]ibE  w(fib(X))E/ dg [24,32] 
Or  ]ibe {1,3,5,7}: w(f,b(X)) E [24,31] C I  . 
Then, from the above relation and (2.20), we can let 
0000000001, 0000000011,  0000000111, 
fo = (F0) = (  0000001111, 0000011111, 0000111111,  ), 
000ttillit, oolttuttt, 0111111111 { 
0000000110, 0000001110, 
fi = (F1) = ( {  0000011110, 0000111110,  0001111110,  ), 
oottlittio, 0111111110, 1111111110 
0000000100, 0000001100, 0000011100,
 
h = (F2) = (  0000111100, 0001111100, 0011111100,  ),
 
0111111100, 1111111100, 1111111101
 1
 
0000011000, 0000111000, 
t3 = (F3) = (  0001111000, 0011111000, 0111111000,  ) , 
1111111000, 1111111001, 1111111011 {
 53 
= (F4)  = ({ 
= (F5)  =
 
16  = (F6)  = ({
 
= (F7)  =
 
0000010000, 
0011110000, 
1111110001, 
0111100000, 
1111100011, 
0001000000, 
1111000000, 
1111000111, 
1110000001, 
1110001111, 
0000110000, 
0111110000, 
1111110011, 
0001100000, 
1111100000, 
1111100111, 
0011000000, 
1111000001, 
1111001111, 
0110000000, 
1110000011, 
1110011111, 
0001110000, 
1111110000, 
1111110111 
0011100000, 
1111100001, 
1111101111 
0111000000, 
1111000011, 
1111011111 
1110000000, 
1110000111, 
1110111111 
}) , 
}) , 
}) , 
. 
Encoding. Note that, until now we have not mentioned  anything about 
the domains of the balancing functions fi's: they are defined by st ep S1.2.3 of the 
following encoding procedure. In this procedure, for simplicity, we assume that ib 
is encoded in unary by a binary vector of length p = 8 whose j-th  component is 1 
iff ib = j, j E [0,7]. Let 
X1  = 1001 1101 1011 0111E &126, 
X2 = 1111 1110 1111 0011 E 7Z12-6, 
X3 = 1110 1011 0000 1110 e &r, 
X4 = 1011 0011 1111 1111E 7L26. 
The encoder computes the encoding of the information word X 
def 
Xi X2 X3X4 E WV, 
as well as any other X E 744 according to the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 5 Input: X E &V. Output: 
E(X) = fib(X)C ES3T 
Let Yi = L(X), i E [0,7], the function u  :  [0,64]  746 be defined as u(w) 
11w064'0 and 
172( ) d-1 (7720(Y), 2/21 (Y), 
def
7n65(Y))  li(2V(Y)). 54 
w\i  0  ... 23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  ...  65 
0-22  1  ...  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
23  1 ...  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
24  1  ...  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
25  1 ...  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
26  1  ...  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
27  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
28  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
29  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
30  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
31  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
32  1 ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
33  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
34  1 ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
35  1 ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
36  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
37  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
38  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  ...  0 
39  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  ...  0 
40  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  0  ...  0 
41  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0  ...  0 
42-64  1  ...  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  ...  0 
TABLE 2.7. Design of a DC(n = 64 + 10, k = 64, w = 33, p = 8) code: truth table 
of the function u(w). The value of ui(w), the i-th component of u(w), is 0 if w < i 
and 1 if w > i, i E [0, 65]. The table shows the components of u(w) from the 24-th to 
the 41-th. These are the only components which are needed to compute the check 
symbol and the balancing index in the DC(n = 64 + 10, k = 64, w = 33,p = 8) code 
design. 55 
In this way, we have that for any Y, m(Y) is equal to the reverse of m(Y). Also, 
for all i,j E [0, 65], i < j, let 
def  m (Y), m,+1(Y),  , mj(Y)). 
(Refer to Table 2.7).
 
Sequentially, perform step Si and S2.
 
S1: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute: 
Y0 = f0(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 10 ... 11 11 ... 11 11 ... 10 10 ... 11, 
= f1( X) = X1X2X3X4 = 01 ... 00 00... 00 00...01  01 ... 00, 
1/2 = f2(X) = XiX2X3X4 = 01...00 11...11 11...10 10...11,
 
Y3 = f3(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 10... 11 00 ... 00 00 ... 01 01 ... 00, 
Y4 = ,f4(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 01...0000...00 11...10 10-11, 
Y5 = f5(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 10...11 11 ... 11 00 ... 01 01 ... 00, 
Y6 = ,f6(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 01...0000...00 00...01 10...11, 
Y7 = f7(X) = X1X2X3X4 = 10 ... 11 11 ... 11 11 ... 10 01 ... 00. 
S1.2: Sequentially, perform step S1.2.1, 51.2.2 and 51.2.3. 
51.2.1: In parallel, compute: 56 
M[24,41] \170)  (In24(Y0)171125(}70),  IM41(Y0)) 
1111 1111 11 1111 1111, 
M[24,41](Y2)  (Tn24(12), M25(72),  M41(72)) 
1111 1111 11 1111 1110, 
(2.21) 
M[24,41074)  (m24(Y4), M25(174),  M41(Y4)) 
1111 1110 00 0000 0000, 
m[24,41](176) = (17124(76),  5(1/6),  m41(176)) = 
1111 1000 00 0000 0000. 
Note that, for all i = 0,2,4,6, m(Y2 +1) is equal to the reverse of 
m(Y2i). 
S1.2.2: In parallel, perform step S1.2.2.1 and S1.2.2.2. 
S1.2.2.1: In parallel, compute: 
bo  m24(Yo)  m33(Y0) = 1 + 1 = 0, 
= m33(Yo)  m41(Y0) = 1 + 1 = 0, 
b2 = m24(172) -I- m33(Y2) = 1 + 1 = 0, 
b3 = m33(172)  m4i(Y2) = 1 + 0 = 1, 
b4 = m24(Y4)  rn33(Y4) = 1 + 0 = 1, 
b5 = m33(Y4)  m41(Y4) = 0 + 0 = 0, 
b6 = m24(76) + m33(176) = I + 0 = 1, 
b7 = m33(76) + m41(}76)  0 + 0 = 0. 
Note that, for all i e [0, 7], bi = 1 if w(17i) e [24,32  i mod 2] and 
bi = 0 if w(Y)  [24, 32  i mod 2] (see Table 2.7). 57 
51.2.2.2: In parallel, compute: 
Co = (rn24(Yo), m25(Yo),  ,777,33070))<°` 
(00000000 00)<°< = 0000000000, 
C1  = (m4i(1'0), m4o(Yo),  ,  717.32(Y0))`1` 
(1111 1111 11)<1<  = 1111111111, 
C2 = (124(Y2), 125(72),  ,  17233(72))<2` 
(0000 0000 00)<2<  = 0000000000, 
C3 = (Tri41(172), m40(172),  in32(Y2))<3< 
(0111 1111 11)<3<  = 11111 11011, 
C4 = (M24(74), M25(74),  , rn33074))<4 
(0000 0001 11)<4<  = 00011 10000, 
C5 = (m41(Y), m4o(Y4),  , m32(110)<5 
(0000 0000 00)<5<  = 00000 00000, 
C6 = (n224(176), 77/25(Y6),  , 17233(176))6 
(0000 0111 11)<6< = 11110 00001, 
C7 =  (m41(}6), m40(Y6),  , m32(Y6))7 
(0000 0000 00)<7< = 00000 00000. 
Note that, for all i E [0, 7], 
110 = *1°  if w(Y) E [0, 24), 
Ci =  [00110-22133-w(Y,)] <i< 
if w(Y) E [24, 32], 
010  *10  if w(Y) E (32, 64]); 
so if w(Y) E [24, 32  i mod 2] then Ci E Fi and YiCi E (.533 (see 
Table 2.7). 58 
1.2.3: In parallel, compute the balancing index ib = (10,14,12,13,14,15,16,17): 
io = bo =  0, 
= bi.bo =  0.1  = 0, 
i2 = b2b1b0 =  0.1.1  = 0, 
i3 = b3b2bib0 =  1  1.1.1 =  1, 
i4 = b4b3b2b1bo =  1.0  1.1.1 = 0, 
i5 =  b4 b3 b2  bo =  0.0.0  1.1.1 = 0, 
i6 = b6. b5. 64. b3. b2. bi bo =  1.1.0.0.1.1.1 = 0, 
i7 = b7.b6.b5.b4.b3.b2.  'bp = 0.0.1.0.0.1.1.1 = 0. 
Note that there can be more than one word yiCi whose weight is 
equal to 33.  As encoding of X, we choose the word yiC E S3734 
which has the smallest index.  Since, for all i E [0, 7], the function 
fz  :  7L2 --> 7Z2 is one-to-one, the encoding of X is well defined 
and one-to-one.  Let j' be the smallest index j E [0, 7] such that 
w(i/iCj) = 33; all the components of ib are equal to zero except the 
j'-th component. 
S2: Select as encoding of X the balanced word, E(X) = YC = YibC. . In parallel, 
perform step S2.1 and S2.2. 
S2.1: Compute:
 
Y = \'/ (  Yj)= Y3= A1X2X3X4=
 
.J=1 
1001 1101 1011 0111 0000 0001 0000 1100 
0001 0100 1111 0001 0100 1100 0000 0000.
 
S2.2: Compute:
 
C= V(2Cj) =C3 = 11111 11011.
 59 
So, the encoding of X is 
E(X) = Y3C3 = X1X2X3X4 = 
1001 1101 1011 0111 0000 0001 0000 1100  (2.22) 
0001 0100 1111 0001 0100 1100 0000 0000 
11111 11011  E S;4. 
Decoding. Let the received word be the one in (2.22) or any other E(X) = 
Y C = Y1Y2Y3Y1C, with  E 7L126. To retrieve X, the decoder executes the following 
simple procedure. 
Algorithm 6 Input: E(X) = YC E <5'37.43. Output: X E ZZV. Let: C = c1c2  c10 E 
7zr. 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 
Si: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute: 
xo  =  fcTi(Y) = Y1Y2Y3Y4 = 10... 11 00 ...00  oo  01 01  00, 
X1=  fi1(Y)= Yi172Y3Y4= 01...0011...1111...1010...11, 
X2 = ,f1(Y) = Y1Y2I 3/74  = 01 ... 00  00 ... 00 00...01 01  .  00, 
X3 =  (IT) = Y072/73/74 =  10 ... 11  11 ... 11  11 ... 10  10 ... 11, 
X4= f4 1(  )  Y072/73/74  01 ... 00  11 ... 11  00 ... 01  01 ... 00, 
X5 =  = YiY2Y3Y4 = 10...11 00...00 11...10 10...11, 
X6 = f61(Y) = Y1Y2Y3Y4 = 01 ... 00  11...11 11...10 01...00, 
-= f771(Y) = Y1Y2Y3Y4 = 10 ... 11  00 ... 00 00 ... 01  10 ... 11. 60 
S1.2: Compute the balancing index (in unary), ib = (zo,ti,z2,13,24,z5,16,27): 
io  cioct = 1.0 = 0, 
it = e9 cto = 1.0 = 0, 
i2  C8C9  0'0 =  0, 
i3 =c7  = 1.1 =  1, 
cs c7  = 1.0 =  0, 
i5  = 1.0 = 0, 
err C5  = 1.0 = 0, 
i7 = c3.4  = 1.0 = 0. 
S2: Select as decoding of YC the information word, 
6 
Xj) = f;1(Y) = X3 = 1001 1101 1011 01111111 1110 1111 0011 X V (i 
111010110000 11101011 0011 1111 1111. 
Until now we have analyzed the case 2 < p <  1, where the Fi assignment 
can be defined by (2.20) so that the check computation can be done very easily. In 
fact, every possible check symbol Ci, i E [0, p-1], can be computed by complementing 
and permuting some middle components of the vector m(Y;). In the general case (for 
any value of p E IN), a similar method can always be found. First some preliminaries 
are needed. Given two binary words X, Y E 7r2, X = x1x2... xr and Y = yiy2  yr, 
we say that X < Y iff xi = 1  > y = 1, for i E [1, r]. For example, X = 0010 < 
Y = 1011. With the ordering relation < the set 7L2 is a (partially) ordered set. 
A subset S C IZ2 is called a chain iff for all X, Y E S, either X < Y or Y < X. 
For example, S = {0010, 1010, 1111} is a chain. A chain is called symmetric iff 
for all X E S there exists X' E S such that w(X') = r  w(X).  For example, 
S = {0000, 1010, 1111} is a symmetric chain. A chain is called saturated iff for all v E 
[minxes w(-'K), maxxes w(X)] there exists X E S with w(X) = v. For example, S = 61 
{0000, 0010, 1010} is a saturated chain. A chain is called symmetric and saturated 
if it is both symmetric and saturated. For example, S = {0010, 0110, 1110} is a 
symmetric saturated chain. Now, we are ready to define the Ft's. Recall (2.19) and 
let r = r(k, p) be the smallest natural such that 
p  (r)  r 
and  p  (2.23)
2  e  5 8) 
where 
def [r  6 e = e(r, k, p) =
2 
Consider the interval [e, r  e] and note that 
= r  2c + = r  2 [(r  (5)/2] + 1 > l[e r 
r (r- 6) +1 =6+1 =III 
(2.24) 1[6,r 
Since (2.23) and (2.24) hold, the F assignment can be obtained as follows. Partition 
&7. into P ctf  symmetric saturated chains, say T., T2, ..., Tp. This can always
2  rr 2) 
be done [16]. Assume 
>_ IT21  >_ ITN21  ITpl ?  ITPI I 
Now, the set F0 is defined by arbitrarily choosing III words in Tr, one of each weight 
from e to e  = e + 6. The set F1 is defined by arbitrarily choosing  III  1 
words in Tv2+1, one of each weight from e + 1 to e  {/{  1. The set F2 is defined 
by arbitrarily choosing III words in 'T2, one of each weight from e to e  III 
....  The set Fp_i is defined by arbitrarily choosing VI1 1 words in Tp, one of each 
weight from e + 1 to e  1. 62 
Example. if k = 32 and p = 10 then 
6 = 112k/7)1 /2] = 3, 
I = [13,16], 
= + 1 = 4 , 
c = [(r  3)/2] = 1, 
+ 6 = [(r + 3)/2] = 4 
and r= 6 is the smallest natural such that (2.23) holds; i.e., 
p  ) (6)  (  )  ( 6)
and  10 = p < 
2  3)/2])  [(7' 4- 3)/2]  z1) 
In this case, a choice of I'n's is the following. 
{001111,  {010111, 
000111,  010011, 
ro =  =  000011,  '  010001  ' 
000001 
{011110,  {101110, 
001110,  100110,
F2 =  F3 =
000110,  '  100010  ' 
000010 
{111100,  011101, 
011100,  001101,
F4 =  = 
001100,  '  000101  ' 
000100 
111001,  {111010, 
111000,  011010,
F6 =  1'7
011000,  '  001010  ' 
001000 
110011,  110101, 
110001,  110100,
F8 =  F, =
110000,  '  010100 
010000 63 
During the encoding process, the check symbol C is chosen to be one among 
p possible Ci, as in step S2.2 of Algorithm 5. Now, since F is a saturated chain, 
each component of CZ can be simply computed as the complement of an appropriate 
component of ro(Y), for all i E [0,p  1]. In the above example Co and C1 can be 
computed as 
Co = (m1200,777 43(170, m14(Y0),777i5(170),  6(Yo  mi7(Yo)) 
= (0, 0, 7-7114(1' ),  5(70), In16(70), in17(70)) 
and 
C1 = (mi2(Yi),  17(Y1),  3(170,7n14(171),  15(Y1),  16(Y1)) 
= (0,1,0, m19(Yo),  8(0), M17(Y0)) 
The other Cg's are computed similarly.  To decode, the balancing index can be 
computed from C using a PLA and, if p > III+ 2, this circuit is relatively simple. 
2.5. Optimality 
Let 1C be the set of all the functions which associates every binary vector X 
with X plus ( mod 2) a constant vector F; i.e., 
/Cig { f:D--->C: DC772 and f(X) =X+F, with  E7Z  }. 
In this section, it is shown that, restricting the set of balancing functions to be a 
subset of 1C, the code designs given in Section 2.4 are optimal or almost optimal in 
the sense that they reach a lower bound given in [4]. 
The following theorem is taken from [4]. 
Theorem 3 Let k E IN and D be an arbitrary set of integers, where each d E D 
satisfies k  d mod 2. Let V C {-1,-El}k be a subset of ±1 vectors such that 
VYe{-1,+1}k, 3VyEV: 17-17yeD 64 
where Y Vy denotes the usual inner product of Y and Vy .  Then 
The following corollary translate the above theorem in terms of O's and l's. 
Corollary 1 Let k E IN and I be any subset of [0, k]; for example, I can be an 
interval. If B c 7Z2 is a set of binary vectors such that 
VX E  ]Fx E B :  w(X  Fx)  , 
then 
181 
Proof: Consider the linear transformation p : IR -> IR, defined as 
p(x) = 2x  1. 
The one-to-one function p maps the set 7Z2 = {0,1} to the set {p(0) = 1, p(1) 
+l }. For any X = xix2...xk E 74, let p(X) 
aef  p(xi)p(x2) ... p(xk) e { 1, +W. 
Note that p : 7Z2  {-1, +1}k is one-to-one and 
k  p(X) p(F)
VX,FE  ,  w(X  F) =  E IN. 
2 
Now, if we let 
Ddef {zezz: k-1-2 zej},
 
V cig {p(F) E {-1, +1}k : F eB}
 
and note that 1D1 =III and 1V1 = 1BI, the statement follows directly from Theorem
 
3. 
In our case, the set I C [0, k] is the interval I = [[k12]  [d /2]  ,  [k/2] ] where 
k = qd  (d  d'), d  d'E [0, d  1]. Also, the set B =  :  i E [0, 2q  1]} and 65 
its cardinality is 161 = 2q = p. Since 
VI = Ld/21 + 1= 112k/qii + 1 '--' k /p, 
from Corollary 1, we have 
k k 
III  kiP  P  1131; 
that is, 173I is close to the lower bound. In particular, 
k  2k  2qk 
Ill  d + 2  dmod2  k + (2  dmod2)q + (d d') 
Now, letting a dg 2  d mod 2 E [1, 2] and b dg d  d', we have 
2qk 
> 2q  1  <  >  (2.25)
k + aq + b 
k > 2aq2 + (2b  a)q  b  <  k > 4q2 + 2bq = p2 + (d  d')p. 
So, if b = d  d' = qd  k is kept below a constant value c and k > p2 + cp, then 
(2.25) is true and 
2qk 
1131  ?_[T711  [  bi  __  2q = p = 1BI; 
that is, 1BI = R/1/11. Indeed, most of the codes given in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9 
reach this lower bound. 66 
k p  2  4  6  8  10  12 14 16 18 20 22 24	 oo 
10 65	  46  4 
r 12  76  57 5 
14 87  58  5 
16 98  69  69 59  5 
18  109  610  610  510  5 
20  1110  711  611  511  5 
22  1211  712  612  612  512  5 
24  1312  813  613  613  513  5 
26  1413  814  614  6 
28  1514  915  715  615  6 
30  1615  916  716  716  616  6 
32  1716  1017  717  717  617  6 
34  1817  1018  818  718  618  6 
36  1918  1119  819  719  719  619  6 
38  2019  1120  820  820  720  620  6 
40  2120  1221  921  821  721  621  6 
42  2221  1222  922  822  722  622  6 
44  2322  1323  923  823  723  7 
46  2423  1324  1024  824  824  724  7 
48  2524  1425  1025  825  825  725  7 
50  2625  1426  1026  826  826  726  7 
7 52  2726  1527  1127  827  827  727 
54  2827  1528  1128  928  828  728	  7 
56  2928  1629  1129  929  929  829  729	  7 
7 58  3029  1630  1230  930  930  830  730 
60  3130  1731  1231  931  931  831  731	  7 
62  3231  1732  1232  1032  932  832  732  7 
64  3332  1833  1333  1033  933  833  833  834  834  734  7 
128  6564  3465  2365  1865  1565  1365  1265  1165  1065  1066  1066  966  8 
256  129128  66129  45129  34129  28129  23129  20129  18129  1 7129  1 6129  15129  14129  9 
512  257256  130257  87257  66257  53257  45257  39257  34257  30257  28257  25257  24257  10 
1024  513512  258513  173513  130513  104513  87513  75513  66513  59513  53513  49513  45513  11 
TABLE 2.8. Parameters of the proposed constant weight codes: number of check 
bits r as a function of p and k. If the entry in the k-th row and p-th column is r, 
then a DC(n = k  r, k, w, p) can be designed using the coding method. The last 
column gives the minimum possible r. 5
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r\p 2 4  6  8  10  12  14 16  18 20 22 24 
4	  63  106
 
84  148  148  2011  2413
 
6  105  1810  2714  2815  3418  4222 
7  126  2212  3317  3619  4423  5428  6232  5630  6333  7037 
8  147  2614  3920  5227  5428  6634  7639  8845  8142  9047  9951  10856 
9  168  3016  4523  6031  6433  7840  9046  10453  11659  11057  12162  13268 
189  3418  5126  6835  8543  9046  10453  12061  13468  15076  14373  15680 
11  2010  3820  5729  7639  9548  10252  11860  13669  15277  17086  18694  18092 
12  2211  4222  6332  8443  10553  12664  13267  15277  17086  19096  208105  228115 
13  2412  4624  6935  9247  11558  13870  14674  16885  18895  210106  230116  252127 
14  2613  5026  7538  10051  12563  15076  17588  18493  206104  230116  252127  276139 
2814  5428  8141  10855  13568  16282  18995  200101  224113  250126  274138  300151 
16  3015  5830  8744  11659  14573  17488  203102  232117  242122  270136  296149  324163 
17  3216  6232  9347  12463  15578  18694  217109  248125  260131  290146  31816o  348175 
18  3417  6634  9950  13267  16583  198100  231116  264133  297149  310156  340171  372187 
19  3618  7036  10553  14071  17588  210106  245123  280141  315158  330166  362182  396199 
3819  7438  11156  14875  18593  222112  259130  296149  333167  370186  384193  420211 
21  4020  7840  11759  15679  19598  234118  273137  312157  351176  390196  406204  444223 
22  4221  8242  12362  16483  205103  246124  287144  328165  369185  410206  451226  468235 
23  4422  8644  12965  17287  215108  258130  301151  344173  387194  430216  473237  492247 
24  4623  9046  13568  18091  225113  270136  315158  360181  405203  450226  495248  540271 
4824  9448  14171  18895  235118  282142  329165  376189  423212  470236  517259  564283 
26  5025  9850  14774  19699  245123  294148  343172  392197  441221  490246  539270  588295 
27  5226  10252  15377  204103  255128  306154  357179  408205  459230  510256  561281  612307 
28  5427  10654  15980  212107  265133  318160  371186  424213  477239  530266  583292  636319 
29  5628  11056  16583  220111  275138  330166  385193  440221  495248  550276  605303  660331 
5829  11458  17186  228115  285143  342172  399200  456229  513257  570286  627314  684343 
31  6030  11860  17789  236119  295148  354178  413207  472237  531266  590296  649325  708355 
32  6231  12262  18392  244123  305153  366184  427214  488245  549275  610306  671336  732367 
TABLE 2.9. Parameters of the proposed constant weight codes: number of infor­
mation bits k as a function of p and r. If the entry in the r-th row and p-th column 
is k, then a DC(n = k  r, k, w, p) can be designed using the coding method. 68 
3. BALANCED CODES WITH PARALLEL ENCODING AND 
PARALLEL DECODING 
In this chapter the problem of designing constant weight codes with parallel 
encoding and parallel decoding is studied from a more theoretical point of view. 
Only codes which are strictly balanced are considered. Note that, if just the constant 
weight property is needed (as in most of the applications known so far) the method 
expressed by Theorem 1 of Chapter 2 can always be applied. In this case, the number 
of redundant bits is reduced by half with no increase in the area and depth of the 
encoder/decoder circuits. Parallel encoding and decoding algorithms independent 
from the chosen balancing method are given, and these can be implemented by a 
VLSI circuit of size 
A = 0 (pk) 
and of depth 
D = 0(log2 p). 
This chapter also presents a new balancing method and generalizes the complemen­
tation method given in [35] [1] to fit our coding scheme. 
In Section 3.1, the balancing functions (and hence, the circuits which compute 
them) are restricted to be total functions; that is, functions defined onto 7Z2. This 
restriction allows the design of efficient parallel encoding and decoding algorithms 
which are essentially independent from the chosen set of balancing functions.  In 
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, two different balanced code design methods are given. 
The method described in Section 3.2 is based on the group of permutation of four 
objects (for this reason we call it as permutation method) and this results in efficient 69 
DC(n, k, w, p) codes with 
n  k + 2 [k/12]  2, 
k E 2IN-, 
w = n/2, 
p = 6. 
This permutation method is also interesting from a theoretical point of view because 
for infinitely many values of k (such as k = 8, 10, 20, 22, 32, 34, ...) the value of p 
(= 6) is below the lower bound given in [4]; that is, this balancing method is more 
efficient than Knuth's complementation method [35], [1].  The method described 
in Section 3.3 is based on the complementation method and generalizes the coding 
scheme given in [1]. Even though, for p = 6, this method is slightly inferior in terms 
of information rate than the permutation method, it gives efficient code designs for 
any value of the parameters k, r and p, provided that 
(ri)  p(r  2m  1)  [(kr + k + r) mod 2] 
where m E [0, [r/21] is such that 
r 
1) <P 
In Section 3.4, the encoding and decoding complexity of the infinite family of codes 
introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 is analyzed. It is also pointed out that this 
analysis does not essentially depend on the balancing method employed to design 
these codes. 
3.1. A useful restriction on the coding scheme 
In this section, the following hypothesis is assumed for the set of balancing 
functions B. 70 
H2': every function fi E Z3 (and hence, the circuit which computes fi) is a "simple" 
total function; that is, a simple bijective function from 7Z2 onto itself. 
This restriction, without being too severe, is a sufficient condition for the existence 
of an efficient algorithm, essentially independent from the chosen set of balancing 
functions 8, to compute the balancing index, ib, and the check symbol, C, during 
the encoding process.  This algorithm is very simple.  Instead of computing the 
couple (ib, C) directly from the data word X, it computes (ib, C) from w(fi(X)), 
for all fi E B. The main strategy is:  first compute w(fi(X)),  E B, and then 
choose a function such that w(fi(X)) is close enough to k/2. In this way, we meet 
one problem: since the balancing functions are total, the set B does not satisfy 
condition B2 of Definition 2 because the family of the domains of the functions 
in B is not a partition (but only a covering) of the set 7L2k. This implies that an 
information word X might have more than one balancing index (i.e., encoding). 
But, this problem can be easily overcome choosing the smallest among all possible 
balancing indices of X. This is the strategy of Algorithm 5 of Chapter 2 and is 
generalized by the parallel encoding algorithm given below. 
Algorithm 7 (Parallel encoding algorithm) Input: X E 74. Output: Y E 2Z 
clef and C E 7Z2 such that E(X) = YC E SIlni2j.  For all i E [1,p], let a = Ilt/2] 
maxcEr w(C) and t3i 
aer  Ln/2]  mincEr, w(C). (Refer to Figure 3.1). 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 
S1: In parallel, perform step 51.1 and 51.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute, Y = fi(X), V i E [l, p] .  If fi(X) is undefined, then 
let Yi be equal to the "don't care word" *k (* is the don't care symbol). 
S1.2: Sequentially, perform step 51.2.1, 51.2.2 and 51.2.3. 71 
S1.2.1:  In parallel, compute, w(Y), V i E [I, M.
 
S1.2.2:  In parallel, perform step 51.2.2.1 and 51.2.2.2.
 
S1.2.2.1: In parallel, compute,
 
0 if w(1/;)

bi =  V iE[1,p]. 
1  if w(Y) E [ai, /3,], 
Note that bi is equal to 1 if there exists Ci E Fi such that w(C ) + 
w(Y) = [n/2]  ,  V i E [1,p]. 
S1.2.2.2: In parallel, compute, the check symbol C  E F  such that 
w(Ci)  w(1) = [n/2]  , 
V i E[1,p].  If such Ci does not exist then Ci 
S1.2.3: Compute the balancing index (here ib is computed in its unary rep­
resentation: for all j E [1,p], ij = 0 if ib  j and ij = 1 if ib = j), 
ib = (il, i2,  i,  iP) 
,b, b,_i  .  . . . 
Note that if j E [1,  is the smallest index such that bj = 1 then all 
the p components of ib are O's except the j-th which is equal to 1. 
For example, if p = 6 and (b1, b2,..., b6) = 001011 then ib = 001000. 
S2:  Select as encoding of X the balanced word, 
E(X) = YC = YibCib 
In parallel, perform step S2.1 and S2.2. 
S2.1: Compute,
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FIGURE 3.1. Encoder architecture for the restricted scheme. 
S2.2: Compute, 
C = V (ii Cj). 
j=1 
The encoder circuit implementing Algorithm 7 is represented by the block 
diagram in Figure 3.1. This circuit has k input wires, carrying the information word 
X, and n = k  r output wires, carrying the balanced code word E(X). The input 
wires are fed into 2p "black boxes" named, in Figure 3.1, as fi (X), f2 (X),  .  .  fp(X) 73 
and w(fi(X)), w(f2(X)) and w(fp(X)). The boxes fi(X)'s perform step S1.1 and 
compute the p balancing functions on X, whereas the boxes w(li(X))'s perform step 
S1.2.1 and compute the weight of fi(X). For all i E [1, p], the output wires to the 
box w(fi(X)) are fed into two other boxes named BALANCING BIT-i and CHECK 
SYMBOL-i. The box BALANCING BIT-i has one output wire and computes the 
value bi of step 51.2.2.1:  bi = 0 if the word li(X)Ci is not balanced and bi = 1 if 
the word fi(X)Ci is balanced. The box CHECK SYMBOL-i performs step 51.2.2.2: 
it computes the appropriate check symbol Ci E Fi to be appended to fi(X) so that 
the possible encoding, fi(X)Ci, of X is balanced. If this last condition can not be 
satisfied, the output to this box is the don't care word *7.; i.e., any binary word of 
length r. The p output wires to the boxes BALANCING BIT-i, i E [1,p], are fed 
into the box named BALANCING INDEX which performs step 51.2.3: it computes 
the balancing index ib of X as the smallest index such that fi(X)Ci is balanced. 
Since ibis encoded in unary, the box BALANCING INDEX has p output wires. The 
output wires to the boxes fi(X)'s and BALANCING INDEX are fed into the box 
named FUNCTION SELECTOR, having k output wires, whose output is fib(X). 
The output wires to the boxes CHECK SYMBOL-i's and BALANCING INDEX are 
fed into the box named CHECK SELECTOR, having r output wires, whose output 
is Cib. The output wires to the encoder are the output wires to the box FUNCTION 
SELECTOR and the output wires to the box CHECK SELECTOR. 
Decoding is performed according to Algorithm 2. 
Note that, for all i E [1,p], the box w(fi(X)) in the encoder can be obtained 
as the composition of the box fi(X) with a box w(.) which computes the weight. In 
this case, the encoder and decoder depend on the chosen set of balancing functions 
B only through the boxes fi(X)'s and fil(X)'s respectively. 74 
3.2. The permutation method 
The method described in this section is based on the group of permutation 
of four objects (for this reason we call it permutation method) and results in an 
efficient DC(n, k, w, p) codes with 
n = k + 2 Lk/12 + 2,
 
kE 2EN,
 
w = n/2,
 
p = 6.
 
This method is also interesting from a theoretical point of view because for infinitely 
many values of k (such as k = 8, 10, 20, 22, 32, 34, ...) the value of p (= 6) is below 
the lower bound given in [4]; that is, this balancing method is more efficient than 
Knuth's complementation method [35], [1]. 
Assume k even and consider any word 
77k X  X1X2  X3X4 X5X6  .  .  .  Xk_iXk E zAJ2 
as a sequence of the k/2 binary words q( d=f x2i_ix2 i = 1, 2, ... , k/2, of length 2. 
Obviously the correspondence 
Bx cif_f  X X  ty,k(12 X <  (3.1) 
is one-to-one.  Now, consider any one-to-one function '7r  :  702  22 and the 
one-to-one function Fir :7Z2k --+ 7Z  as 
clef 7r(b)(1 )70X2  7roxki2) F,(X) 
Note that there are 174! = 4! = 24 distinct such functions F's: one for each 
permutation, 7r, of the set 7Z  containing the 4 objects 00, 01, 10 and 11. In the 
following, thinking of a two bit binary word in its decimal form (i.e., 00 H 0, 01 H 1, 75 
10 H 2, 11 ÷-÷ 3), we represent every permutation 7F as the product of cycles. For 
example, 7r = (02)(13) represent the permutation 7r such that 
7(0  00)  = 2  10, 
7r(1 H 01)  = 3  11, 
742  10) = 0  00, 
7(3  11) = 1  01. 
In this section, we let the set 
B' 
def - :  7 is a permutation of 7Z22 
to be the set of balancing functions. For this purpose, the following questions need 
to be answered 
Ql: What is the "balancing power" of B'? More precisely, define 
lk/2  w(X)1= k/2  min {w(X), k  w(X)} E [0.k/2]. 11X11 
The quantity 11X11 gives the degree of balancing of the word X in the sense 
that the closer 11X11 is to 0 the more X is a balanced word. So, the question 
is: what is the value of the balancing power of B', 
HErll 
def max  [min HTVX)11]  ? XE7L. FrELV 
Obviously, the smaller 118111 the better, because a fewer number of check bits, 
r, are needed by the encoding scheme. 
Q2: Is B' minimal? Namely, are all the functions F., E B' needed to achieve the 
balancing power of B'? Or does there exist a proper subset B C B' such that 
11511 = 11611? Obviously, we are looking for the smallest subset B. This is 
because we can use the set B instead of B' to achieve the same balancing power 
of B', while reducing r and the area of the encoder. 76 
First we answer to the second question.  Note that, with respect to the 
composition of functions, the set B' is a group isomorphic to S4:  the group of 
permutation of 4 objects. Consider the set 
H dg {F.7,  : VX E 74 11)(11 = 11F7,(X)11 } 
It can be easily seen that 7-1 is a subgroup of B'. What is the cardinality of 7-1? 
Obviously, it contains the identity function F(o)(1)(2)(3). Then, it contains the function 
F(o)(12)(3) which exchanges every occurrence of 01 in Bx with 10. Note that these 
two functions leave w(X) unchanged. The set 7i also contains the function Fomi)(2) 
which exchanges every occurrence of 00 in Bx with 11, and the function F(03)(12) = 
F(o)(12)(3), composition of the function Fox12)(3) with F(03)(1)(2) (we define F(03)(1)(2) 
def  , -- , (A )) for all functions f and g). These last two functions change w(X) 
with k  w(X). Since the group 1-1 contains no other functions, it has cardinality 
NI = 4. This means that B' remains partitioned into the following six right cosets 
of H. 
R  F(o)(13)(2)  =  {F(o)(13)(2), F(0)(132), F(031)(2), F(0321)1 , 
7-(  F(0)(1)(23)  =  {F(0)(1)(23), F(0)(123), F(032)(1), F(0312)} , 
H  F(0)(1)(2)(3)  H = {F(0)(1)(2)(3), F(0)(12)(3), F(03)(1)(2), F(03)(12)} , 
7-1  F(01)(23)  =  {F(01)(23), F(0231), F(0132), F(02)(13)} , 
H  F(01)(2)(3)  =  {F(01)(2)(3), F(021)(3), F(013)(2), F(0213)} 1 
R  F(02)(1)(3)  = {F(02)(1)(3), F(012)(3), F(023)(1), F(0123)}  . 
The following theorem gives an answer to question Q2. 
Theorem 4 Let 
B dg {F(0)(13)(2), F(0)(1)(23), F(0)(1)(2)(3), F(01)(23), F(01)(2)(3), F(02)(1)(3)} c B'. 
Note that each F7, E B is a particular representative of a right coset of 7 < B'. Then 
the balancing power of B' is equal to the balancing power of B; i.e., 
= max  [min 11F,(X)11]  = 11511. HMI = max  [ min  11-F7,(X)11]
xEzz12  F,Es,  xEzz'2  F,,Es 77 
Proof: If F,,,F,r2 E  with F., E .6, then there exist  E N such that 
F,1 = F7,-,  F7, and F2=  F,  . 
This implies that, for all X E 74, 
11F7,1(X)11= 11T-77,'  F(X)II = 11FAF7,(X))11 =11-F7,(X)11 
and 
11F7,2 (x )11 = 11F,,, F,(x )11 = II  (F7, (X))II = I  (x) I  I 
So, for all XE74, 11F,1(X)11= 11F7(X)11=11177,2(X)H. This implies that, 
V X E 7Z I2c,  min 11.F.,,(X)H = min  min  HF,i(X)H1  = min 11F1,(X)11. FEB' ,  F,EB F7,E7-t.F,  F, Eli 
This implies  IIB' I I = I IB I I 
Now we answer to question Ql. Theorem 4 says that, to evaluate 11611, we 
just need to evaluate 11BH.  Let us get a closer look to the new set of balancing 
functions B. In order to do this, change the names of the functions F7, E B and call, 
def
F0,1 = F(0)(13)(2), 
def 
F0,2 = F(0)(1)(23), 
def 
flo,3  F(0)(1)(2)(3), 
(3.2) def
F1,2 = F(01)(23), 
def 
F(01)(2)(3), 
F2,3 g F(02)(1)(3). 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 The balancing power of the set of balancing functions B is 
def  m 11B = X 
[F,,in 11F7,(X)11  = 
ZI1  EB
Proof: Note that the function F0,1 of (3.2) changes every occurrence of 00 and 01 in
 
Bx to 00 or 11 respectively, and balances every occurrence of 10 and 11. In general,
 78 
the function Fi,  ,  0 < i < j < 3, changes every occurrence of i and j in Bx to 00 or 
11 respectively, and balances the remaining occurrences. This implies that, for all 
X E 
(3.3) 11Fi,3(x)11 = I ei(x)  c.i(x)1 
where, for i = 0,1,2,3, c (X) is the number of occurrences of the two bit binary 
representation of i in Bx (for example, ci (00 01 11 01) = 2). By taking the minimum 
both sides of (3.3), we have that, 
VXEC,  min 11F,(X)11 = min  11Fii(X)11 = min  Ici(X)  ci(X)1.  (3.4) 
F7rE13  0<i< j<3  0<i<j<3 
Let us prove that 
[  min  11Fii(X)11]  < 6. 11811 = max xE74 0<i<j<3 
For all X E 74 let ij E {0,1,2,3} be distinct indices such that 
cii (X) < ci, (X) < ci,(X) < ci,(X). 
We have, 
k  1(X) 
3 
= E ej(x) = E [cii (J) + cj(x  Cil  X)] = 
2  2  j=0  j=o
 
3
 
4q1 (X) + E[cj(x)  (x)] > 
J=0 
[ci,(x)  (x)] + [ci,(X)  (X)] + [ci, (X)  (X)] c 
[c 2(X)  cii (X)] + [ci, (X)  ci, (X) + ci, (X)  cii (X)1+ 
[ci, (X)  ci,(X)  ci,(X)  ci2(X)  Ci2 (X)  ci,(X)] 
3[c (X)  cii (X)] + 2[ci3 (X)  ci,(X)]  [ci4(X)  c. (X)] 
6 min  ej(X)1. 0<i< j<3 79 
So, from  (3.4), we have that, 
VX E74,  min  11Fi,j(X)11 < k . 
0<i<j<3  12 
This implies 11B11 < 5. 
Finally, note that if 
X77, dg 005(10)28(1 1)36(1 1)k/2-66 
then mino<i<j<311Fi,i(Xmax)11 = 8. That is, 11811= 6.N 
Let's change the name of the functions in B one more time and call 
def 
F1  F0,1 = F(0)(13)(2), 
F2 dg F0,2 = F(0)(1)(23), 
F3 dg F0,3 = F(0)(1)(2)(3), 
F4 dg F1,2 = F(01)(23), 
F5 dg F1,3 = F(01)(2)(3)' 
def 
Recall that, for all i E [1, 6], 
Fi(X1X2 X3X4  Xk-lXk)  .fi(X1X2) fi(X3X4)  ,fi(Xk-1X0,  (3.5) 
def  def  def  def with fi 
def 
(O1)(23), f5 
(01)(2)(3), f6 
def 
(02)(1)(3). The truth table of these functions is given in Table 3.1. 
Note that these are very simple functions which can be computed, together with 
their inverses, as 
fi(x,Y) = fi(x,Y) = (x 
f2(x,Y) = fl(x,Y) = (x, x  y), 
f3(x,Y) = fnx,Y) = (x, 
(3.6) 
Y) = f4 1(x,y)=(x,V), 
f5(x,y) = f5  l (x, y) = (x, x  y), 
f6(x, Y) = f6  (x, Y) = (x + y, Y) 80 
xy  fi(x , Y)  f2(x , Y) f3(x, Y) f4(x , Y) f5(x , Y) f6(x , y) 
00  00  00  00  01  01  10 
01  11  01  01  00  00  01 
10  10  11  10  11  10  00 
11  01  10  11  10  11  11 
TABLE 3.1. Permutation method: truth table of the functions fi's. 
Here + indicates the XOR operation. 
At this point, we have a set, B = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6}, of 6 simple balancing 
functions such that 
k k  k I 
V X EZ4,  ]i FEB: w(F,(X))E[k  (3.7)
2  L12]  2  + L12 
So, we are ready to state the following theorem whose proof specifies the code design. 
Theorem 6 Let r > 1B1, r even. If k is even and 
k < 6r  2  (3.8) 
then, using B as a set of balancing functions, it is possible to design a balanced code 
with k information bits, r check bits and p =  = 6 balancing functions. 
Proof: To completely specify our set of balancing functions, and hence our code 
design, we must assign a set, Fi, of check symbols to every function Fi E B. This 
assignment must be done in such a way that condition B1 and B3 of Definition 2 
are met. Further, the computation of the check symbol from the data word should 
be as easy as possible. The set Fi is defined as (recall that b = Lk/12] ): 
Fl  aet{ 
Or-v iv:  v E [r / 2  8,r/2 + 6] 1 81 
Note that all the check symbols C E Fi are well defined. In fact, from (3.8), 
r 1 rikl>r 6r-2 
2  2 112]  2  12  6 
and 
1-1+6=r G  r 
1 
2 
i.e., since r is an even natural, 
<  < w(C) <  < r  1. 
2 2 
Note also that if w E [k/2  8, k/2 + 6] then 
V  (k  r)/2  w E [r/2  6,r/2 + 
and so the check symbol C = Orv1v E Fi is such that w  w(C) = (k  r)/2. That 
is, condition B3 is satisfied for F1. For the remaining Fi's, given a set F C 7L2 and 
i E IN, let F<'< be the set of words obtained by cyclically shifting the words of F, i 
times to the left. For i E [2,6], the set 
clef  (3.9) Z 
For example, if r = 6 then 
ri<0<  = 1000001, 000011, 000111, 001111, 0111111, 
= {000010, 000110, 001110, 011110, 111110}, F2 =
 
F3 = F]2< = {000100, 001100, 011100 , 111100 , 111101},
 
F4 = F3 = 1001000, 011000, 111000 , 111001, 1110111,
 
F5  Fi4< = {010000, 110000, 110001, 110011, 110111}, 
F6 = Fi5< = {100000, 100001, 100011, 100111, 101111}. 
Note that, in this way, both condition B1 and B3 hold.. 
Now that we have defined the code, we turn our attention to the encoder 
design. For simplicity, we show this design through an example of an encoder for a 82 
DC(n = 32 + 6, k = 32, w = 19, p = 6) code. The design for the general case should 
be clear from this example. The six balancing functions in B can be computed using 
(3.5) and (3.6). Since k = 32, from (3.7), we have 
V X E742,  ]i FEB: w(Fi(X)) E [14,14 
According to (3.9), we have 
000001,  {001000, 
000011,  011000, 
F1 = (F1) =  000111,  F4 = (r4  111000, 
001111,  111001, 
011111  111011 
000010,  010000,
 
000110,  110000,
 
F2 = (F2) = ({  001110,  F5 = (F5) = ( {  110001,
 
011110,  110011, 
111110  110111 
{000100,  100000, 
001100,  100001, 
F3  (F3)  011100,  F6  (F6)  { (100011, 
111100,  100111, 
111101  101111 
Encoding. The encoder computes the encoding of the information word 
X = 11 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 11 01 00 00 10 10 11 00E ZIP, 
as well as any other X E 7Z2, according to the following Algorithm. 
Algorithm 8 Input: X E 742. Output: E(X) = YC E Sig.  Let mi(Y) be the 
majority with threshold i of the binary vector Y as defined in (2.2) and, for all 
i,je [0,33], i < j, 
rn[i,j](Y) tf. (mi(Y),  ,m  (Y)).  (3.10) 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 83 
Si: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute: 
Yl = F1(X) = 01  00  10  00  10  00  10  00  01  11  00  00  10  10  01  00, 
Y2 = F2 (X) = 10  00  11  00  11  00  11  00  10  01  00  00  11  11  10  00, 
Y3 = F3(X) = 11 00  10  00  10  00  10  00  11  01  00 00  10  10  11  00, 
1/4 = F4(X) = 10 01  11  01  11  01  11  01  10  00  01  01  11  11  10  01, 
Y5 = F5(X) = 11 01  10  01  10  01  10  01  11  00  01  01  10  10  11  01, 
Y6 = F6(X) = 11  10  00  10  00  10  00  10  11  01  10  10  00  00  11  10. 
S1.2: Sequentially, perform step S1.2.1, S1.2.2 and S1.2.3.
 
S1.2.1: In parallel, compute:
 
m[14,19](Y1) = 000000, 
m[14,19](Y2) = 100000, 
m[14,19](173) = 000000, 
m[14,19](Y4) = 111111, 
in[14,19](Y5) = 111110, 
m[14,19](Y6) = 100000. 
S1.2.2: In parallel, perform step 51.2.2.1 and 51.2.2.2.
 
S1.2.2.1: In parallel, compute:
 
= mi4(Y1)  n749(171) =  0  0  = 0, 
b2 = m14(Y2)  mi9(Y2) =  1  0  =  1, 
b3 = m14(Y3)  m49(Y3) =  0  0  = 0, 
b4 = m14(Y4) + m19(Y4) =  1  = 0, 
b5 = mi4(Y5)  19(Y5) =  1  0  =  1, 
b6 = m14(Y6)  90/0 = 1  0  =  1. 84 
S1.2.2.2: In parallel, compute: 
<0< 
C1 =  (rn[14,19](Y1))<0<  = (000000)  = (111111)<°< =111111, 
<1<  <t< 
C2 =  (n2[14,19](Y2))  = (100000)  = (011111)1 =HMO, 
<2<  <2< 
=  (m[14,19] (Y3))  = (000000)  = (11111.1)2 =111111, 
<3<  (000000)<3< =  (M[14,19] (Y4 ))3 = (111111)  = 000000, 
<4< 
=  (M[14,19](Y5))4  = (111110)  = (000001)4 = 010000, 
C6 = (771[14,19]076))<5 = (100000) 
<5< 
= (011111)5 = 101111. 
S1.2.3: Compute the balancing index (in unary), ib = (i1,i2,i3, i4, i5, i6): 
i1 =  b, = 
i2 = b2.bi = 
i3 = b3b2b4 =  0.0.1 = 0, 
i4 = b4b3b2bi =  0-1.0.1 = 0, 
i5 = b5 b4 b3 b2  =  11.1.0.1 = 0, 
i6 = b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 bi  1.0.1.1.0.1 = 0. 
S2: Select as encoding of X the balanced word, 
E(X) = YC = YibC,b 
In parallel, perform step S2.1 and S2.2. 
S2.1: Compute: 
Y = V ( =Y2=10001100110011001001000011111000;
J.'
 
S2.2: Compute:
 
C= V (i  Cj  = C2 = 111110.
 
j=1
 85 
Decoding. On receiving the code word 
YC= 10 0011001100110010 0100 00111110 00 111110, 
to retrieve X, the decoder executes the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 9 Input: E(X) = YCE SA'. Output: X E 7L22. Let C = cic2c3c4c5c6. 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 
Si: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute: 
X1 = F1 1(Y) = 10 00  01  00  01  00  01  00  10  11  00 00  01  01  10  00, 
X2 = F2 1(Y) = 11 00  10  00  10  00  10  00  11  01  00  00  10  10  11  00, 
X3 = F3 3-1(Y) = 10 00  11  00  11  00  11  00  10  01  00 00  11  11  10  00, 
X4 = F4-1(Y) = 11 01  10  01  10  01  10  01  11  00  01  01  10  10  11  01, 
X5 = F5-1(Y) = 10 01  11  01  11  01  11  01  10  00  01  01  11  11  10  01, 
X6 = F6-1(Y) = 00  10  11  10  11  10  11  10  00  01  10  10  11  11  00  10. 
S1.2: Compute the balancing index (in unary), ib = (zi,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6): 
it  0  = 0, 
i2 =  = 1'1 = 1, 
23  =c4 4  = 1.0 = 0, 
i4  = 1.0 = 0, 
i5  C2 C3 = 10 = 0, 
is  c1 c2 = 1.0 = O. 
S2: Select as decoding of YC the information word, 
6 
X = V (ii  = 
3=1 
X2 = 11 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 11 01 00 00 10 10 11 00. 86 
We would like to mention that the following expressions for w(F(X)), i E 
[1, 6], can be used to avoid redundant computation in step S1.2.1 of Algorithm 8 
(recall that for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, c, (X) is the number of occurrences of the two bit binary 
representation of i in the sequence Bx defined in (3.1)). 
w(fi(x)) = c3(X) + c2(X)  2ci (X)  = (c3(X)  ci(X)) + (c2 ( X) + ci(X)), 
w(f2(x)) = ci(X)  c3(X) + 2c2 (X) = (c3(X)  c2 (X ))  (c2 (X )  ci (X)), 
= ci (X) H- c2(X)  2c3(X) = (c3(X)  ci(X))  (c3(X) w(f3 (X))  c2(X)), 
= co ( X )  c3(X)  2c2 (X )  = (c2(X)  co(X))  (c3(X)  c2(X)), w( f 4(X)) 
w(f5(X))  = co(X) + c2(X)  2c3(X)  (c3(X)  co(X))  (c3(X)  c2(X)), 
= el (X) H- co(X)  2c3(X)  = (c3 (X )  co (X ))  (c3(X)  ci (X)). w(f6(X)) 
Finally, note that this permutation method is also interesting from a theo­
retical point of view because for infinitely many k, the value of p (= 6) is below the 
lower bound given by Corollary 1. In fact, if 
k E (12IN 4- 8) U (IAN- + 10) = {8,10,20,22,32,34,...}, 
then 
k 
In  2 Lk/12] + 1  (k  k mod 12)/6 + 1  6k + (6  k mod 12) 
and so 
LB' 
3.3. The complementation method 
In this section, the coding scheme given in [1] is generalized to fit our coding 
scheme. Even though, for p = 6, this method is slightly inferior in terms of infor­87 
mation rate than the method given in Section 3.2, it gives efficient code designs for 
any value of the parameters k, r and p, provided that 
k < 9  p(r  2m + 1)  [(kr + k  r) mod 2]  (3.11) 
=o  i 
where m. = m(r,p)E [0, [ _712]] is such that 
r  / \ 
1) < P 5- rn,). 
Let r, p E IN and
 
Pi:  iE[1,p] }
 
be a family of mutually disjoint subsets of check symbols such that for all i E [1,p] 
and for all natural v in the symmetric interval 
l,[2r  IFil  (3.12) 
there exists one and only one  E F such that w(G) = v. Later on we are more 
specific on how to define the F. This is done so that every possible check symbol Ci 
can be computed by simply complementing and permuting some middle components 
of the vector m(Y), for any value of r and p. 
As in [1], consider the following p natural numbers 
0  if i = 0, def  (3.13) d + 1 
di + [IF 112] + [IFi+11/21  if i E [1,p  1] 
and, given k E IN, define the functions 
(3.14) fi dg (Ft) 
as 
fi(X ) = x1x2  Xd Xd,-i-iXd,+2  Xk,  for i E [1, p]  (3.15) 88 
For all i E [1, p], the word fi(X), is nothing but X with its first d. bits complemented.
 
Obviously the functions ft's are one-to-one and very easy to compute together with
 
their inverses.
 
Example. When r = 4 and p = 6, the following family of mutually disjoint I't's
 
satisfy property (3.12).
 
0000,
 
0001,  0100,
 
F1 =	  0011,  F3 = {  1100,  F5 = {  0101  }, 
0111,  1101 
1111 
0010,  1000, 
F2 =  0110, /  F4 =  1001,  = {  1010  }. 
1011 
If k = 16 then dj = 0, d2 = 4, d3 = 7, d4 = 10, d5 = 12, d6 = 13 and, for i E [1, 6], 
the functions f = (F) are defined as 
XiX2X3X4X5X6 X7X8X9X10X11X 12X13X14X15X 16­ (x) = 
f2(X)  X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9X10X11X12X13X14X15X16, 
.f3(x) = :x1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9xioxiixi2x13x14x15s16, 
f4(X) = XiX2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9X10X11 X12X13X14X15X16, 
f5(X) - X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8X91.10X10, 12X13X14X15X16, 
f5(X) = X1172x3x4x5x6d773.78X9X10X11 .1712X13X14X151716 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 2.2 in [1]. 
Theorem 7 Let p, r, k E IN and 13 be the set of functions defined by (3.14) and 
(3.15). If 
k <  711'  [(kr + k + r) mod 2]  (3.16) 
i=t 
then B is a set of balancing functions. 89 
Proof: For all i E [1, p], let 
def r ri  (rd  [IF2i1.1)  ri  (Fri  1Fill)1 1  (3.17)
k2  121  L 2 LI 
Since F has check symbols with weights from [r/21  [IFi1 /2] to [712] 
in order to prove the theorem we must show that for all information words X E 
there exists at least one integer ib E [1, p] such that w(fib(X))E rib. The integer ib is 
a balancing index of X. Before showing this, some preliminaries are needed. Given 
X E 74 and i E [0, k], let X(') indicate the words X with its first i bits complemented. 
It is well known that the sequence {(i, w(X(i)))1i=0,1,...,k is a "random walk" from 
(0, w(X)) to (k, w(X)) and satisfies the following properties [35], [1]. 
V X E 7L2,  ]s E [0  ,  k] :  w(X(s)) = [k/2] (or [k /21)  (3.18) 
and 
VX E  Vi, j E [0, k],  w(X(3))E [w(X(i))  w(X( ))  j1]  .  (3.19) 
Consider r E 2IN first. In this case, for all i E [1,4  E 2IN + 1 and the 
interval I. defined by (3.17) has the following useful expressions: 
=E[k/2_1- [IFil/2],[k/2] +LIFil/2.1] 
= [[k /2]  [1Fill2] + 1, Lk 12.1 +  1] 
[(k  1 ) mod 2], ik/21  [1ri1/21  1  (k mod 2)]. = Fk/21  F1F11/21 
Let s be any integer such that w(X(s)) = [k /2] . Such an s exists because of (3.18). 
Exactly one of the following cases must hold. 
Al: There exists i E [1, p] such that 
s E[di, di +  j] -=>. s  diE[0, [IF 112]]. 90 
From (3.19) we have 
w( fi(X)) = w(X(d0) E [w(X(s))  (s  di),  (X(s))  (s  di)] C 
[[.k/2]  1_1Fi1/2]  ,  Lk/2]  [IF 1/2_1] = I. 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = 
A2: There exists i E [1,p  1] such that s E (di + Uri1/2]  , di+i). From (3.13) we 
have 
s E (di + [IF 112] ,di+1) <=> di+  s E  [IF  1721 1] 
and so 
w(fi+1 ( X)) = w(X (d'+1>) E [w(X(s))  (di+1  s), w(X- (s))  (di+1  s)} c 
[Lk/2]  1-1Fi+11/21 + 1, [k /2J  1/21 1] = L+1 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = i  1. 
A3: s E (dp  p112]  ,  k]  k  s E [0, k  dp  p112_]  1]. Note that, from 
(3.13), we have 
i=1 
F.I  [Till 
2  1 
I IFpl 
1_  2 
(3.20) 
which, together with (3.16), implies 
k  s E [0, k  dp  LIF p1121 1]  [o, [Ir11/21 1 (k mod 2)] 
So 
w(X) = w(X(k))E [w(X (s))  (k  s),w(X(s))  (k  s)] C 
H1111121 + 1  (k mod 2), Lk 12]  1  (k mod 2)]. [[k /2]  [Ir11121 
This implies 
w(fi(X)) = w(X) = k  w(X) E 91 
[Fk/21  FIF11/21  1 + (k mod 2), [k/21  111'11/21  1  (k mod 2)] C /1. 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = 1. 
Now let r E 2IN  1 and kE2IN. In this case, for all i E [1,p], 1Fi I GAN and 
the interval Ii has the following expression: 
Ii = [k/2 1Fil/2,k/2 +1Fil/2  1]. 
Assume w(X) < k/2 and let 8' be the smallest integer s such that w(X(8)) = k/2. 
Exactly one of the following cases must hold. 
Bl: There exists i E [1,p] such that 
E [di, di +  <=> s'  di E [0, IFil/2]. 
From (3.19), the minimality of s' and w(X) < k/2 we have 
w(fi(X)) = w(X(d°)E [w(X(s1))  (s'  di), k /2] C 
[k/2  IF,1/2,k/2] C 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = i. 
B2: There exists i E [1,p-1] such that s'(d,  IF,I/2, dz+i). This case is analogous 
to case A2 when s is replaced with s'. A balancing index for X is ib = i +1. 
B3: s E (dp  LIF,112],k]. This case is analogous to case A3 when s is replaced 
with s'. A balancing index for X is ib = 1. 
Assume w(X) > k/2. Here we need to think in reverse order. Let s" be the biggest 
integer s such that w(X( s)) = k/2. Exactly one of the following cases must hold. 92 
Cl: s"E [dp  <=>- k  s" E [0, k  dp  IF,112]. From (3.20) and (3.16) 
we have 
k s "E[0,k dp 1Fp112] g [0,11'11/2 -1], 
so, since w(X) < k /2, 
w(X) = w(X(k))E [w(X(s"))  (k  s "), k 12 1] C 
[k /2 1F1112+1,k12  1]. 
This implies 
tv(h(X)) = w(X) = k  w(X) E [k/2 + 1, k 12 + 1F1112  1] C 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = 1. 
C2: There exists i E [1,p  1] such that 
s"E [di + 1 Fi 1 /2, di+i] <=> did-1  s"E  Ti+11/2]. 
From (3.19), the maximality of s" and w(X) < k/2 we have 
w(fi+i(X)) = w(X(di+1)) E [w(X(s"))  (di+1  s "), k /2] 
[k12-1Fi+1112,k12]C 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = i  1. 
C3: There exists i e [1,p] such that 
s" E (di, di +  i112) <=- s"  di E [1,  1]. 
From (3.19), 
w(fi(X)) = w(X(dO)E[w(X(s"))  (s"  di), w(X(s")) +  di)] C 
[k12-1F112+1,k12+1Fi112  1] c 
In this case, a balancing index for X is ib = i. 93 
Finally, let r E 211V +1 and kE 21N + 1. In this case, for all i E [1,A, Fi E 2IN 
and the interval Ii has the following expressions: 
Ii = ELk/21  Iri1/2+ 1, [k/21  IF.1/2] = [rk/21  IFil/2, rk/21  IFil/2  1]. 
Assume w(X) < [k/2] and let s' be the smallest integer s such that w(X (s)) = 
[k /21  .  Exactly one of the following cases must hold. 
Dl: There exists i E [1,p] such that s'E [d d, + 111,12]. This case is analogous to 
case Bl. A balancing index for X is ib = i. 
D2: There exists i E [1,p-1] such that .5' E (d,  1F,1/2, d,+1). This case is analogous 
to case B2. A balancing index for X is ib = i +1. 
D3: s'E (dp  p112, kJ. This case is analogous to case B3. A balancing index for 
X is ib =1. 
Assume w(X) > 701 and let s" be the smallest integer s such that w(X(s")) = 
[k/2]  .  Exactly one of the following cases must hold. 
El: There exists i E [1, p] such that 3"E [di, di + IFil/2]. This case is analogous to 
case Bl. A balancing index for X is ib = i. 
E2: There exists i E [l, p-1] such that s" E (d, +  /2, di+i). This case is analogous 
to case B2. A balancing index for X is ib = i +1. 
E3: s"E (dp  IFp112, k]. This case is analogous to case B3. A balancing index for 
X is ib = 1. 
Now we are ready to present a general method to define the Fi's so that 
the computation of the possible check symbols, Ci's, of step 51.2.2.2 of Algorithm 94 
7 can be done with only one level of logic gates from the m(Y)'s. In fact, for all 
i E [1,p], every single component of C, either is a constant value or can be computed 
by complementing an appropriate component of m(Yi). The method is general in 
the sense that it can be applied to define any set of balancing functions. First some 
preliminaries are needed. Given two binary words X, Y E 7r2, X = x1x2...xr and 
Y =  y1y2  yr , we say that X < Y if x, = 1  >  y, = 1, for i E [I, r].  For 
example, X = 0010 < Y = 1011. With the ordering relation < the set 7E2 is a 
(partially) ordered set. A subset S C 7Z2 is called a chain if for all X, Y E 5, 
either X < Y or Y < X. For example, S = {0010,1010,1111} is a chain. A 
chain is called symmetric if for all X E S there exists X' E S such that w(X') = 
r  w(X). For example, S = {0000,1010,1111} is a symmetric chain. A chain is 
called saturated if for all v E [minxes w(X),maxxes w(X )1 there exists X E S with 
w(X) = v. For example, S = {0000,0010,1010} is a saturated chain. A chain is 
called symmetric and saturated if it is both symmetric and saturated. For example, 
S = {0010,0110,1110} is a symmetric saturated chain. 
Assume r > p first. In this case, the Pi's can be defined as follows. Given a 
set F C 7L2 and i E IN, let F<z< be the set of words obtained by cyclically shifting 
the words of F, i times to the left. The set  F1 is defined as 
def f0r10,0r-111,...,00171. 
and, for i E [2,p], the set F, is defined as 
def  0r-212,  1r-1  < 1<.
 
0r -111
 
For example, if r = p = 4 and 
def {0001,0011,0111}, 95 
then 
F1  = F U10000,11111 = {0000,0001,0011,0111,1111}, 
F2 = F<'< = {0010,0110,1114 
F3 =- F<2< =- {0100,1100,1101}, 
F4 = F<3< = {1000,1001,1011}. 
Note that the F 's are pair-wise disjoint symmetric saturated chains. To encode, as 
in step 51.2.2.2 of Algorithm 8, the Ci's can be computed by simply complementing 
and left shifting some consecutive middle components of m(Yi). To decode, as in 
step S1.2 of Algorithm 9, the balancing index (in unary) can be computed from the 
check symbol C with very simple logic. 
Now assume p > r.  In this case the above method can be generalized as 
follows. First, partition 7Zr2 into P 
aer (r/r2) symmetric saturated chains,  say 7-1, T2, 
.  .  'Tp,  .  .  Tp. This can always be done [16]. For simplicity assume 
> 1721>  > ITpl >  > Irpl 
Then, choose Fi to be a symmetric saturated chain subset of 'I:, for all i E [1,p]. Note 
that the family {F,  :  i E [1, p]} can be chosen to be the partition IT,  :  i E [1, p]1 
itself. For example, when r = 5, a choice of Fi's can be the following, or any family 
"contained" in it. That is, 
00000, 
00001, 
00011,
F1 
C T1  { 00111, 
01111, 
11111 96 
00010,  10000, 
00110,  10001,  {  10100, }
F2 C 7-2 =  F5 C15 =	  F8 C  78 =  01110,  10011,  10101 
11110  10111 
00100,
 
01100,  { 00101,  { 01001,
 F3 C 13 =  F6 C T6 =	  F9 C 7-9 = 11100,  01101  f  01011 
11101 
01000,
 
11000,  { 01010,  1  10010, }
 F7 C 17 =	  r10  zo F4 C 14  {	 11001,  11010  f  10110 
11011 
Since F, is a chain, it can be readily noticed that, during the encoding process, 
every single component of Ci is equal to particular middle component of m(Y). To 
decode, the balancing index (in unary) can be computed from the check symbol C 
with a PLA which, if p > r, is relatively simple. 
Note also that, given k and p, if we let F1 = 7  ,  F2 = 72,  7  Fp-1 = Tp-1 
and F C 17,, then r must be big enough so that 
k < E I7  [(kr + k  r) mod 2]. 
So, if m = m(r, p) E [0, Lr/2]] is the natural such that 
((m r 1), (A
PE 
then 
7EHTil  VET: w(C)Crn,r  VET: w(C)E[rn,r  m]}1 = 
1=1  i=1 
p(r  2m + 1). 
i=x)(z 
This gives (3.11). 97 
Now we show the encoder design through an example of a DC(n = 26+5, k 
26, w = 15,p = 8) code. In this example, the eight balancing functions in B are 
{00000, 
00001,  {00010, 
def  00011, 
00111,  f2 
def  00110, 
01110,  ' 
01111,  11110 
11111 
{00100,  01000  ,  10000, 
def  01100,  def  11000,  10001,  \ 
f4 11100,  }  (  11001  ) '  f5 dg (  10011  } / ' 
11101  11011  10111 
def  { 00101,  def  01010, })  def  {  10100, 1 \ 
J6  01101  })  11010  '  10101 f / 
Since di = 0, d2 = 5, d3 = 9, d4 = 13, d5 = 17, d6 = 20, d7  22, 
d8 = 24, the fi's are defined as (X = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8 E 7L6 with X1 E 
X2,X3iX4E7Lz, X5 E 7Z and X6, X7, X8 E 
fl(X) = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8, f2 (X) = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8, 
f3(X) = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8, f4(X)  X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X87 
f5(X) = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7,V8, f6(X) --= X1X2X3X4K5X6X7X8, 
f7(X) = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8, f8(X) = X1X2X3A4X5X6X7X8. 
Note that, from Theorem 7, 
VX E &r,	  either  w(MX )) E [10, 15] or w(f2(X))E [11, 14] 
or  w(f3(X)) E [11,14] or w(f4(X)) E [11,14] 
or  w(f5(X)) E [11, 14] or w(f6(X)) E [12,13] 
Or  w(f7(X)) E [12,13] or w(f8(X)) E [12,13]. 98 
Encoding. The encoder computes the encoding of the information word 
X = 00110 0011 1000 1100 010 00 00 10 G &r, 
as well as any other X E 7L?26, according to the following Algorithm. 
Algorithm 10 Input: X E &r. Output: E(X) = YC E  For all i, j E [0,27],
 
i < j, let rrqi,i(Y) be as in (3.10).
 
Sequentially, perform step Si and S2.
 
S1: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute:
 
Y1  = ,f1(X) = 00110  0011  1000  1100  010 00  00  10,
 
Y2 = f2(X) = 11001  0011  1000  1100  010  00  00  10,
 
Y3 = f3(X) = 11001  1100  1000  1100  010 00  00  10,
 
Y4 = f4(X) = 11001  1100  0111  1100  010 00  00  10,
 
Y5 = 15(X) = 11001  1100  0111  0011  010 00  00  10,
 
Y6 = f6(X) = 11001  1100  0111  0011  101  00  00  10,
 
Y7 = f7(X) = 11001  1100  0111  0011  101  11  00  10,
 
Y8 = f8(X) = 11001  1100  0111  0011  101  11  11  10.
 
S1.2: Sequentially, perform step S1.2.1, S1.2.2 and S1.2.3.
 99 
S1.2.1: In parallel, compute: 
111[io,16](Yi) = 0000000, 
in[11,15](172) = 00000, 
m[11,151(1'3) = 00000, 
ml11,151(174) = 11000, 
rrtpi,15}(Y5) = 11000, 
m02,14076) = 110, 
rn[1244](Y7) = 111, 
rn[12,14](Y8) = 111. 
S1.2.2: In parallel, perform step 51.2.2.1 and 51.2.2.2. 
S1.2.2.1: In parallel, compute: 
= m1o(Y1) +  16(11) = + = 0, 
b2 = ro11(Y2) +  502) = 0 + = 0, 
b3 = mit(Y3) +  15(Y3) = 0 + 0 = 0, 
b4 = mii(Y4)+77115(Y4) = 1 + 0 = 1, 
b5 = rni") + mn(Y5) = I + 0 = 1, 
1)6 = m12(76) + m14(Y6) = 1 + 0 = 1, 
= rn12(Y7) + m14(Y7) = 1 + 1 = 0, 
bs = rni2(YS) + m14(Y8) = 1 + 1 = 0. 100 
S1.2.2.2: In parallel, compute: 
Cl = (rnii(171),  12(71),  13(171),  4(1/1 ), mi5 Yi) = 11111, 
C2 = (m42072), rni3(72), rn14(Y2), 1, 0)  11110, 
C3 = (m13(Y3), rn14(Y3), 1, 0, m12(73))  11101, 
C4 = (M14(14), 1101 in12(Y4), m13(174))  11001, 
C5 = (1, 0, mu (175),  3(75), m14(175))  10011, 
C6 =  m13(Y6), 1, 0, 1) =  00101, 
C7 = (m13(Y7), I, 0,1,  =  01010, 
C8 = (1, 0, 1, 0, m13(Y8)) =  10100. 
S1.2.3: Compute the balancing index (in unary), 
ib = (i11i21i3, i41i51i67i7li8), 
it  b1  0, 
i2  b2 bl  0, 
i3 = b3 b2 bl  0, 
i4  b4b3b2bl  1, 
i5 = b5. b4.b3. b2.  =  0, 
i6 = b6* b5* b4* b3" b2 bl =  0, 
17 =  b6 b5 b4. b3. b2- =  0, 
is = b8.  b6- b5.  b3- b2.  = 0. 
S2: Select as encoding of X the balanced word, 
E (X) = Y C = YibC ib 
In parallel, perform step S2.1 and S2.2. 
S2.1: Compute:
 
= Y4 = 11001 1100 0111 1100 010 00 0010.
 101 
S2.2: Compute:
 
C=  1\9/  (ti  Cj) = C4 -= 11001.
 
j=i
 
Decoding. On receiving the code word
 
YC = 11001 1100 0111 1100 010 00 00 10 11001, 
to retrieve X, the decoder execute the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 11 Input: E(X) = YCES13,-. Output: X E &r Let C = c1c2c3c4c5. 
Sequentially, perform step S1 and S2. 
S1: In parallel, perform step S1.1 and S1.2. 
S1.1: In parallel, compute: 
X1 = f1 (11 = 11001  1100  0111  1100  010  00 00  10, 
X2 = f2 (11 = 00110 1100  0111  1100  010  00  00  10, 
X3 = f3 (Y) = 00110  0011  0111  1100  010  00  00  10, 
X4 = fZi  -= 00110  0011  1000  1100  010  00  00  10, 
X5 = h-1(Y) = 00110  0011  1000  0011  010  00  00  10, 
X6 = fs (11 = 00110  0011  1000  0011  101  00  00  10, 
X7 = f71(Y) = 00110  0011  1000  0011  101  11  00  10, 
X8 = ./.1(7) = 00110  0011  1000  0011  101  11  11  10. 102 
S1.2: Compute the balancing index (in unary), ib = (zi, z2,13, 24, z5, 26, z7, zs), 
c1c2c3c4 V c1c2c3c4 V c1c2c3c4  0, 
22 = C4C5(C2 V C3) =  0,
 
6 = C3C4(Ci.C5 V C1C2) =  0,
 
i4 ==  C2C3(C4 V C5) ==  1,
 
25  ==  C1C2(C3 V C4) =  0,
 
6 = C1C3C4C5 =  0,
 
27  ==  C2C3C4C5 =  0, 
6  C1C2C3C4 ==  0.
 
S2: Select as decoding of YC the information word, 
6
 
X = V (i.i Xi) =
 
.i=1
 
X4 = 00110 0011 1000 1100 010 00 00 10. 
3.4. The encoding and decoding complexity 
In this section, the encoding and decoding complexity of the infinite family 
of codes introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 is analyzed. In particular, it is 
shown that all the codes presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 can be encoded and 
decoded with a VLSI circuit of size 
A = 0 (pk)  (3.21) 
and of depth 
D = 0(log2p).  (3.22) 
This circuit implements the coding scheme defined by Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 
2, where the I  assignment is done as explained in Section 3.3.  In step 51.2.1 of 103 
Algorithm 7 it is assumed that w(f,(X)) is obtained by computing Y, = fi(X) first 
and then w(Y,), for all i E [i, 7)]. In this way, the complexity analysis summarized by 
relation (3.21) and (3.22) does not depend on the chosen balancing method, provided 
that the following two conditions are satisfied. 1) Each component of each balancing 
function (and its inverse) depends only on a constant number (independent from k 
and the balancing function) of different components of X, and 2) r = 0( \a) when 
r < p. 
For all I = [i, j] C [0, kb let ml : 7Z2  7Z1211 U {*111} (* is the "don't care" 
symbol) be defined as 
def 
*111  if w(Y) cZ 
m1(Y) 
(rni(Y), rni+1(17),  mj(Y)) if w(Y) e I. 
Other than the device to compute the function mI, we assume that the 
encoding and decoding procedures are implemented as combinational circuits whose 
combinational elements are the usual NOT, AND, OR, XOR, etc. ... boolean gates 
with fan-in at most two. Later on we are more specific on the computational model 
used to implement the device computing the majority vector mi(Y). For the time 
being, we assume that Amai (k, I) and D.A4,23 (k.I) are respectively the area and delay 
of the best family of VLSI circuits which compute the function mi. 
In the previous sections we have given families of codes which depend on the 
three parameters 
k = number of information bits, 
r = number of check bits, 
p = number of balancing functions. 
Here, as a function of these parameters, we give the order of magnitude of the area 
and delay of the encoder and decoder circuits expressed in terms of boolean gates. 104 
Consider the encoding complexity first and assume that the encoder is im­
plemented according to Algorithm 8 or Algorithm 10. The area, AE, and delay, De, 
of the encoder can be upper bounded as follows. 
As < As1.1 + AS1.2.1 + AS1.2.2.1 + AS1.2.2.2 + AS1.2.3 + AS2.1 + AS2.2 .
 
and 
DE < DS1.1  DS1.2.1  DS1.2.2.1  D81.2.3  DS2.1 
The terms As1.1 and  Ds1.1 are the number of gates and delay required to compute 
= fi(X) from X E 74 respectively, for all i E [1,p].  Note that the balancing 
functions used in our code designs are so simple that each one of the k components 
of fi(X) depends only on a constant number (independent from k and i) of different 
components of X. For example, in the complementation method, if xj and  yij are the 
j-th components of X and fi(X) respectively then yij depends only on x , and either 
yj = xj or yj = -±7. Instead, in the permutation method, if x2j, x2J+1 and  y2ij, y2i+1 
indicate the (2j)-th and (2j + 1)-th components of X and fi(X) respectively then 
both  and y2i+1 depend only on x2j and  x2.+1. In particular, either  y2j = x2.i or y2i j
 
Y2j = X2  + x2.7 +1 or Y2j =  x2j  x2j+1. Further, either y2J+1 = x2 j+1 or y2i+1 = X2J+1 
or  y2j+1  X2  x2j_i_1 or  Y2j-4-1 = x2j  x2j-1-1. This implies that the area and delay 
to compute every single component of fi(X), for all i E [1,4 are constant.  So, 
As1.1 = 0(k) and  Dsi.i = 0(1). The terms  AS1.2.1 and  DS1.2.1 are the area and 
delay required to compute the majority vector m1(Y) from Y, for all i E [1,p]. Note 
that, in the permutation method, 
idef[k jkl k  1k11. 
[2  L12]  2  L12] 
In the complementation method, we can assume that I is equal to the biggest 
among all the intervals /i defined in (3.17). Since in any case, I is a function of k, 105 
r and p, for the time being we can say that As1.2.1 = 0 (p Amaj(k, I(k, r, p))) and 
DS1.2.1 = 0 (Dmaj(k, I(k, r, p))) . The terms As1.2.2.1 and DS1.2.2.1 are the number of 
gates and delay required to compute the balancing bit bi from mi(Yi), for all i E [1,p], 
and are equal to O(p) and 0(1) respectively. The terms AS1.2.22 and D81.2.2.2 are 
the number of gates and delay required to compute the possible check symbol Ci 
from mi(Y), for all i E [1,p], and are equal to 0(pr) and 0(1) respectively. The 
terms A81.2.3 and Ds1.2.3 are the number of gates and delay required to compute the 
balancing index ib (in its unary representation) from the balancing bits bi, i E [1, p]. 
Using prefix sum computation (see [18], pp. 662-671), this step can be accomplished 
with As1.2.3 = O(p) gates and Ds1.2.3 = 0(log2 p) delay. Finally, the terms As2.1 (or 
As2.2) and D82.1 (or Ds2.2) are the number of gates and delay required to select Yb 
(or Cib) out of the p possible words Yi (or Ci), i E [1, 1)], and are equal to O(pk) (or 
O(pr)) and 0(log2 p) (or 0(log2 p)). Since r < k, all this implies that 
AE = 0 (p Amaj(k, 1(k, r, P)))  O(pk) 
and 
DE = 0 (Dmaj(k,I(k,r,p)))  0(log2p). 
With regard to the decoding complexity, the area, AD, and delay, DD, of the 
decoder can be upper bounded as follows. 
AD < A1S1.1  AlS1.2  A1S2 
and 
De < DS1.2  DS 2' 
The terms A's1.1 and D'81.1 are the number of gates and delay required to compute 
the possible information word Xi = fi-1(Y) from the received information symbol 
Y, for all i E [1,p]. Since fi = fi71, for all i E [1, p], A'51.1 = 0(k) and D's1.1 = 0(1) 106 
for both permutation and complementation methods. The terms A'81.2 and D's1.2 
are the number of gates and delay required to compute the balancing index ib (in 
its unary representation) from the received check symbol C. Now, if p < r then 
ib can be computed as in step S1.2 of Algorithm 9 with Ais12 = 0(p) gates and 
D's12 = 0(1) delay.  If instead p > r then each one of the p components of ib 
can be computed from C using at most  OR gates and at most 1/1(r  1) AND 1/1
 
gates, with each gate having two inputs.  In this case, since  < r  1, we get 
r) = °(Pr2) and D181.2 = 0(log2r) = 0(log2p). Note that for the AS1.2  = Op 
complementation method, if p > r and r = r(k, p) is the smallest natural such that 
(3.11) holds, then r = 0 (V) .  This can be shown as follows. From the minimality 
of r we have that 
m'-1 
k > 2  p(r  2m') 
i=0 
where m' is a natural such that 
(( r 
1)  )I 
Now, since p > r,  > 2. If m' = 2, since k > p, then 
k > p(r  4) = pr  4p > r2  4p  > r
2  < k + 4p < 5k  > r = 0 (\/) . 
If m' > 2 then 
2 01)  11)  1)1
k > 2 [(r  >  > r2 < 2k  > r = 0 (N/T) + Cr  + Cr 
(using some bounds which define Stirling approximation formula, the following 
stronger result can be proven: if p > o (N5) then r < k/p + (3/2) log2 p + 2.5661 = 
k/p + 0 (loge p) and if p < 0(jc) then r < k/p + 2 = k/p + 0(1)). From the 
above we have that Af51.2 = O(pr2) = O(pk). Finally, the terms Als2 and D182 are 
the number of gates and delay required to select X = Xt5 out of the p possible 107 
information words X i E [1, p], and are equal to 0 (pk) and 0(log2 p) respectively. 
All this implies that 
AD = 0 (pk) 
and 
DD = 0(log2p). 
At this point, we turn our attention to the implementation of the device 
which computes the function mi. We mention three different ways to realize this 
device: the first two are digital and the third is analog. The idea of the first method 
is to compute w(Y) in binary, Y E ZZ 2k ,  and then convert it to unary; i.e., compute 
m/(Y) from the binary representation of w(Y). This can be realized by composing 
a tally circuit and a PLA. A tally circuit has k input wires, carrying Y, and 
rlog2(k + 1)1 output wires carrying the binary representation of the number of l's 
of Y. For example, if Y = 100101 then the output to the tally circuit is 011 to 
indicate that Y has three l's. This circuit can be implemented as a combinational 
circuit using the so called Wallace tree structure (see [18], pp. 675-677). In this 
case, the area of the circuit is 0(k) and the depth is 0(log2 k). Since each one of 
the 111 components of mi can be computed as the OR of at most 1/1 < r  1 ANDs 
of 0(log2 k) components of the binary representation of w(Y), the area and delay 
of the whole device are 
At ;la j(k , I (k, r,p))) = 0(k) + 0 (II  111  log2 k) =  (k  r2 log2 k) 
and 
gAc4a,(k , I (k, r , p))) = 0(log2 k)  0(log2 1/1) = 0(log2 k). 
The idea of the second method is to directly compute the unary representation, 
mi(Y), of w(Y), Y E 7L2. This can be done with a sorting network. A sorting 108 
network has k input wires, carrying Y, and k output wires carrying the vector Y 
sorted in decreasing order; i.e., the vector m(Y) of (2.3). In theory, such circuit can 
be realized with 0(k log2 k) comparators and O(log2 k) depth (see [18], pp. 634­
653). Here, a comparator can be simply realized as a couple of AND and OR gates. 
In this case, the area and delay of the whole device are 
AZj(k, I(k,r,p))) = 0(k log2 k) 
and 
Ds  (k , I(k,r,p))) = 0(log2 k). 
The third way to compute mi(Y), Y E 7L2, is by using the following analog circuit. 
This circuit is the composition of two other circuits. The first is a digital to ana­
log converter composed of k equal resistors in parallel connected to an operational 
amplifier with k + 1 output voltage levels (one for each value of w(Y)). The second 
is an analog to digital converter having  < r  1 comparators which simultane­
ously test the output voltage of the first device (see [26], pp.  606-610).  In this 
case, if we assume that each operational amplifier or comparator is equivalent to a 
combinational element then the area and delay of the whole device are 
Ayltai(k, I (k, r, p))) = 0(k + r) 
and 
Dy4j(k, I (k , r, p))) = 0(1). 
Now, since the encoding and decoding complexity (combined) is 
Aso) = 0(p AA4,3(k, I (k, r, p))))  0(pk) 
and 
Delp = 0(D.A4a3(k, I(k,r,P))))  0(10g2 P), 
we can say that if the function mi is computed 109 
Ml: with a tally circuit, then 
Ae iv = Atecip = O(pk  pr2 log2 k),  Deli? =  = O(log2 k); 
M2: with a sorting network, then 
Asp = A sEn  = O(pk log2 k),  Delp = Drip = O(log2 k); 
M3: with an analog sorting circuit, then 
As  =  = O(pk),  De  = Dascp = O(log2 p). 
To conclude, we would like to explicitly show the encoding and decoding 
complexity of the following three subfamilies of balanced codes.  The first class 
is obtained using the permutation method by letting k = 6r  2.  In this case, 
DC(n, k, w, p) codes are obtained with 
n = k r = 6r r  2  k kI6,
 
k = 6r  2,
 
w = n/2,
 
p = 6,
 
whose encoding and decoding complexity is 
Ml: 
Aev =  = 0(k2 log2 k),  Dery = Dip = O(log2 k) 
if rnj is computed with a tally circuit; 
M2: 
= Aril) = 0(k loge k),  Delp = DPID = O(log2 k); 
if rni is computed with a sorting network; 110 
M3:
 
Asir) = AY/D = 0(k),  De  = DYAD = 0(1).
 
if in/ is computed with an analog sorting circuit.
 
The second class is obtained using the complementation method by letting p = r 
and k = r2  r + 2  (r mod 2). In this case, DC(n, k, w, p) codes are obtained with 
n = k  r = r2 4- 2  (r mod 2)  k  VT,
 
k =  r + 2  (r mod 2),
 
w = n/2,
 
p = r
 
whose encoding and decoding complexity is 
Ml: 
AEID = /Vim= 0 (kVklog2 k)  ,  Dem = Diecip = 0(log2 k) 
if mi is computed with a tally circuit; 
M2: 
A£ /a = Assnm = 0 (kfklog2 k)  ,  Delp = Drip = 0(log2 k); 
if mi is computed with a sorting network, 
M3: 
A£/-D = Aaecir, = 0 (h/k) ,  Delp = DYIT, = 0(log2 k)  . 
if mI is computed with an analog circuit. 
The third class is the one given in [1] and is obtained using the complementation 
method by letting p = Gr/2i) and k = 2'  (r mod 2). In this case, DC(n, k, w, p) 111 
codes are obtained with 
n = k + r = 2r  r  (r mod 2)  k + log2 k,
 
k  2r  (r mod 2),
 
w = n/2,
 
P = (Lri2i)  '"=-'  017 (k[Vlog2 10)
 
whose encoding and decoding complexity is 
Ml:
 
= Atecip = 0 (  k2  ,  Delp = Dtecip = O(log2 k)
 
AE /v  log2 k
 
if mi is computed with a tally circuit;
 
M2:
 
Aeip = Aril) = 0(kYlog2 k),  Delp = Drip = O(log2 k);
 
if m1 is computed with a sorting network; 
M3:
 
k2

1p = AZD =  (  Delp =  = O(log2 k). 
\,/log2 k) 
if 777,1 is computed with an analog circuit. 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show the balanced codes for various values of the 
parameters k, r and p obtained with both permutation and complementation meth­
ods. 112 
k\p  1  2  3  4  5 6p 6,  7  8  9 10 11 12 oo 
4 4 2 6  2 
6 6 4 3 6  3 
8 8 4 6  4 
10 10 6 4  6  4 
12 12 6 5 4  6  4 
14 14 8 6 4  6  4 
16 16 8 6 5 5 6 4  4 
18 18 10 7 6 5 6  5 
20 20 10 8 6  5  6  5 
22 22 12 8 6 6  6 5  5 
24 24 12 9 7 6  6 6 5  5 
26 26 14 10 8  6  6 6  6  5  5 
28 28 14 10 8  7  6 6  6  6 5  5 
30 30 16 11 8  7  6 6  6  6 6  5  5 
32 32 16 12 9  8  6 6  6 
34 34 18 12 10 8  6 7 6  6 
36 36 18 13 10 8  8 7 7 6  6 
38  38 20 14 10 9  8  8  7 6  6 
40 40 20 14 11 9  8 8 7 7 6  6 
42 42 22 15 12 10 8 8 7 7 7 6  6 
44 44 22 16 12 10 8 8 8  7 7 6  6 
46 46 24 16 12 10 8 9 8 7 7 7 6  6 
48  48 24 17 13 11 10  9  8  8  7  7  7 6 6 
50  50 26 18 14 11 10 10  8  8  7  7  7 6 6 
52  52 26 18 14 12 10 10  9  8  8  7  7 7 6 
54  54 28 19 14 12 10 10  9  8  8  7  7  7  6 
56  56 28 20 15 12 10 10  9  8  8  8  7 7  6 
58  58 30 20 16 13 10 11 10  8  8  8  7 7  6 
60  60 30 21 16 13 12 11 10  9  8  8  8 7 6 
62  62  32 22 16 14 12 12 10  9  8  8  8  7  6 
64  64  32 22 17 14 12 12 10  9  9  8  8  8  6 
128  128  64 44  33  27  22  22  20  17  16  14 13 12  8 
256  256 128  86  65  52  44  44  38  33  30  27 25 23  8 
512  512  256  172  129  104  86  86  74  65  58  52  48 44  10 
1024  1024  512  342  257  206  172  172  148  129  115  104  94  87  10 
TABLE 3.2. Parameters of the proposed balanced codes: number of check bits r 
as a function of p and k.  All but the sixth column give the number of check bits 
of codes designed with the complementation method. The sixth column gives the 
number of check bits of codes designed with the permutation method. The last 
column gives the minimum possible r if the complementation method is used. 113 
r\p  1  2  3  4  5  6p  6,  7  8  9  10  11  12 
1  1 
2  2  4 
3  3  5  7 
4  4  8  10  14  14  16 
5  5  9  13  17  21  23  25  27  29  31 
6  6 12 16 22 26 34 32 34 38 40 44 46 50 
7  7 13 19 25  31  37 43 47  51  55 59 63 
8  8 16 22 30 36 46 44 50 58 62 68 72 78 
9  9 17 25 33  41  49 57 65  73 79 85  91 
10  10 20 28 38  46  58  56  64  74  82  92  98 106 
11  11 21 31  41  51  61  71  81  91  101 111 119 
12  12 24 34  46  56  70  68  78  90  100  112  122  134 
13  13 25 37  49  61  73  85  97  109 121 133 145 
14  14 28 40  54  66  82  80  92  106 118 132 144 158 
15  15 29 43  57  71  85  99  113 127 141 155 169 
16  16 32 46  62  76  94  92  106 122 136 152 166 182 
17  17  33  49  65  81  97  113  129  145  161  177  193 
18  18  36  52  70  86  106  104  120  138  154  172  188  206 
19  19  37  55  73  91  109  127  145  163  181  199  217 
20  20  40  58  78  96  118  116  134  154  172  192  210  230 
21  21  41  61  81  101  121  141  161  181  201  221  241 
22  22  44  64  86  106  130  128  148  170  190  212  232  254 
23  23  45  67  89  111  133  155  177  199  221  243  265 
24  24  48  70  94  116  142  140  162  186  208  232  254  278 
25  25  49  73  97  121  145  169  193  217  241  265  289 
26  26  52  76  102  126  154  152  176  202  226  252  276  302 
27  27  53  79  105  131  157  183  209  235  261  287  313 
28  28  56  82  110  136  166  164  190  218  244  272  298  326 
29  29  57  85  113  141  169  197  225  253  281  309  337 
30  30  60  88  118  146  178  176  204  234  262  292  320  350 
31  31  61  91  121  151  181  211  241  271  301  331  361 
32  32  64  94  126  156  190  188  218  250  280  312  342  374 
TABLE 3.3. Parameters of the proposed balanced codes: number of information 
bits k as a function of p and r.  All but the sixth column give the number of 
information bits of codes designed with the complementation method. The sixth 
column gives the number of information bits of codes designed with the permutation 
method. 114 
4. BALANCED CODES FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION 
This chapter deals with a particular class of balanced codes which have been 
recently considered for digital communication. These codes are referred as the high-
order spectral-null codes. 
Regard the binary bipolar alphabet (I) dg {-1, +1} as a subset of the real 
field IR. Let S(N, q) C (1)1\7 be the set of all words of length N over the alphabet (I), 
having a q-th order spectral-null at zero frequency. The following characterization 
of S(N, q) is well known [30], [49]: 
N 
S(N, q) = { (xi, x2, .  .  .  xN) E 4:0N :  xiji = 0,  for all i E [0, q  1]  .  (4.1) 
Any word in S(N, q) is called q-th order spectral-null word. A binary code C is 
a q-th order spectral-null code with k information bits and length N (briefly, a 
q-OSN(N, k) code) if, and only if 
1) C is a subset of S(N, q) and 
2) C has, say exactly, 2k code words. 
One of the problems is to find such C and a one-to-one function (encoding function) 
E : {0,1}k >C 
which, together with its inverse (decoding function), is very easy to compute. It is 
also required that the redundancy of the code, N  k, is as small as possible. 
When q = 1, these codes coincide with the so called balanced or DC-free 
block codes [23], [35], [4], [1], [13], [27], [30], [3], [57], [58], [59], [61]. For the values 
of q greater than 1, the q-OSN(N, k) codes have been recently considered for digital 115 
recording; these codes are useful in achieving a better rejection of the low-frequency 
components of the transmitted signal and enhancing the error correction capability 
of codes used in partial-response channels [28], [29], [42], [33], [21], [30], [49]. Re­
cently, Roth, Siegel and Vardy, in [49], have presented many results in the area of 
high-order spectral-null codes. In this chapter, some of these results given in [49] 
are improved. 
In Section 4.1, the motivation for studying high-order spectral-null codes 
is briefly discussed.  In Section 4.2, a new characterization of S(N, q) is given in 
terms of codes over the binary alphabet 712 = {0, 1} and S (N , 2) is shown to be 
equivalent to a well known class of single error correcting, all unidirectional error 
detecting (SEC-AUED) codes: the group theoretic balanced codes introduced by 
Bose and Rao in [11]. In the following sections, the q-th order spectral null codes 
are described in terms of codes over the binary alphabet 712. In Section 4.3, the 
following asymptotic expression is derived for the redundancy of S(N, 2): 
N  log21S(N, 2)1 '-_-' 2 log2 N  1.141,  N divisible by 4. 
In section 4.4, some combinatorial properties of S(N, q) are analyzed, the problem of 
systematic code construction is addressed and very simple ways to obtain systematic 
q-th order spectral-null codes are given.  Some computer search results are also 
presented on 2- OSN(N, k) codes which are systematic or almost systematic and 
optimal. Finally, in Section 4.5, a new efficient recursive method is given to encode 
k information bits into a second-order spectral-null code of length 
N (k) = n(k) + N ( rlog2(n(k)  (n(k)  1), 1))1 
where n(k) is the smallest natural n such that 
1) there exist an efficient balanced code of length n with k information bits and 116 
2) the natural n is a multiple of 4. 
The codes obtained with this method are less redundant than the codes presented 
in [49], for infinitely many values of k. 
4.1. High-order spectral-null codes 
In digital communication, digital data is transmitted in the form of pulses: for 
instance, positive and negative pulses indicates 1 and 0 respectively. At the receiver, 
pulses are detected by sampling each pulse at its peak value. The development of 
very high speed transmission and storage media requires the data to be encoded 
before transmission (line coding), to allow the following features [23], [56], [43], [65], 
[22], [66], [29], [19], [34], [42], [49]: 
Robustness against DC wandering. The electronic circuitry has a poor 
response when switching at extremely high speeds, and accordingly requires 
the whole transmission process to be AC-coupled.  This dictates the need 
for special codes which provide no DC components in the coded stream; DC 
components occur by the accumulation of a similar signal (0 or 1). In a sense, 
if 0 and 1 are assigned negative and positive charges, a DC-free transmission 
occurs when the accumulated charge (disparity) at the end of the transmission 
is 0. 
Self-synchronization. In order to recover the data sequence, the received 
digital signal needs to be sampled at precise instants. This requires a clock 
signal at the receiver in synchronism with the clock signal at the transmitter. 
In this case, synchronization is done extracting the timing information from 
the received signal itself (clock recovery). If a long string of l's or a long string 117 
of O's is received, the decoder looses synchronization; and so the accumulated 
charge, at any time, must be bounded. 
Robustness against intersymbol interference. Ideally the pulses are time 
limited (such as, rectangular pulses) and so their bandwidth is infinity. When 
pulses are transmitted over a real channel of finite bandwidth, their high-
frequency components are suppressed, and the pulses spreads out causing in­
terference with the neighboring pulses. This intersymbol interference must be 
reduced to minimum. 
Error detection and/or correction. In order to have reliable communica­
tion the line code must provide some form of error detection and/or correction. 
The codes whose power spectral density is zero at zero frequency achieve the 
above mentioned properties; further, it is even better if the low-order derivates of the 
power spectral density are also zero at zero frequency. Such codes are called high-
order spectral-null codes and are explained as described by [29] and [49]. Regard the 
alphabet { 1, +1} as a subset of the real field, i dg  -1 and let X = xi x2  xr, E 
{ 1, +1}n be a word over { -1, +1} of length n. The discrete Fourier transform of 
the word X is 
def  itu, X(W)  Xt C 
1  7r < C4.2 < 7r, 
t=1 
the power spectrum of X is 
def 1  2 
PX(W) = 7711X(W)1 
and the l -th moment of X is 
Ti 
def 
m/ (X)  =  \--' xttl,  for / = 0, 1, .... 
t=1 
The word X is said to have a q-th order spectral-null at zero frequency if 118 
di X (w) 
= 0,  for / = 0, 1, ... , q  1.  (4.2)
d wl  w =0 
Relations (4.2) are equivalent to 
mi(X) = 0,  for / = 0, 1, ... , q  1 
and imply 
d1 IX (w)12  = 0,  for / = 0,1, ... ,2q  1.  (4.3)
d wl  w =0 
Now, let C be a code such that the sum of all code words in C is the all-zero 
vector. If code words are randomly chosen from C to form an infinite sequence, then 
it follows that the power spectral density P(w) of the concatenated sequence (power 
contributed by each frequency component w of the average signal) is given by 
1 1 
P(w) =  E Px(w) =  E lx(w)12.  (4.4) 
ICI  ICIrt xc 1,--ixec 
The function in (4.4) is called the power spectral density of the code C and can be 
expanded into the following Taylor series in the neighborhood of w = 0 (note that 
since the alphabet symbols are real, P(w) is an even function of w): 
1 d2 P(w)  1 d4 P(w)  4 w2 +  CO + .  .  . . P(w)  P(0) +  2  dw2  24  d w4  w=o  w =0 
It is clear, from (4.3) and (4.4), that if C is composed by words having a q-th order 
spectral-null at zero frequency then P(w) has a zero of order 2q at w = 0. Further, 
the greater q the wider is the notch at w = 0 (zero frequency) and the better is the 
signal to solve the problems mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
4.2. Equivalent formulation of S(N, q) 
In this thesis, we think of q-th order spectral null codes in terms of codes over 
the binary alphabet 7Z2 tf {0,1} which is considered as a subset of the real field IR. 119 
Note that, by replacing the symbol 1 with 0 and +1 with 1, the set S(N, q) C 
in (4.1) is equivalent to the set 
N  1 N 
{S'(N,q) =  (yi, y2, ... yN) E ZL12v  :  Y=  for all i E [0, q  1]  . 
3=1  2 j=1 
In fact, substituting every component x3 of a word of S(N, q) with y3 = 0 if x3 = 1 
and with y3 = 1 if x3 = 1 a code word of S'(N, q) is obtained. Similarly, by reversing 
this process, S(N, q) can be obtained from S'(N, q). This follows directly from the 
fact that the inverse substitution can be expressed as x3 = 2y3  1 and 
N 
(Xi, X2,  X N) ES(N,q) 4 ViE[0,q  1],  3  =0 <  > 
=1 
N  N N
 
i E [0, q  1], E(2yj  0 <=>, Vi E [0, q  1], 2  = 0 -<=­
j=1  =1  j=1 
N  lv 
ei E [0, q  1],  Yil = 
1  <=> (yi , y2,  yN) Es'(N, q)­
=1  2 3.1 
In the following, we let 
N  1 N
S(N,q)  (Xi, X2, ..  XN) E 71N2  jji  -E for all i E [0, q  1]} 
j=1  2 j=1 
where the sums and the products are over the real field.  Notice that, since 
(1/2) EjN_, x1 j' is an integer number, if S(N, q)  0 then Eijv_i jz must be even 
for all i E [0, q  1].  Switching alphabet from (I) to 7Z2, other than an algebraic 
representation, we gain a more combinatorial representation of S(N, q) through the 
characteristic function which associates every N-tuple of O's and l's with its support. 
We can readily see that 
N  N  N  N(N +1)1
S(N, 2) =  (xt, x2,... xN) E 7L2 : 
_ 
2  and  -13  4 j=1  j=1 1 
(4.5) 120 
is nothing but a particular group theoretic single error correcting and all unidirec­
tional error detecting (SEC-AUED) code over (7Z, +) introduced by Bose and Rao 
in [11]. Clearly, if N is not a multiple of 4 then S(N, 2) = 0. 
4.3. The redundancy of S(N, 2) 
An explicit expression for the redundancy of S(N, 2) can be obtained as 
follows. Let 
c(b, w, s) 
clef  the number of partitions of the natural s into w 
distinct natural numbers in the interval [1, b]. 
Note that, if N is a multiple of 4, from (4.5), 
N( N  1) )
(N,  2 ) 1  = c (b = N,w  N
2 's  4 ) 
It is easily seen that the sequence c(b, w, s)  satisfies the following recurrence, 
c(b,w, s)  c(b  1,w  , s)  c(b  1,w  1, s  b), 
with initial conditions 
{0  if s cl[w(w + 1)/2,w(w + 1)/2 + w(b w)],
c(b, w, s) = 
1  if s = w(w + 1)/2 or s = w(w -1- 1)/2 + w(b  w). 
With dynamic programming, these relations can be used to design an 0(b4) algo­
rithm which computes the exact value of c(b, w, s).  In this way, we obtained the 
values reported in the first column of Table 4.1. An asymptotic formula for IS (N, 2) 
can be obtained, for example, from Theorem 1 and relation (16) of [51], by letting 
k = N12, m = N and s = N(N  1)/4. In this way, it follows that 
(N,  N (N  1)  40 2N
(N, 2)1 = 
2  4  )  7T N2 121 
N  1S(N,2)1  (4 / /7r)2N /N2  Llog21S(N,2)1]  N  Llog21S(N, 2)1] 
4  2  2  1  3 
8  8  8  3  5 
12  58  62  5  7 
16  526  564  9  7 
20  5448  5781  12  8 
24  61108  64234  15  9 
28  723354  755082  19  9 
32  8908546  9249763  23  9 
36  113093022  116935287  26  10 
40  1470597342  1515481327  30  10 
TABLE 4.1. Parameters of S(N, 2) and comparison between exact and approxi­
mated value of 1S(N, 2)1. The first column gives the exact values of 1S(N, 2) 1. The 
second column is the approximated value of IS(N, 2) 1. The third and fourth column 
respectively show the number of information and check bits of S(N, 2). 
From the above relation we obtained the approximated values of IS(N, 2) 1 reported 
in the second column of Table 4.1. This asymptotic formula implies the following 
approximation for the redundancy of S(N, 2). 
N  Llog21S(N, 2)1  [2 log2 N  log2 Li°- = r2 log2 N 1.1411. 
71 
Note that, for all values of N reported in Table 4.1, the right-hand side of the above 
relation is exactly equal to the left-hand side. 
4.4. Combinatorial properties of S(N, q) and systematic code design 
First, some interesting combinatorial properties of S(N, q) are shown. In the 
following, with x  , yj, etc. we indicate the j-th component of the vector X, Y, etc.. 122 
Let the i-th moment of X E 7L2 be 
mi(X) 
f N  j 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 1 The set S(N,q) is closed under the complement; i.e., 
XES(N,q) ,#=>. XES(N,q). 
Proof: 
mi(X) = 
for all i E [0, q-1].. 
For example, since X = 01011010 E S(8,2), the word X -= 10100101 E S(8,2). 
The following lemmas are essentially based on the properties that, if 
def
C(1,j)j2,  .71 ) = Eah) 
h 
h=o 
is any linear combination of the vectors 1, j, j2,  ji then, from the distributive 
law, 
N N 
E x f(i,j,i2,  ,ji) = Ex  ahj 
h  = 
J=1  J=1  h=o 
E ah  xjih = £(mo(X), Mi(X),M2(X)  Mi(X)), 
h=0  j =1 
for all i E IN and X E 7L2  .  The following lemma is used to prove the three other 
lemmas that follow. 
Lemma 2 Given any two constants a and b, X E S(N, q) if, and only if, 
E xj(aj  =  (aj  ,  for all i E [0, q  1]. 
2 j=1 123 
Proof: If X E S (N, q) then 
N 
xj(aj  b)i  a  = 
3=1  j=1  1=  1=0  .1=1 
(1
albl  al o =  (aj br, 
l=o  /  2 j=  2 §=1/=o  2  =1 
for all i E [0, q 1]. The other implication follows for a = 1 and b = 0.. 
Lemma 3 Given a word X, let XR indicate the reverse of X; that is, the word 
obtained from X by exchanging the first component of X with the N-th, the second 
with the (N  1)-th,  etc..  For example, if X = 0001 then XR = 1000.  The set 
S(N, q) is closed under the reverse; i.e., 
XES(N,q) -;=>. XRES(N,q). 
Proof: From Lemma 2 with a = 1 and b = N +1, it follows that 
N N 1 N  N 
mi(XR) =  xNd_i_if = E x3RN +1)  11  = ERN + 1) 
1 
,
2 2 
j =1  3=1  3=1  3=1 
for all i E [0, q  1]. 
For example, since X = 10010110 E S(8,2), the word XR = 01101001 E 
S(8, 2). 
Lemma 4 The concatenation of two q-th order spectral-null words is an q-th order 
spectral null word; i.e., 
X ES(N, q) and Y E S(M, q)  > Z dg XY E S(N  M, q). 
Proof: From Lemma 2 with a = 1 and b = N, it follows that 
N+M  N  N  1 N+"
mi(Z) =  =  72  + + =  = 
j=1 124 
for all i E [0, q  1]. 
For example, since X = 01011010 and Y = 10010110 E S(8,2), the word 
Z = 01011010 10010110 eS(16,2). 
Lemma 5 Interleaving q-th order spectral-null words gives a q-th order spectral-null 
word; i.e., if Xi, X2, .  , X, E S (N, q), then 
Z 
def 
-1-;11X12  X1rn X21X22  X2m  X N1X N2  X Nm E S(mN, q). 
Proof: From Lemma 2 with a = m and b = m  h, h E [1, m], it follows that 
N m  m N 
mi(Z) = E E xiii[rn(.7  1) + hp =  [mj  (m  h)]i = 
j=1 h=1  h=1 =1 
m 1 N  mN
E  E[mi  (m  h)]i =  1­
h=1 2  3=1  2 j=1 
for all i E [0, q-1].. 
For example, since X1 = 0110, X2 = 0110 and X3 = 1001 E S(4, 2), the word 
Z  X11X12X13 X21X22X23 X31X32X33 X41X42X43 = 001 110 110 001 ES(12, 2). 
The following lemma is used to prove the two others that follow. 
Lemma 6 Given any two constants a and b, if X,Y ES(N,q) then 
N  N  ifi<q  1, 0
E xj(aj  b)  yi(aj  b)1 = 
j=1  =1  aq(mq(X)  m,(Y)) if i = q. 
Proof: First, 
N N  N 
h E x aj  b)z  E  ) ah jhbih = 
(hi) 
ahbz 
3=1  j=1  h0  h=  j =1 
(i)ahbi-hm  (x) = aimi(X) + E  (2)ahbi-hmh(X). 
h=0  h=0 125 
Now, since 
N N 
E xj(aj  b)i E yi(aj  = 
j=1  .1=1 
mi(X)  mi(Y)) E (h) ahbi-h(mh(x)  mh(Y)) 
il1 h=0 
and mh(X)  mh(Y) = 0 for all h E [0, q  1], the left-hand side reduces to 0 if 
i < q  1 and to aq(mq(X)  mq(Y)) if i = q. 
Lemma 7 Let X E S(N, q). If J1 and J2 are two pair-wise disjoint subsets of the 
index set [1, N] of the form 
+ a, bh  2a,  bh + Ma),  h = 1, 2, 
such that 
def  Xbi +Ma S(M, q  1) 211 = Xbi +a Xbi +2a 
and 
X2 
def 
Xb2-FaXb2+2a  Xb2-I-Ma = X1 E S (M , q  1), 
then the word X' defined, in terms of its components, as 
def  xj if jEJ1UJ2, 
= 
xJ  ifjJ1UJ2 
is in S(N,q). 
Proof: From Lemma 6, in both cases (i.e., i E [0, q  2] and i = q  1), 
X3 
iEJ1  :1E12  jEJ2 
M  M M M 
mi(X) moo E xj]  Xi] = 
+  j(ja +  +  j(ja  b2r  j(ja  b2)i = 0. 
j=1  j=1  j =1  3=1 
Since mi(X') = mi(X) = (1/2) Eijyrri  ,  for all i E [0, q  1], the word X' E S(N, q). 126 
For example, the word 
X = 10010110ES(8,2). 
For J1 = (1,3) and J2 = (5, 7), X1 = X1X3 = 10 E S(2, 1) and X2 = X5X7 = 01 = X1; 
so the word 
X' = 00111100ES(8,2). 
Note that using the above lemmas one can generate, from some high-order 
spectral-null words, other spectral-null words of the same order. Instead, the fol­
lowing lemma can be used to generate words of higher order. 
Lemma 8 Concatenating a (q  l) -th order spectral-null word with its complement 
gives a q-th order spectral-null word; i.e., 
X E S(N,q 1)  > Z dg XX ES(2N,q). 
Proof: First, 
2N  2N 2N 
zjji  (4.6) 
j=1  =1  j=1 
for all i E [0, q  1]. 
On the other hand, from Lemma 6, 
2N 2N N  N N
E E N  Ny = 
j=1  j =1  j =1  j=1  j=1  j=1 
N N N  N
 
Ny  j(j + NY = 0, E
J.1  j=1  j=1  j=1 
for all  i E [0, q  1].  This and relation (4.6) imply that mi(Z) = mi(Z) = 
(1/2)  32Ni  for all i E [0, q  1]. 
At this point, Lemma 8 can be used to design very simple systematic q-th 
order spectral-null codes. Recall that a code is systematic with k information bits 127 
if there exist a set of k distinct indices, say i1, i2,  ik , with the property that for 
every X E 7L2 (an information word) there exists one (and only one) code word C 
(the encoding of X) such that cj1 = x1, cz2 = x2,  ..., c,k = xk.  We say that a code 
is almost systematic if it contains at least 2k code words and the above property 
is true for almost all the elements of 7Z2. The systematic code design is done as 
follows. Consider the function 
f : 7L2  7L2 
defined as 
f (X) 41XX. 
Given k E IN, define the encoding function for a q-OSN(29k, k) code, 
Eq :  S(2' k, q) 
as the composition of f with itself q times; i.e., 
q times 
Eq(X)  f(f(  f(X) ))' 
For example, 
E0(X) = X
 
£'4(X) = XX  = XX,
 
E2(X) = XXXX  = XXXX,
 
E3(X) = XXXXXXXX  = XXXXXXXX,
 
E4(X) = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,
 
Note that El defines the so called Manchester code, whereas, we would say it is 
natural to consider E2, 53,  ..., as  generalizations of the Manchester code to the 128 
values of q > 1. For example, the following are systematic q-th order spectral-null 
codes, for  q  = 2 and 3 respectively, with  k = 3 information bits (for example, the 
first, second and third components constitute the information part). 
000 111 111 000, 
001 110 110 001, 
010 101 101 010, 
011 100 100 011,
{E2(X) : X E  =  C S(12,2) 
100 011 011 100, 
101 010 010 101, 
110 001 001 110, 
111 000 000 111 
and 
000 111 111 000 111000000111, 
001 110 110 001 110 001 001 110, 
010 101 101 010 101 010 010 101, 
011 100 100 011 100 011 011 100, 
C2 d g {E3(X) : X E 772}  C S(24,3). 
100 011 011 100 011 100 100 011, 
101 010 010 101 010 101 101 010, 
110 001 001 110 001 110 110 001, 
111 000 000 111 000 111 111 000 
Note that, unlike £1, in general 'q, q > 1, does not define optimal systematic codes. 
In fact, for example, the codes C3 and C4 below are systematic 2- OSN(8, 3) and 
3- OSN(16, 3) codes respectively. 
01101001, 
01100110, 
00111100, 
01011010, 
C3 
def  = S(8, 2), 
3  10100101, 
11000011, 
10011001, 
10010110 129 
01101001 10010110, 
01100110 10011001, 
0011110011000011, 
01011010 10100101,  C S(16,3). C4 d-e-f 
10100101 01011010, 
11000011 00111100, 
10011001 01100110, 
10010110 01101001 
Note that, the code C4 is obtained concatenating every code word of C3 with its 
complement and, for both codes, the first, fourth and seventh component of a code 
word constitute the information part. Other than being systematic (and hence easier 
to implement), the codes C3 and C4 are optimal 2- OSN(N, k) and 3- OSN(N, k) codes 
respectively (see Table 4.1 and [30], page 243). 
In the case of q = 2 and k E [1, 7], with a computer search, we have found 
optimal 2- OSN(N, k) codes which, like the code C3, are  also systematic. We have 
also proven that there are no systematic 2- OSN(16, 8), 2- OSN(16, 9) (this is obvious) 
and 2- OSN(20, 10) codes. We have seen that at most 242 words out of 256 can be 
arranged in systematic form for a 2-0SN(16, 8) code, at most 408 out of 512 for a 
2- OSN(16, 9) code and at most 1012 out of 1024 for a 2-0SN(20, 10) code. In this 
sense these last three codes are almost systematic. All these results are summarized 
in Table 4.2 and might suggest that systematic q-th order spectral-null codes can 
be obtained with rate 1/2, for all q > 1.  In Section 4.5, we assume that the 
codes reported in Table 4.2 are used as the base code for the recursive second-order 
spectral-null code construction given in Section 4.5. 130 
Maximum number of words that 
k  N  N  k  systematic  can be arranged in systematic 
form. 
1  4  3  yes  2 out of 2 
2  8  6  yes  4 out of 4 
3  8  5  yes  8 out of 8 
4  12  8  yes  16 out of 16 
5  12  7  yes  32 out of 32 
6  16  10  yes  64 out of 64 
7  16  9  yes  128 out of 128 
8  16  8  no  242 out of 256 
9  16  7  no  408 out of 512 
10  20  10  no  1012 out of 1024 
TABLE 4.2. Results of the computer search for optimal 2- OSN(N, k) codes which 
are systematic. 
4.5. Design of efficient second-order spectral null codes 
The authors in [49], presented a recursive method to encode k information 
bits into a second-order (q = 2) spectral-null code of length 
(k) = it(k)  N(2 rlog2ii(k)1  1),  (4.7) 
where n(k) is the smallest integer 7-2 such that 
1) the relation 
k > rlog2  +1  (4.8) 
holds and 
2) the integer ñ is a multiple of 4. 131 
In this section, a new recursive methods is given to encode k information bits into 
a second-order spectral-null code of length 
N(k) = n(k)  N (Flog2(n(k)  (n(k)  1))1  1),  (4.9) 
where n(k) is the smallest integer n such that 
1) there exist a first-order spectral-null code of length n with k information bits 
and 
2) the integer 11 is a multiple of 4. 
Recall that, a first-order spectral-null code is nothing but a balanced code [35]. At 
present, there exist many efficient balanced code  designs which require strictly less 
than [loge n1  1 check bits (i.e., n  k  <  Flog2n1 + 1) to make a k bit data word 
balanced (please, see Chapter 3, [35], [13], [3] and [61]), and so 11(k) > n(k) for 
infinitely many values of k (see (4.8)). Comparing relations (4.7) and (4.9) it is then 
clear that, for these k's, we get less redundant codes than those  presented in [49]. 
In our design method, first, the data word is converted into a balanced word, which 
in turn is converted into a second-order spectral-null code word. 
Recall the following notations. Given 
X = xi x2  .  . . xi .  . . xi .  . . xn_i xn E 7Z2 , 
let 
X-R d=ef xnxn_i ...x  X2X1 
be X reverse, 
def xix2  x ... Xi  XnlX7-11 
be the word obtained from X exchanging the i-th bit with the j-th bit, 
d f  n
W(X)  E x, 132 
be the weight of X, and 
S(X) 
def 
3j. 
j=1 
The word X is in S(n, 2) if w(X) = n/2 and s(X) = n(n  1)/4. 
The code design method is based upon the following observations. Let n be 
a multiple of 4 and X be a balanced word. 
01: Permuting the bits of X the weight w(X) does not change. 
02: From Lemma 9 below, it follows
 
R  n(n  1)  c,n(n + 1)

s(X)  s(X R) = 
4 
which implies that s(X) < n(n + 1)/4 if, and only if s(XR) > n(n  1)/4. 
03: From Lemma 10 below, it follows that for all i E [1, n  1], 
8(X(i'i+1))  s(X)  (x2  x2+1),  (4.10) 
which implies that exchanging two consecutive bits of X, the value of s either 
decreases by 1 or remains the same or increases by 1. 133 
Now, for example, let 
X(°) dg X, 
X(i) def (x(0))(1,2) 
X(2) def (x(i))(273) 
(n-1,n) x(ni) def 
X(n) def  (1,2) 
x(2n-3)  (X(2n-4)) (n-1,n-2) 
x(n(n-1)/2)  (x(n(n-1)/2-1))(1,2) 
For example, when n = 4, 
X(0)  = XiX2X3X4, 
X(1)  = X2X1X3X4, 
X(2)  X2X3X1X4, 
x(3) = X2X3X4X1, 
X(4) = x3x2x4xi, 
X(5) = x3x4x2xi, 
X(6) = x4x3x2xi. 
The sequence {X(')}  above is defined by a particular sequence of
i=0,...,n(n-1)/2 
exchanging of adjacent bits of X; namely, the same sequence of exchanging of 134 
adjacent components that the Bubble-sort would apply to a vector of numbers 
in reverse order. Note that X(°) = X, X(n(n-1)/2) = XR and, from (4.10), 
s(X(z+1)) differ from s(X(i)) by at most 1, for all i = 0,1,  , n(n  1)/2. In 
other words, the sequence 
{(i, S(X(i)))}  (4.11)
i=0,1,...,n(n-1)/2 
constitute a "random walk" from (0, s(X)) to (n(n  1)/2, s(XR)). 
Lemma 9 For all X E&2, 
s(X)  s(XR) = (77, + 1)w(X). 
Proof: This lemma can be considered as a generalization of little Gauss's Theorem. 
In fact, 
s(X)  s(XR  -j+ij = 
j=1  j = 1 
n 
+1)  (f+ n j+1)=(n+1)Ex 
j =1 
Lemma 10 For all X EZin2, i,jE [1, n], 
s(X(i'.7)) = s(X)  (j  i)(xi  x 
Proof: We have, 
(X(i  X h h  xii  Xi j  + Xi 
h=1 
s(X)  i(x  xi) +.1( x ) = s(X)  j(  x j)  i(xi  x j). 135 
At this point, since the sequence (4.11) is a random walk from (0, s(X)) to 
(n(n  1)/2, s(XR)), n(n + 1)/4 E [s(X), s(XR)] and w(X(i)) = w(X), for all i 
[0, n(n-1)/2], there always exists an index i' such that w(X('')) = n/2 and s(X('')) = 
n(n + 1)/4. In other words, it is possible to apply a Knuth's like complementation 
method [35] to the balanced word X. 
The encoding of a data word is specified by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 12 (Encoding algorithm) Input: data word Y E 7L2. Output: code 
word E(Y) E S(N(k), 2). 
Sl: Balance Y using any balancing method. For example, a method given in [3], 
[1], [13], [35], [57], [58], [59], [61], or Chapter 3 of this thesis can be used. 
Let X be the code word of length n = n(k) associated with Y. Note that 
w(X) = n/2. 
S2: Compute X(°), X(1), X(2),  ..., until i'E [0, n(n  1)/2  1] such that s(X('')) = 
n(n  1)/4 is found. Note that, if X(i) =  (X('-1))(j'i+1)  the value of s(X(')) 
can be computed from the value of s(X( -1)) according to 
s(x(o) = s(x(i--1)) + (xj  xj+i).  (4.12) 
From observation 02 and 03, i' is well defined and, from observation 01, 
w(X(')) = n/2. 
S3: Recursively apply this encoding procedure to the binary representation of i'. 
Let E(i') be the code word associated with i'. 
S4: Concatenate E(i') to X(ii) to get the code word E(Y) = XV) E(i'). Note that, 
from Lemma 4, the concatenation of two second-order spectral-null words is a 
second-order spectral-null word. 136 
Decoding of the received word X I can be easily done once it is known that 
i' = E-1 (I). Then, it is a matter of undoing the encoder operations encoded by i'. 
The above encoding/decoding procedures requires 0(n2 log2 n) bit operations 
but the following modifications to these procedures give a design which require only 
0(n log2 n) bit operations. Note that, instead of using  the sequence of Bubble-
sort exchanges" as above, we can use any other sequence of exchanges of adjacent 
components of X, provided that the first and last element of the sequence are X 
and XR respectively. It seems that a better choice of this sequence is the one which 
exchange x1 with xn bringing x1 towards xn and xn towards x2, exchange x2 with 
xn-1 bringing x2 towards xn_i  and xn_i towards x3,  ..., exchange xn/2 with xn/2+1. 
More specifically, this new sequence is defined as 
X(°) V X,
 
X(1) def (x(°)) (1,2)
 
(n-1,n) x(71-1) def 
X(n) def (x(n_1))(n-2,n-1) 
x(n+i) def  (x(n))(n-3,n-2) 
x(2n-3)  (x(2n_4))(172) 
x (2n-2)  def (X(2n -3)) (2'3) 
x(2n-1) def (x(2n-2))(3,4) 
x(3n-6) def (x(3n-7))(n-2'n-1) 137 
x(3,_5) clef  (3n-6)) (n-3'n-2) 
(n-4,n-3) x(3n-4) cIff 
x(4n-10) dg (x(4n-11)) (2'3) 
(X(70-10-1)) 
(7712,742-1-1)
X(n(72-1)/2) 
For example, when n = 4, 
X(°) = _1_2_3_4, 
X(1) = X2x1x3x 4, 
X(2)  = r 2-3-1-4, 7­
X(3)  = X2X3X4X1, 
X(4) = x2x4 x3x
 
X(5) = x4x2x3x1 ,
 
X(6)  = x4x3x2x1. 
Using the sequence just defined, step S2 of Algorithm 12 can be performed 
as follows. First, x1 is exchanged with xn to obtain the word X01), x2 is exchanged 
with xn_1 to obtain the word X(2), ..., x3 is exchanged with xn_3+1 to obtain the 
word X(i3), ..., until a "crossing point" j' E [1,n/2] such that 
nen + 1)  n(n  n(n  1) 
(s(X(1.7,+1))  )  (s(X(Y))
4 4 )  4 
is found. At the j-th step, the value of s(X('31-1)) and i3+1  can be computed from 
s(X(i3)) and i3 according to 
s(X('34')) = s(X('3)) + (n  2j  1)(x3+1  xn_ )  (4.13) 138 
and 
=  + 2n  4j  3  (4.14) 
respectively. Relation (4.13) is a direct consequence of Lemma 10. Once the crossing 
point j' is found, the encoder computes X(i3') X(']/+1), X(i3'+2), ..., until 
i' C  jI+1]  j1  + 2n  4j'  3] 
such that s(X('')) = n(n +1)/4 is found. In this case, the value of s(X(')) is updated 
according to (4.12). Since, in both phases, we manipulate 0(n log2 n) bits, the whole 
encoding process requires 0(n log2 n) bit operations. 
Decoding of the received word X I is done undoing the encoder operations 
encoded by i' = E'(/). One way of proceeding is the following.  First, xl is 
exchanged with "x-n, to obtain the word X1  i(11), x2 is exchanged with  to 
obtain the word )( 2 tel k(i2), ...,  is exchanged with  to obtain the word 
clef j((i3), 
-A
1-7-
3  until j'E [1, n/2] such that 
< < 
is found. As the encoding process, at the j-th step, the value of i3+1 can be computed 
from  according to (4.14). Once j' is found, in the remaining "moves", if i'  i3, < 
n  2j'  1, then the decoder exchanges the bits in the following order: 
the (j'  iii) -th bit with the (j'  ij, + 1)-th to obtain the word );;-i,+1, 
the (j'  i  1)-th bit with the (j'  iii) -th to obtain the word fc1+2, 
the (j' + 1)-th bit with the (j1+ 2)-th to obtain the word 139 
Instead, if i'  ij1 > 72  2j'  1, then the decoder exchanges 
the (n  j'  1)-th bit with the (n  j')-th to obtain the word 
the (n  2)-th bit with the (n  j'  1)-th to obtain the word j(ji+2, 
the (j' + 1)-th bit with the (j' + 2)-th to obtain the word Xn_ji_i, and 
the (j'+ij,+ii'H-2)-th bit with the (j'H-ii,+1  i'+ 3)-th to obtain the word 
-)(n 3' 
the (j'+i  il+3)-th bit with the (j'  3/-1-1  + 4)-th to obtain the word 
the (n  j'  1)-th bit with the (n  j')-th to obtain the word 
Example. Let k = 32. Using the second construction proposed in [57], it is possible 
to encode the 32 data bits into a balanced code of length n = n(32) = 36. In this 
case, the length of the code is N(32) = 36 + N(rlog2(36 35)1  1) = 36 + N(10). 
Assume that 
X = 1101011101101011 1100 0000 010100010101 
is the balanced encoding of a data word Y E 742 that needs to be encoded. To 
compute i', the smallest i such that 
n(n +1)  36  37 
s(X(2)) =  = 333,
4 4 
the encoder execute the steps given in Table 4.3. Here, j' = 6 and since i' = 394, 
the data word Y is encoded as 
E(Y) = X(394)E(394) = 1010 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 01 10 1011 E(394). 140 
On receiving the code word 
= 1010 1010 1100 10111100 0000 0101 0110 1011 I, 
the decoder computes i' = E.' (I) = 394 and recover X executing the steps given in 
Table 4.4. 
Now, using a table look-up, it is possible to encode 10 information bits into 
a second-order spectral-null code of length 20 (see Section 4.3). This means that we 
can encode 32 data bits into a second-order spectral-null code of length N(32) = 
36 + N(10) = 36 + 20 = 56 (instead of 60 which is what we would get using the 
method proposed in [49]). 
Finally, note that the method proposed in this section does not depend on 
the method used to balance the data word Y. This implies that 1) if the information 
words are assumed to be balanced, step S1 in the encoding procedure can be avoided 
and 2) if there exists a less redundant efficient balancing method, the redundancy 
of this second-order spectral-null design can be reduced. 141 
j  s(X(i))  i 
0  284  0  X(°) =  1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0101 
1  284  69  X(69) =  1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0101 
2  317  134  X(134) =  1001 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0111 
3  286  195  X(195) =  1011 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0011 
4  315  252  X(252) = 1010 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 1011 
5  288  305  X(305) =  1010 1111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0000 1011 
6  313  354  X(354) =  1010 1011 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
7  336 
6  313  354  X(354) =  1010 1011 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
7  313  355  X(355) =  1010 1011 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
8  314  356  X(356) =  1010 1010  1110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
9  314  357  X(357) =  1010 1010 1110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
. .  .
 
. . .  :
 
17  316  365  X(365) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1100 0000 0101 0010 1011 
=  18  317  366  X(366)  1010 1010 1101 0111 1010 0000 0101 0010 1011 
19  318  367  X(367) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1001  0000 0101 0010 1011 
27  324  375  X(375) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000  1011 0010 1011 
28  325  376  X(376) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000  1010 1010 1011 
29  326  377  X(377) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000  1010 0110 1011 
28  326  378  X(378) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000  1010 0110 1011 
27  327  379  X(379) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000 1001 0110 1011 
26  327  380  X(380 ) =  1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000 1001 0110 1011 
.
 
. .
 
. .  . 
. . 
21  328  385  X(385)  = 1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000 0101 0110 1011 
20  328  386  X(386)  = 1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000 0101 0110 1011 
19  328  387  X(387)  = 1010 1010 1101 0111 1000 0000 0101 0110 1011 
.
 
. . .  .
 
. .  . 
14  332  392  X(392)  = 1010 1010 1101 0011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1011 
13  332  393  X(393)  = 1010 1010 1101 0011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1011 
12  333  394  X(394) = 1010 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1011 
TABLE 4.3. Design of a 2- OSN(N, k) code: some steps of the encoding procedure. 
The first column represent the current operation applied on the word. In the first 
phase, the j-th component is exchanged with the (n  j  1)-th component and, in 
the second phase, the j-th component is exchanged with the (j  1)-th component. 
The second and third column give the current value of the couple (s(X(i)), i). The 
fourth column gives X(i). 142 
i  i 
0  394  X = 1010 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1011 
1  325  X1 = 1010 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1011 
2  260  X2  = 1110 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1001 
3  199  X3 = 1100 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 1101 
4  142  X4 = 1101 1010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0110 0101 
5  89  X5 = 1101 0010 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0111 0101 
6  40  X6 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0101 0101 
7  5
 
6  40  X6 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 0101 0101 
29  39  X7 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 1001 0101 
28  38  X8 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1100 0000 0101 1001 0101 
27  37  X9 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1100 0000 0110 1001 0101 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
19  29  X17  = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
18  28  X18 = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
17  27  X19  = 1101 0110 1100 1011 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
9  19  X27  = 1101 0110 1110 0101 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
8  18  X28  = 1101 0111 0110 0101 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
7  17  X29  = 1101 0111 0110 0101 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
13  16  j(30 = 110101110110100111100000001010010101 
14  15  X31  = 1101 0111 0110 1001 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
15  14  X32 = 1101 0111 0110 1010 1110 0000 0010 1001 0101 
: : 
20  9  )(37 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0010 1001 0101 
21  8  X38 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0010 1001 0101 
22  7  X39 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0010 1001 0101 
. .  . 
. .  . 
27  2  X44 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0100 1001 0101 
28  1  X45 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0101 
29  0  X46 = 1101 0111 0110 1011 1100 0000 0101 0001 0101 
TABLE 4.4. Design of a 2-0SN(N, k) code: some steps of the decoding procedure. 
The first column represent the current operation applied on the word. In the first 
phase, the j-th component is exchanged with the (n  j  1)-th component and, in 
the second phase, the j-th component is exchanged with the (j  1)-th component. 
In the second column, i is the number of exchanges of adjacent components missing 
to recover X. The third column gives the current word X,. 143 
5. THE THEORY AND DESIGN OF ADJACENT ASYMMETRIC 
ERROR MASKING CODES 
In this chapter, the fundamental theory of adjacent asymmetric error masking 
codes is proposed. These codes are used to improve the VLSI fabrication yield and 
reliability. Efficient code designs, lower bounds and upper bounds are given. 
In Section 5.1, the motivation for adjacent asymmetric error masking codes 
is explained. In Section 5.2 the "language of sets" is introduced as another natural 
way to describe these codes, besides the usual "language of binary words".  In 
Section 5.3 the combinatorial definition and some characterizations of asymmetric 
error masking codes are given. In Section 5.4 an efficient design is presented for a 
1-adjacent asymmetric error masking (1-AAEM) code with k = 8 information bits, 
length n = 16 and constant weight w = 4. Other codes and some lower bounds are 
also given in Section 5.5.  In particular, 1-AAEM codes of length n and constant 
weight w (briefly, 1-AAEM(n, w) codes) are designed containing at least M code 
words, where (in the expression f (i) = i  (i mod 2) and g (i) = 1 if i E 4IN and 
g (i)  0 if i 
def  11 (n  w + 
2 w 
(f(142J)  fir(n 1)/21)  ([(n 1)/2])]
max 
v=2 4,...
 
1  n  w + 1
 
(n w  1)
[n  [(w)  (n  w  (n  7-1;111} 
In Section 5.6, the optimality of the 1-AAEM codes with constant weight 1 and 2 
is proved and some upper bounds for the optimal 1-AAEM(n, w) codes are given. 
Some lower bound and upper bound tables are also given. 144 
5.1. The masking problem 
In a typical bus line circuit, such as address bus, information signals are sent 
on parallel bus lines. Several circuit elements (decoder gates) which operate func­
tions such as AND and selections, get the information from all or part of these lines. 
For example, in memory address decoders of RAM and ROM, address information 
is sent on address bus lines, and only one decoder gate (AND gate) is activated 
according to the information for the memory unit. In this model, since the bus lines 
are often very long and occupy large chip areas in VLSIs, they are vulnerable to 
manufacturing defects or noises. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with de­
signing a system capable of tolerating faults caused by short-circuit defects between 
adjacent bus lines, so that the system reliability and the VLSI fabrication yield can 
be improved. 
Recently, Matsuzawa and Fujiwara proposed a novel scheme [41] to mask line 
defects of bus line circuits. In particular, by controlling the bus drivers, their method 
forces the errors caused by short-circuit defects between adjacent lines (or bridge-
faults) to be of adjacent asymmetric type. We say that a binary word is affected by 
adjacent asymmetric error 1) if all the errors in the word are only (0  1)-errors 
(or only (1 --+ 0)-errors) and 2) if the i-th component of the word is in error then 
there exists a component j (depending on i) of the word which is equal to 1 (or 0) 
so that all the components between the i-th and the j-th  (excluded) are in error. 
The authors in [41] introduced the concept of (single) adjacent asymmetric error 
masking code to mask these asymmetric errors. Here, we propose the fundamental 
theory and present efficient designs of these codes. 145 
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FIGURE 5.1. Bus line circuit for the code C. 
The main idea of the bridge-fault tolerant system is described by the following 
example. Consider the code 
C dg {X1 = 10100, X2 = 10001, X3 = 01010,X4 -7--- 00101} 
and the bus line circuit for C. It is depicted in Figure 5.1. It consists of five drivers 
driving the five parallel lines which carry a code word X = xix2x3x4x5 of C, and 
four decoder AND gates (one for each code word) operating the selection function. 
Note that if the input is X1 and the system is free of defects, only the decoder gate 
corresponding to X1 is activated. Now, by controlling the bus drivers as explained 
in [41], it is possible to make the errors caused by bridge-faults to be of adjacent 
asymmetric type. In this case, even if a single adjacent asymmetric error occurs, 
the decoder operates properly; i.e., the error is masked. This is because, in a single 
adjacent asymmetric error a bit is affected by a (0 --> 1) -error if, and only if, one of 146 
its neighbor bits is equal to 1. This masking technique has the nice feature that no 
extra logic gates are needed for the decoder circuits. 
5.2. The language of sets 
Besides the usual "language of binary words", it is convenient to use the "lan­
guage of sets" to describe asymmetric error masking codes. More specifically, given 
the ordered set [1, n] = (1,2, ... , n), the characteristic mapping x : 'P([1, n])  7L7 
cp([i, n]) is the power set of the set [1, n]) is the one-to-one function which asso­
ciates every subset X E P([1, n]) with the vector x(X) whose i-th component is 1 if 
E X, and 0 if i cZ X. With the function x, it is possible to identify subsets of [1, n] 
with binary words of length n. For example, the binary word X = x1x2x3x4x5 = 
10011E 7Z' is also represented as X = (1,4,5) C [1,5] = (1,2,3,4,5) and the weight 
of X, w(X)  1X1 = 3. We say that a word X covers Y if Y C X. For example, X 
covers Y = (1,5) = 10001. 
It is very well known that x is an isomorphism between the Boolean algebra 
on 7)([1, n]) defined by the usual set operations (symmetric difference, intersection, 
union, complement) and the Boolean algebra on 7Z2 defined by the usual bitwise 
logic operations (XOR or mod 2 addition, AND, OR, NOT). In particular, defining 
10X = X and 0.X = 0, for X E P( [1, n]), the usual vector space of the n-tuples of 0's 
and 1's is isomorphic to the vector space on P([1, n]) defined by symmetric difference 
and "." over the field (7Z2, + mod 2, mod 2). This means that every binary linear 
code is equivalent to a particular vector subspace of P([1, n]).  In this paper, we 
identify P([1, n]) with 7Z and X E P( [1, n]) with x(X) E 7E2 , so that capital letters 
such as X, Y, Z, etc.  indicates subsets of [1, n] and their corresponding binary 
words x(X), x(Y), x(Z), etc.  of length n.  Further, with XII, we indicate the 147 
restriction of the function x(X) to the set Y C [1, n]. When X = 10011, X1(1) = 
is the first component of X = x(X), X1(2) = 0 is the second component, etc. and 
101. Note that X 1() = 1 iff i E X. Finally, with capital calligraphic 
X1(1,3,5) 
letters such as C,  S, etc., we indicate collections of sets; i.e., binary codes. 
5.3. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
In the case of asymmetric errors, all the errors are of the same type. Here, 
codes are designed assuming that the errors are of 0 * 1 type. However, if the 
errors are of 1 > 0 type, it is possible to design codes for these errors by slightly 
modifying the proposed design. 
Definition 3 A binary word X' E 7L2 is obtained from X E Zi2 due to random 
asymmetric (0  1) -error (briefly RAE) if, and only if, 
IX'  >0 and IX  = 0.  (5.1) 
Definition 4 A binary word X' is obtained from X due to adjacent asymmetric 
(0 + 1) -error (briefly AAE) if, and only if, 
1) condition (5.1) holds and 
2) 
i E X'  X  either  pEX n [1,i): (p + 1,p + 2,...,i) C X'  X, (5.2) 
or  pEX n(i,n]: (i,i +1,...,p 1) C X'  X. 
Further, we say that the received word X' contains t adjacent asymmetric errors if 
IX' X = t. 148 
For example, consider the words X = 10100, Y = 10101 and Z = 11110. Both Y 
and Z are obtained from X due to random asymmetric (0 --> 1)-errors, whereas Z 
(and not Y) is obtained from X due to adjacent asymmetric (0  1)-errors. In terms 
of set notation X = (1,3), Z = (1, 2,3,4) and Z X = (2,4). Thus the number 
of adjacent asymmetric errors in Z is 2. Suppose the bus lines are represented as 
x1x2x3x4x5 and there are bridge faults between x1 and x2 and between x3 and x4. 
If the transmitted word is X = 10100, then the bus lines carry Z = 11110. Here, 
our goal is to design codes capable of masking these adjacent asymmetric errors.  A 
formal definition for t-AAEM code is given below. 
Definition 5 Let S(X, t) be the set of all words obtained from X E 712 due to at 
most t adjacent asymmetric errors. A binary code C of length it is called t-adjacent 
asymmetric error masking (briefly t-AAEM(n) code)  and only  if, for all code if,
 
words X, no word in S(X, t) covers any other code word; that is, 
V X,Y EC : X  Y,  V X'ES(X,t),  Y  X'.  (5.3) 
For example, let C = {X1 = 10100, X2 = 10001, X3 = 01010, X4 = 00101 }. Then C 
is a 1-AAEM(5) code. In fact, 
S(Xi,t = 1) = {10100, 11100,10110}, 
S(X2,t = 1) = {10001,11001,10011}, 
S(X3, t = 1) = {01010,11010,01110,01011}, 
S(X4,t = 1)  =- {00101,01101,00111} 
and no word in S(X 1) contains XI for all i, j = 1,2,3,4, i  j. 
Note that if the condition (5.3) holds, only the decoder's AND gate corre­
sponding to the transmitted code word is activated, even in the presence of at most 
t adjacent asymmetric errors. 149 
Definition 6 Given a natural t E  andX E 7Z721, the i-th component  of X is called 
t-unsafe zff there exists X' E S(X, t) such that i E X'  X. Otherwise it is called 
t-safe. In other words, the component Xl(i) is t-unsafe iff Xl(i) is equal to 0 and 
can be  changed to 1  due to at most t adjacent asymmetric errors. 
Let U(X,t) indicate the set of all t-unsafe components of X.  For example, 
U(10100, t = 2) = 01011 and U(10100, t = 1) = 01010. 
Theorem 8 A code C is a t-AAEM(n) code if,  and only if, V X,Y EC : X  Y, 
171 <t  >  X Y  U(Y,t).  (5.4) 
Proof: From Definition  5 and Definition  6, C is t-AAEM(n) code if 
V X,YEC: X  Y,  V Y'ES(Y,t),  X g Y',  (5.5) 
where 
S(Y,t)= {Y 11E: EC U(Y,t) and  1E1 < t}.  (5.6) 
Let us prove that if C is a t-AAEM(n) code then the condition (5.4) holds. 
Assume that the condition does not hold; i.e., there exist  Y EC : X  Y, 
171 < t  and X  Y C 
We can assume 
( 5  . 7 )
 EdefX  Y,  1E1 < t  and E C U(Y, t), 
and let  -Y' 
aef  Y U E. Relations  (5.6) and  (5.7) imply that 17 E S( Y,t) and k = 
n Y) U  Y) c Y U E = Y' and so  (5.5) does not hold; i.e., C is not a 
t-AAEM(n) code. 150 
On the other hand, assume that C is not a t-AAEM(n) code; i.e., there exist 
E C and Y' E S(Y, t) such that X  Y and X C Y'. Let Y' d=ef Y U E where 
E C U(Y, t) and  1E1 < t. Clearly, 
1-71 <  1-711 +  = 0 + 1E1 <t 
and 
2Ef7'-17=E-1-7c-E, 
thus X Y C E C U(Y,t). So (5.4) does not hold.. 
Note that, in general, given any type of asymmetric error (such as random 
asymmetric error or adjacent asymmetric error, etc.), Definition 5 and Definition 
6 can be reformulated and, for this type of error, Theorem 8 can be proved. The 
following holds true for adjacent asymmetric errors. 
Given X E 7L2 let XL (or XR) indicate the word obtained from X due to a 
left (or right) shift (not cyclic). For example, if X = 10100 then XL = 01000 and 
XR = 01010. 
Corollary 2 A code C is 1-AAEM(n) if, and only if, V X,Y EC : X  Y, either 
> 2 
or 
( 5 . 8 ) IX  =1 and X Y z yL u yR. 
Proof: Since 
V Y E 7L2,  U(Y, 1) = (YL U YR)  Y 
the equivalence follows from Theorem 8 when t =1.. 
The following theorem is the basis for the code design described in the fol­
lowing section. 151 
Theorem 9 A code C is 1-adjacent asymmetric error masking code of length n and 
constant weight w (briefly 1-AAEM(n,w)) if, and only if, V X,Y EC: X  Y, 
either 
(5.9) > 2, 
or if (i) d-g X Y and (j) dg Y X (i.e., X Y contains the only element i and 
Y X contains the only element j), then 
Ii j >2 and  (5.10) 
V peXnY,  2.  (5.11) 
Note that relation (5.11) is equivalent to 
X  010,  (5.12) 
where, by definition, X1(0) and X6+1) are equal to 0. 
Proof: Add 0's to the left and to the right of every code word of C and assume 
1. Relation (5.8) is equivalent to  =117 
XY,(i)gYLuYR 
n Y) u (AL u [(X n Y) u (AR 
iV(XnY)Lu(j)Lu(XnY)Ru(j)R  <  > 
cl(j)L  and  i EWR and  i cZ(X n Y)L  and  i  n Y)R 
i 1,i +1 V(i)  and i-1,i+1  U (p)  <  > 
pExny 
i 1,i +1  j  and VpEXnY,  i 1,i +1  (p)  t==> 
17 31 > 2  and VpEXnY,  >2 
which are equivalent to (5.10) and (5.10.. 152 
5.4. Design of a 1-AAEM(n = 16, k = 8, w = 4) code 
In this section a 1-AAEM code design method is described for an 8-bit data 
bus with n = 16 and w = 4 (i.e., the word length is 16 and the weight of every code 
word is 4). Most of the conventional bus lines use two-rail codes and thus require 16 
bus lines for an 8-bit data bus. So, the proposed method has the following features. 
Fl: It uses the same redundancy as the two-rail bus design. 
F2: It masks 1-adjacent asymmetric error, so that it can be used to improve the 
VLSI fabrication yield as explained in [41]. 
F3: Every code word has half the number of l's compared to two-rail codes; this 
results in a decoder which is two times faster and, at the same time, requires 
only half the number of transistors than the two-rail code decoders. 
The success of any code depends on the complexity of the encoder circuit. In 
fact, this circuit is very simple for the proposed code and is described after discussing 
the code design. 
Consider the linear code C' with n = 16 and k = 14. In a code word 
x1x2 ...xiAxi5x16EC, 
the first 14 bits are information bits and the last two bits x15 and x16 are the parity 
bits, where (+ indicates the mod 2 addition) 
x15 = x1 + x3 + ... + x13  and 
x16 = X2 + X4 + .  . . + X14. 
Now consider the subset C" C C', where 
C" d-2I { X E CI : X E C', w(X) = 4 and no word has adjacent l's } . 153 
Claim: C" is a 1-AAEM(16, 4) code.
 
Proof: Assume that there exist two code words X and Y of C", which differ only in
 
the i-th and (i + 1)-th component as,
 
i  i + 1 
X = ... 1  0  . 
Y = ...  0  1 
Since X, Y E C' and C' is a linear code, the word 
i  i + 1 
X + Y = 00 ... 0 1  1  00 ... 0 
is an element of C'. But C' can not have a code word with two adjacent l's. This 
contradiction implies that condition (5.10) holds. Since X itself does not contain 
adjacent l's, the 1 in the i-th component of X can not be adjacent to any other 1, 
so condition (5.11) holds too. This means that C" is a 1-AAEM(16, 4) code. 
The number of code words in C" is 365; however for k = 8 only 256 code 
words are needed from C" and these words are appropriately chosen as follows, to 
form the proposed code C. Consider the set X = {X0, X1, ... , X15} of the 16 binary 
words listed in the right-hand side of Table 5.1. The code C contains the words in 
X and all those words obtained from them by cyclic shifts. Note that the period (or 
orbit) of every X1 E X is maximum (i.e., equal to 16) and no word in X is contained 
in the cycle of any other word X, E X. Briefly, the code C is the union of 16 disjoint 
cycles of length 16, defined by the words of X. This implies that C has 28 = 256 
distinct code words. Thus, C is a 1-AAEM code with k = 8 information bits, length 
n = 16 and constant weight w = 4 (i.e., C is a 1-AAEM(n = 16, k = 8, w = 4) 
code). 
The encoding process is very simple. Suppose D = d8d7d6d5 d4d3d2d1 is a 
8-bit data word that needs to be encoded and let d' and d" be the natural numbers 154 
F
d4 d3 d2 d1  X1 X2 X3 X4  X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14  X15 X16 
0 0 0 0  X0 = 1 0  1 0  1 0 0 0 0 0  1  0  0 0  0  0 
0 0 0 1  X1= 1 0 1 0  1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
0 0 1 0  X2= 1 0 1 0  1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
0 0 1 1  X3= 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0  X4= 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  0  1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1  X5= 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0  X6= 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1  X7 = 1 0 1 0  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1  0 0 
1 0 0 0  X8= 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1  X9= 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0  X10 = 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  1  0 0 
1 0 1 1  X11 = 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  0  1 0  0 0 
1  1 0 0  X12= 1 0  1 0 0 0  0 1 0 0  0  1 0  0  0 0 
1  1  0  1  X13= 1 0  1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0  0  1 0  0 0 
1 1 1 0  X14= 1 0 1 0 0 0  0  1 0  1 0 0 0 0  0 0 
1 1 1 1  X15 = 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0  1  0 0 
TABLE 5.1. Design of a 1-AAEM(n = 16, k = 8, w = 4) code: definintion of the 
set X and truth table of the function F : 7Z2 -p X. 155 
whose binary representations are d4d3d2d1 and d8d7d6d5 respectively. Then the code 
word associated with D is Xdi E X cyclically shifted d" times (say, to the left). For 
example, let D = 1010 1101; then d' = 13, d" = 10 and 
Xdf = X13 = 1010 0010 0000 1000. 
So 
gncoding(D) = 0010 0010 1000 1000. 
A simple way to implement the above procedure is now described. Let F be the 
function whose truth table is given in Table 5.1. Note that this Boolean function is 
very easy to compute and can be implemented with a very small PLA. In fact, the 
components, xi's, of F(d4d3d2d1) can be computed as follows. 
xt  = 1,x2 = 0, x3 = 1,x4 = 0,
 
x5 , d3.d4,
 
X6  d3d4,
 
X7 = di . d2 . d3 V di d2 d3 d4 V di . d2 . d3 . d4 ,
 
X8 = di . d2 d4 V di d2 d3 d4 V di d2 d3 . d4,
 
X9 = di d3 d4 V di d2 d3 4,
 
X10 = d2 d3 d4 V dl d2 d3 4,
 
X11 = dl d2 d3,
 
X12 = di. dv d3,
 
X13 = di . d2 d3 V di d2 . d3 . d4,
 
X14 = dl d2 d3 V dl d2 d3 ' d4 , 
X15  07 X16  0. 
Also, given X E 7Z2 and drdr_i ...di. E 7Z2, let d be the natural number whose binary 
representation is drdr_i ... d1 and C(X, drdr_i ... d1) be the binary word obtained 
from X due to d consecutive cyclic shifts. For example, when n = 4 and r = 2, 156 
C(1011, 01) = 0111.  Note that the Boolean function C(X, drdp_i ... di) is very 
easy to compute too. In fact, it can be implemented in parallel using a complete 
binary tree (of depth r) architecture where each node is controlled by the di's (barrel 
shifter). Then, the 8-bit data word D is encoded as 
aI Encoding(D)  C (F (d4d3d2d1), d8d7d6d5). 
The encoder architecture for the code C is shown in Figure 5.2. 
5.5. Other codes and lower bounds 
Let AA(n, 1, w) be the size of the largest 1-adjacent asymmetric error mask­
ing codes of length n and constant weight w; i.e., 
def AA(n, 1, w) = max C ElAAEM(n,w)  (5.13) 
In this section, a lower bound on AA(n, 1, w) is given by generalizing the code design 
shown in Section 5.4. 
Note that any SEC-AUED code [9] is also a 1-AAEM code. However, since 
the condition required for 1-AAEM code is weaker than that of SEC-AUED code 
we expect to have more code words in a 1-AAEM code. In fact, the results given in 
this section achieve this goal. Further, it is better to have low weight codes; this is 
because the encoding circuit complexity increases with code word weight. Thus we 
are interested in designing t-AAEM codes with low weights. 
The code construction idea is explained through the following example with 
n = 10 and w = 4. Consider the 2 x 10 binary matrix 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1  0  1  0 
H= 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0  1  0  1 157 
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FIGURE 5.2. Encoder architecture for the 1-AAEM(n = 16, k = 8, w = 4) code C. 158 
and the linear code Si° whose parity check matrix is H. The code 5io is obtained by 
adding to any binary word X of length 8, the parity over the odd index components 
of X as the 9-th component, and the parity over the even index components of X 
as the 10-th component.  It is also convenient to look at 510 from the "language 
of set" point of view  the linear code 519 is the collection of all the subsets of 
[1, 10] which intersect the blocks (i.e., "special" subsets) B1 = 1010101010 and 
B2 = 0101010101 in an even number of points.  If X E Eim then X is called a set 
of even type with respect to the geometric space (S = [1,10], {B1, B2}) [60]. More 
specifically, here we call any word X in terms of (1B1 n  B2 n X ) or simply the 
parity of (B1 n x1,1B2 n XI). For example the word X = 0101001100 is of type 
(1, 3) or (odd, odd). In general, En indicates the linear code whose elements are the 
sets of (even, even)-type with respect to the geometric space 
(S = [1, n], -{B1 = [1, n] n (21N + 1), B2 = [1,n] n (21N) }). 
The following observation is important for the construction of the 1-AAEM(n, w) 
code C. 
Observation 1 The code En has a minimum distance of 2; further, no word with 
weight 2 and adjacent l's is in E (i.e., if a word of weight 2 is in En, then it has 
some 0's in between the two l's). 
In the example, the 1-AAEM(n, w) code C is a subset of Sio and is the union 
of three subsets: Al A21 and A22; i.e., C = Al U A21 U A22 (please refer to Table 
5.2). 
The set Al contains all those words X E Eio which have weight 4 and do not 
contain adjacent l's. These are the words from X1 to X19 in Table 5.2. The subset 
Al is a 1-AAEM(n, w) code because for any two words X, Y E Su), X Y E E10 
and if (i) = X Y and (j) = Y X then, from Observation 1, i and j must be 159 
[1,10] = (  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9,  10  ) 
word type  B1 =  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  number of words 
1  B2 =  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  1­
X1=  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  0  0 
X2=  1  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0 
(4,0)  X3 =  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  (54)  = 5 
X4=  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  0 
X5=  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0 
X6=  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  1  0  1 
X7=  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  1  1  (32)  = 3 
X8=  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  1 
X9=  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  1 
(2, 2)  X10 =  1  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  1 
X 1 1 =  0  1  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  6  (22)  = 6 
X12=  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  1  0  0 
X13 =  1  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  0 
X14 =  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  1  0 
X15=  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  1  (01)  = 1 
X16 =  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1 
(0, 4)  X17 =  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  4  (°0)  = 4 
X18=  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1 
X19=  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1 
X20 =  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0 
X21 1---­ 1  1  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0 
X22 =  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  0 
X23 =  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1 
X24 =  0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  (52)  = 1 0 
X25 =  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1  0  0 
(2, 2)  X26 =  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  1 
X27 =  0  0  0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0 
X28 =  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1 
X29 =  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  1  1 
X30 =  0  1  1  0  0  1  1  0  0  0 
X31=  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  (42)  3 = 3 
X32=  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1  0 
TABLE 5.2. Example of the construction of a 1-AAEM(n = 10, w = 4) code.  The 
underlined O's of a word _X), 1E [1,19], are the 1-unsafe components of X1 which are 
in B1. 160 
far apart; i.e., condition (5.10) holds. Further, no word in Ai has adjacent l's, and 
thus the condition (5.11) also holds.  In order to count all the words X E Ai, we 
do as follows. First, we count the (4, 0)-type of words by setting all the even index 
components (the components in B2) of X to 0, and counting how many possibilities 
we have to set the odd index components (the components in B1) of X. There are 
(45)  = 5 of these possibilities, so we get the words from Xi to X5. Then, we count 
the (2, 2)-type of words as follows. For all u E [2,4], we count those (2, 2)-type of 
words X which have u 1-unsafe components in B1 (which can only be caused by 
the two l's in B2). To do this, we set XI  to be any binary word of length 5 and 
I B2 
weight 2 which would cause u 1-unsafe components in B1, if these were set to 0, 
we set these components to 0 and count how many possibilities we have to set the 
remaining components in B1. Note that, Xi  = 00011 is the only possible way to
B2 
set the even components of X so that to cause u = 2 1-unsafe components in B1. 
When it = 3, there are 6 of them; i.e., X1B2 = 00101, 01001, 10001, 00110, 01100 or 
11000 and when u = 4, there are 3; i.e., X1B2 = 10100, 10010, 01010. So, there are 
1  (32)  = 3 words when u = 2 (the words from X6 to X8), 6  (22)  = 6 words when 
u = 3 (the words from X9 to X14) and 3  (21)  = 0 words when it = 4. Analogously, 
we count the (0, 4)-type of words and get the words from X15 to X19. 
The words in A21 U A22 are also of weight 4, with two blocks of two adjacent 
l's (i.e., of the form 0 *110*110*). The words from X20 to X32 in Table 5.2 are of 
this form. From the following lemma, none of these words violates the 1-AAEM 
property with the words in Al. 
Lemma 11 Let Al be any 1-AAEM(n,w) code such that no word in Al contains 
adjacent l's and X be any binary word of length n and weight w containing two 
blocks of two adjacent 1 's; i.e., of the form 0 *110*110*. Then the code {X} U Al is 
1-AAEM(n,w). 161 
Proof: Let (i, i  1) U (j, j + 1) C X and Y E Ai. Since Y does not contain adjacent 
l's then Y does not contain (i, i + 1) or (j, j + 1). So 
Ri, i  1)  kj, j + 1)  Y1 > 1 + 1 = 2, 
that is, condition (5.9) holds. 
The words in A21 are all the (25) = 10 words of the form (00)*11(00)*11(00)*: 
the words from X20 to X29 in Table 5.2, whereas, the words in A22 are all the 
(42)  3 = 3 words of the form 011(00)+110: the words X30, X31 and X32 in Table 
5.2.  The set A21 U A22 is a minimum Hamming distance 4 code.  In fact, the 
Hamming distance between any two words in A21 (A22) is at least 4.  Further, if 
X = (i, i + 1) U (j, j + 1) E A22, where i, j E 27Z and j > i +4, and Y E A21 is different 
from X20 = (1, 2, 3, 4), X24 = (3, 4, 5, 6), X27 = (5, 6, 7, 8) and X29 = (7, 8, 9,  10) 
then Y does not contain (i, i + 1) or (j, j + 1) because both i and j are even; so, 
as before, 1X Y1> 2.  If instead, Y = X20, X24, X27 or X29 then 1Y  X1 > 2 
because j > i + 4. Thus, these 32 words in C form a 1-AAEM(10, 4) code. 
This section, generalizes the above construction scheme and gives a lower 
bound on AA(n, 1, w) which is the sum of two terms. The first term is a lower 
bound on the cardinality of a binary code Al of length n and constant weight w 
such that 1) Al is a 1-AAEM(n, w) code and 2) no word in Al contains adjacent l's. 
The second term is a lower bound on the cardinality of a binary code A2 such that 
1) A2 is a 1-AAEM(n, w) code and 2) every word in A2 contains at least two blocks 
of two adjacent l's. From Lemma 11, the code Al U A2 is a 1-AAEM(n, w) code. 
The construction of the code Al is discussed in Lemma 12. With regard to the code 
A2, we propose two alternatives: .4'2 and A2. Their constructions are discussed in 
Lemma 14 and Lemma 15 respectively. In this way, the following relation is obtained 162 
(in the expression f (i) = i  (i mod 2) and g(i) = 1 if i E 4lON and g(i) = 0 if i 
[-1 n w  1
AA(n,1,w)  1.411+ max{1A/21,1AM  >  2  w 
{f(Lwi2j) r/r(n  101)  1)/2_1)]  ((/21  1-;) max  ,  (5.14) E + w_v  )j v=... 
1  n  nw+1  w +2 111
[7,7, [(w)  (n  w + 1)(n 
The following lemma gives the lower bound on the code Al. 
Lemma 12 There exists a 1-AAEM(n, w) code Al whose code words do not contain 
adjacent l's such that 
(n  w 
(5.15) ?_[-2 
where the equality holds if n is even and w is odd. 
Proof: Let C(n, w, 0) be the set of all the words which do not contain adjacent l's 
and note that 
1C(n,w,0)1=  (n  w  1). 
1A111 
w 
For any pipe E {even, odd}2, let 5(iP1,P2) be the set of all (pi, p2)-type words. Since 
Ei(LeV
 the linear code En, 
,CV en) has dimension 2, the set of codes 
def {e(even,even), En(even,odd) e(odd,even) e(odd,odd)} 
defines a partition of ZZ2. In other words, this means that any binary word is either 
an (even, even)-type or an (even, odd)-type or an  (odd, even)-type or an (odd, odd) 
type of word. The set of codes 
def
 E(levert,even)

A(cven,even)
 
def
  E7(ieven,odd)

A(even,odd)
 
def
 
A(odd,even)  5(odd,even)
 
def
  e(odd,odd)

A(odd,odd)
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is the partition of C(n, w, 0) C 7E21 induced by 'Pe.  Note that, for all pi p2 E 
{even, odd}2, the code A(,,,,2) is 1-AAEM(n, w).  In fact, assume that there ex­
ist X, Y E A(p, ,p2) such that X  Y, (i) dg X Y and (j) dg Y X with i < j. 
Since X + Y =  j) E En, from Observation 1, (i,j) is not composed by two adja­
cent l's, so  j > 2; i.e., condition (5.10) holds. Since X itself does not contain l i 
adjacent l's then l i  pl > 2 for all pE X n Y; i.e., condition (5.11) holds too. Note 
that if w(X) is even then the type of the word X is either (even, even) or (odd, odd). 
Conversely if w(X) is odd then the type of X is either (even, odd) or (odd, even). 
All the above implies that C(n, w, 0) is partitioned into the following two non-empty 
1-AAEM(n, w) codes 
if w is even, A, d e f  {  A(even,even) 
(5.16) 
A(odd,even)  if w is odd 
and 
def  A(odd,odd)  if w is even,
A' = 
A(even,odd)  if w is odd. 
So, we can conclude that at least one of the groups, A' or A" must contain at least 
c(n, w, 0)/2 elements; i.e., relation (5.15) holds. Finally, note that, when n is even 
and w is odd, the function which associates every word with its reverse defines a 
bijection between A' and A"; so IA' = 1,4"1. 
In the lower bounds of Table 5.3, Al is the biggest between A' and A" so 
that 
1  w 1 
= max{1,41, H4"1} = max  [­
w  IA, I} 
In order to evaluate the exact value of 1A'1, and hence of A1,  we introduce the 
coefficients c(k, w, a), where k, w, a E IN. Given X E 7L2, let 
a(X) d g Rie [1, k  1]  :  = x  = 164 
The parameter a(X) is the "number of adjacent l's" contained in the binary word 
X. For example, if X = 1011111011101 then a(X) = 3. Now, let C(k, w, a) be the set 
of all the binary words of length k, weight w and number of adjacent l's equal to a; 
i.e., 
C(k, w, a) def {X E 7Z2k  :  w(X) = v and a(X) = a}, 
and 
c(k, w, a)  1C(k7w701­
Since 
C(k ,  a) = C(k  1,w , a)0 U U C(k  a  2, w  1, a  a)01al  1, 
cx=0 
the value of c(k, w, a) can be easily computed using the following relation. 
c(k,w,a)= c(k  1, w, a) + c(k  1,w  1,a  1)+  (5.17) 
c(k  2,w  1,a) c(k  2,w  1,a  1). 
Note also that, 
c(k,w,0) =  w 4- 1)  and  c(k, w, 1) = (k  w + 1) (k 2) .  (5.18) 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 13 Let A' be defined as (5.16). If n is even, that is n 
def k + k, then 
w--(tumod2)  (2v  a)). 0'1=  E E [c(k +  v + 1,a)  c(k, v  1,a)] (k 
W V v=0,2,...  a=0 
I f instead n is odd, that is n  def k  (k +1), then 
w (wmod2)  v  (2v  a)). a)(k + 1 
c(k , v , IA/I = 
W V v=0,2,...  a=0 165 
Proof: Let S(n,v,u) be the set of all words contained in B2 which have weight v 
and a 1-unsafe components (see Definition 6); i.e., 
S(n,v,u) 
def  { X C B2 :  X = v and 1U(X, 1)1 = u}. 
The elements in A' can be counted as described in the example given at the beginning 
of this section. In this way, 
w (wmod2) r 2v 
=  LE  IS (11, v,u)1( [71 21  11  v v=  u=v 
Now, if we show that 
c(k  1, v  1,2v  u)  c(k, v + 1, 2v  u) if n is even,
1S(n,v,u)1=  (5.19) 
c(k, v, 2v  u)  if n is odd, 
then the lemma is proved. If n is even, relation (5.19) follows from the equivalence 
a-1 
X  E C(k 1, v, a)0 U  C(k  a  2, v  a  1,a  a  1)01'44 -<=>. 
a=0 
X E  v, 2v  a)  (5.20) 
and relation (5.17). If instead n is odd, relation (5.19) follows from the equivalence 
a) <==>- X ES(n, v, 2v  a).  (5.21) xiB2EC (k, v, 
Assume n E 2IN + 1 first. If X1B2 EC(k, v, a), it can be easily proved, by induction 
on a, that XI is composed by v  a blocks of consecutive l's. This implies that
B2 
1U (X, 1)1 = a 4- 2(v  ) = 2v  a, 
and so X ES(n,v,2v a). This implies the equivalence (5.21). Now assume n E 2IN. 
If X1B2 E C(k  1, v, a)0, as before, 1U(X, 1)1 = 2v  a. If instead 
X1B2EC(k  a  2,v  a  1,a  1)01'14, 166 
for some a E [0, a  1], then 
1U(X,1)1= 2(v  1)  (a  1) + a 4- 1 = 2v  a. 
This implies the equivalence (5.21).. 
The following two lemmas give two different lower bounds on the code A2. 
In relation (5.14) and Table 5.3 we choose the highest between the two. In order 
to state the first lemma we need to introduce the following set of binary words of 
length 2k and weight w: 
7Z(k,w,v) def [(00)*11]v [(00)*01]  2v (00)* n  22k. 
For example, R.(k = 5, w = 5, v = 2) = 
11 11 01 00 00, 
11 11 00 01 00, 
11 11 00 00 01, 
11 00 11 01 00, 
11 00 11 00 01, 7z2o [(00)*11] 2 [(00)*01] 1 (00)*  = 
1100001101, 
00 11 11 01 00, 
00 11 11 00 01, 
0011001101, 
00 00 11 11 01 
The following observation is important. 
Observation 2 The code R(k, w, v) contains  (wk v)  words of type (v, w  v). Fur­
ther, if X E R.(k, w, v) then X contains exactly v blocks of two adjacent l's. 
The first alternative for the code A2 is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 14 Let A2 be the code of length n and constant weight w (< n /2) defined 
as follows. Let 
f (i)t-f i  (i mod 2),  i E IN.  (5.22) 167 
Case 1: n dg k + (k + 1) E 21N + 1 , 
def  { Uv.T:2u,it,2.-1..)	  [R(k,21), 00 U OR,(k,w,v)]-0(00)*(11g(00)* if wE4IN, 
(5.23) 
otherwise. Uvf LL;v,,2.-1..) [R(k , w, 00 U OR.(k, to, v)] 
Case 2: n cig k + k E 91N, 
1, w, v)01-0(00)*(11)2 (00)*0 if w E 41N, def.  {uf%w,4,2.-1..)	  [1?.(k, w, v) U OR(k 
[R-(k, w, v) U OR,(k  1, w, v)01  otherwise.
Uvfl-;":.44,2,-1.,) 
(5.24) 
The code A'2 is 1-AAEM(n, w) code and all its code words contain at least two blocks 
of two adjacent l's. Further, in the first case (i.e., n odd) 
(k  + 1)	  if w E 4IN, 
1A21 =  9 v-kfaw/2])  otherwise, 
whereas in the second case (i.e., n even) 
vf=(L274,2.j..)  [(wk  (wki1v)]  -T)  if wE4IN, 
1A/21 
otherwise. [(Wk,)  (n1v)] 
Proof: First, the code Al2 is 1-AAEM. In fact, let 
def  R(k, W, v)0 if n E 2IN + 1,
Ri(k,w,v) 
'R,(k, w, v)  if n E 2IN 
and 
OR (k, w, v)  if nE2IN +1, 
R 2(k, w, v) 
def 
{ OR.(k  1, w, v)0 if n E 2IN 
From Observation 2, all the words in 'Ri(k,w,v) are of type (v, w  v) whereas all 
the words in R2(k, w, v) are of type (w  v, v). Let X and Y be two distinct words 
in A/2 of type (t-jiv,tn and (4,027) respectively, and assume 
X  , w vx)  and Y E  w, vy), 168 
f for some mx, my E {1, 2} and vx, vy E {2, 4, ... , f 
de  The following cases 
include all the possibilities: 
Cl: vx  vy or [ f  vx = vy and mx  my]. In this case, the quantity IXYI > 
2.  In fact, since ti = vx or w  vx, ti = vy or w  vy, and vx, vy E 
{2,4,...,f}, 
1VX  Vy  if mx = my,
t 1 = 
(vx  vY)I  if mx  MY 
{  1VX  if mx = my, VY1  > 2. 
(f  vx) + (f  vy)  if mx  my 
If ti tr = ItlY tr I > 2, then there exists (i, j) c (XnB1) (YnB1) C X Y 
and so IX  YI > 2. If instead tr  ti = ItiX  ti > 2, then t- 02 > 2 and 
again IX  YI > 2. In both cases condition (5.9) holds. 
C2: vx = vy and mx = my. Let v = vx = vy and m = mx = my. In this case, 
since X and Y are in the same set R.,i(k,w,v), they have the following form. 
X = bi(00)P11...(00)P,',(11(00)P+101(00)P+201...(00)P,),(--,01(00)gx b2 
and 
Y = bl (00)P' 11... (00)P'; 11(00)P+101(00)P4201  (00)P--v 01(00)'Y b2, 
where b1 and b2 are either the empty string or 0.  Since X  Y then there 
exists an index 1 such that p'A' = plA7 for A < 1 and NY  pr. If 1 < v then 
> 2; i.e., condition (5.9) holds.  If instead v < 1, (i) tf X Y and 
(j)  Y X then  > 2 because X + Ye£'72,; i.e., condition (5.10) holds. 
Since X  = 010 condition (5.11) holds too. i(i-t,i,i+i) 169 
C3: f = vx = vy and mx  my. First, assume 
X ER,i(k,  f)  and  YER.2(k,w,f) 
if w V4IN, and 
X E  w, f)  and Y E R2(k, w, f)  0(00)*(10 (00)*b 
if w E 4IN, where b is 0 or the empty string if 11 is even or odd respectively. In 
this case X is a (f, w  f)-type of word and Y is a (tt,  f, f)-type of word, 
so, from (5.22), 
t2 =  141 + 2 (11±-1  mod 2)  1)1 = to mod 2 + 2  w mod 2)  . 
2 J  L  2 J  2 
Now, if w E (41N + 2) U (41N + 3) then, as in case Cl, lX  Yl > 2; i.e., 
condition (5.9) holds. Assume wE41N- + 1. In this case 
X = (4c, 4'7 + 1) u  u  u q+1) 
and 
Y=  ,  + 1) U  U  + 1) U (i;+1), 
where 
V / E [1, f]  ,  E 2IN- + 1,  ir  E 2IN,  E 2IN and ii:41 E 21N- + 1. 
(5.25) 
Assume  ir < i2 <  < i1 < il:fr+1 and consider all the eight possible values 
that Xi  E ZL2 can have. Since (5.25) holds, in any of these eight 
cases, either IY  X l > 2 (and so IX  YI > 2) or there exist i,j E 2IN + 1, 
j, such that (i, i  1) C X but (i, i  1) g Y and (j,j  1) C X but 
(j,j + 1) g Y, and so 
>  i  1)  +1(j,j + 1)  > 1 + 1 = 2. 
i 170 
In both cases, condition (5.9) holds. If w E 4IN, with a similar argument, it 
can be proved that condition (5.9) holds. Note  that, when X E  w, f) 
and Y E R2(k, w, f), in all cases we proved that IX  YI > 2.  If instead 
X ER2(k, w, f) and Y E  w, f), then IX  171=1Y X > 2. So, in any 
case (5.9) holds. 
From all the above we conclude that Al2 is a 1-AAEM code. The remaining part of 
the proof follows from Observation 2.. 
The second alternative for the code A2 is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 15 There exists a 1-AAEM(n,w) code  whose code words contain at 
least two blocks of two adjacent 1's such that 
1 r(n)  1) W 
(n  w + 1)  (5.26) 
77  L  W  (n  2  1)11 
Proof: Recall that SZ, is the set of all words of length n and weight w. Let Sw be 
the subset of ST, whose words contain at least two blocks of two adjacent l's; i.e. 
&211&211&; n s . 
Note that 
Sw = Sw [C(n,w, 0) U C(n,tv,1)U(C(n,tv, 2) n  1 1 1  ) ] . . 
So, from relations (5.18), 
( 77,  n  w  1)  1)(n  (n  T3u)] 
2 [  w ) 
(n)  in  w + 1)  (n  w + 1 
w +1)). (n 
to w  w 2 ) 
Now, let (G, +) be an abelian group with it elements gz, i E [1, n], and consider the 
codes 
Vg  {X E  Eiex gi =0, gE G. 171 
The collection PG V {Vg}gEG is a partition of Stun into at most n distinct minimum 
Hamming distance 4 codes [11]. If we define 
A, dg Vg n Sn,  gEG, 
then the collection of codes IA919EG is the partition of S11 induced by PG. Note that 
each Ag is a 1-AAEM(n, w) code whose code words contain 117Z*11 as a substring. 
aer
From this we can conclude that there exists at least one 1-AAEM(n, w) code A'2 
Ag whose code words contain at least two blocks of two adjacent l's such that 
1,411  1,Z/1-1.11 
Table 5.3 shows the largest lower bounds we could find on AA(n, 1, w), for 
all values of n, w E IN such that 1 < n < 40 and 1 < w < 10.  In Table 5.3, all 
the entries followed by a "." are exact values of AA(n, 1, w). The "."'s in the first 
and second column are implied by Theorem 10 and 11 respectively; the remaining 
ones are either taken from Table 2 of [41] or implied by Theorem 12. The entries 
followed by "d" are taken from Table 2 of [41].  Let A(n, 4, w) be the size of the 
largest minimum Hamming distance 4 codes of length n and constant weight w [14]. 
Theorem 9 implies that A(n, 4, w) < AA(n, 1, w) and so a lower bound on A(n, 4, w) 
is also a lower bound on AA(n, 1, w). The entries followed by "" are taken from 
TABLE I-A of [14].  The entry followed by "f" is a lower bound obtained from 
Lemma 2 of [11] or Theorem 14 of [14].  Finally, all the other entries come from 
Lemma 12, 14 and 15 of this section. In particular, if an entry is followed by "a" 
then A2 = 0; if an entry is followed by "b" then A2 = Al2 and if an entry is followed 
by "c" then A2 = 5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
172 
n\ w 1 2 3 4 5 6  7  8  9  10 
1 1. 0. 0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
2 1. 1. 0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
3 2.8 1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
4  2.a 2.a  1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
3.8 4.8  2.d  1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
6  3.a  6.8  4.d  3.6  1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
7  4.a  9.a  7.d  7.d  36  1. 1.  0.  0.  0. 
8  4.a  12.8  11.d  14.d  88  46 1.  1.  0.  0. 
9  5.a.  16.a  19a  20d  186  128  46  1.  1.  0. 
5.a  20.a  288  33d  366  306  136  56  1.  1. 
11  6.a  25.a  44a  54b  666  666  356  176  56  1. 
12  6.8  30.a  60a  87b  816  1326  806  516  206  66 
13  7.8  36.a  85a  135b  1236  1666  1666  1236  656  266 
14  7.8  42.a  110a  201b  181b  2786  3256  2786  1696  916 
8.a  49.8  146a  291b  306b  3896  5856  5856  3896  2376 
16  8.a  56.8  1828  408b  487b  6156  8366  11706  8366  6156 
17  9.a  64.8  231a  560b  763b  8546  14166  17706  17706  14166 
18  9.a  72.a  280a  750b  1141b  12876  20416  31866  35406  31866 
19  10.8  81.a  3448  988b  1680b  20516  31726  46676  67266  67268 
10.8  90.8  408a  1277b  2388b  31846  42136  77308  100396  134526 
21  11.8  100.8  489a  1629b  3348b  48486  63206  107266  168566  201886 
22  11.8  110.a  570a  2047b  4569b  72056  97750  163546  255706  363816 
23  12.8  121.a  670a  25456  61626  105116  149916  232766  407866  574366 
24  12.a  132.8  7708  3126b  8137b  150176  225816  349146  592626  964966 
13.a  144.8  891a  3806b  10637b  210976  336116  500880  884116  1403206 
26  13.8  156.8  1012a  4588b  13673b  291256  491528  752070  1280248  2188536 
27  14.a  169.a  1156a  5490b  17424b  396286  709566  111938°  1844206  3290766 
28  14.8  182.a  1300a  6515b  21902b  53132°  1007776  1648886  2692856  5020686 
29  15.8  196.8  1469a  7683b  27326b  703526  1413406  2404256  3980766  690690f 
15.8  210.a  1638a  8997b  33709b  920076  1953726  3466836  5839686  1023784' 
31  16.a  225.8  18348  10479b  41314b  119043°  266931°  4945296  8508336  1506475° 
32  16.a  240.8  2030a  12132b  50155b  152408'  360080'  6975736  12298390  2200106' 
33  17.a  256.a  22558  13980b  60543b  193325'  480652`  973492`  1764360'  3191584' 
34  17.a  272.a  2480a  16026b  72493b  2430186  6344826  13440376  25100366  46000706 
18.a  289.a  2736a  18296b  86368b  3030366  8297106  18368106  35421656  65893256 
36  18.a  306.a  2992a  20793b  102184b  3749266  10744756  24852566  49557626  93801346 
37  19.a  324.a  3281a  23545b  120360b  4606156  13798436  33309786  68762730  132701250 
38  19.8  342.8  3570a  26555b  140913b  5620310  17568856  44237300  94596406  186536786 
39  20.a  361.a  3894a  29853b  164322b  6815330  22203240  58243490  129073416 260525386 
20.8  380.a  4218a  33442b  190605b  8214856  27848896  76047570  174664670  361465310 
TABLE 5.3. Lower bound table for AA(i, 1, j). The entry in the i-th row and j-th 
column is a lower bound on AA(i, 1,1). 173 
5.6. Upper bounds and the optimality of codes 
In this section we are interested in finding an upper bound for the quantity 
AA(n, 1, w) defined in (5.13). From these results it follows that the codes generated 
by computer search in [41] are optimal for w = 2. 
In Theorem 10 and 11, we find the exact value of AA(n, 1, w) for w < 2 and 
show that, for example, the codes such as 
101000, 
100010,
100000, 
def  def  001010, 
Cl  oomoo,  and  C2 
1310100,
000010  010001, 
000101 
are optimal 1-AAEM(n, 1) and  LAAEM(n, 2) codes respectively. In general, each 
code word in C1 has all 0's in the even index components and only one 1 in the odd 
index components; the code C2 has all those words which have 
1) 0's in the odd index components and two l's in the even index components or 
2) 0's in the even index components and two l's in the odd index components. 
It is easy to verify that both C1 and C2 are 1-AAEM codes. The number of words 
in C1 and C2 are  = rn/21 and 1C21 =  ([n/21) 
(Ln /2i)  respectively. Theorem 10 
and 11 show the optimality of these codes. 
Theorem 10 Any 1-AAEM(n, 1) code can have at most [n/21 code words; i.e., 
AA(n,1,1) < rn/21  .  Thus C1 defined above is optimal. 
Proof: Let C  {(i/)}/E[1,x] be any 1-AAEM(n, I) code with x code words. From 
Theorem 9,  > 2 if 1  in. Consider the set T = Ute[1,x}(ii) C [1, n]. The 
word T has x l's and, since  i  1 > 2, must have at least (x  1) 0's, so I/ (the 174 
length of T) must be at least x+(x 1). This implies that x < [(n + 1)/2] = [n/2]. 
Since C1 has exactly rn/21 words it is optimal. 
.3 Theorem 11 Any 1-AAEM(n, 2) code can have at most (FT1)H_ Ln2 21 )  code woras; 
an2 /21  an/2]
AA(n, 1,2) <  )  2 ) 
Thus C2 defined above is optimal. 
Proof: Let C be any 1-AAEM(n, 2) code with x code words. Arrange the code words 
in C as ax x n binary matrix such that the rows are the code words of C and count 
the number of l's in C. If we count the number of l's by rows then, 
# of l's in C = x 2.  (5.27) 
Now we count the number of l's in C by columns. If n is even let 
Ci  aef {X1[1.7,]  : X EC and Xl(i) = 1  ,  i E [1,4 
Note that, for all i E [1, n], Ci is a 1-AAEM(n  1,1) code, and so 1C1 < 
r(n  1)/21 = n/2. But it is possible to say more. In fact, if there exists X E C, 
X = (i) U (j) such that i  j = 1, then for all other IT EC, 171(,),(3) = 00. So, if there 
exists such a code word X then IC,1 = 1. In the other case ICI < AA(n  2,1,1). In 
any case ICI < AA(n  2,1,1) = (n  2)/2. So, 
n  2  (n/2
# of l's in C < n max 1Cil < 72  (5.28) 
iE [1 ,n]  2  2 ) 
Relations (5.27) and (5.28) imply 
rn/21)  (Ln/2])
2x < 4(n/2)  #=>  x < 
2  ( 2  2 ). 
If n is odd, define C' = {X EC :  X1(1) = 1 } and C" = {X EC :  X1(1) = 0 }; then 
x =  =  + IC"1 < AA(n  1, 1, 1)  AA(n  1,1, 2) = 175 
n  1  ((n, 21)/2)  1)2  ([n/21)  an/2i).
+ 2 
2  2 ) 2 ) 
m  2 1 )  [722/2i) Since C2 has exactly 
(1  words the code is optimal.. 
The following theorem gives upper bounds for any w. 
Theorem 12 For AA(n,l,w), the following relation holds. 
AA(n,1,w) <  117,n AA(n  1,1, w  1)]  .  (5.29) 
Proof: The proof is similar to the counting argument given in the proof of Theorem 
11. 
Relation 5.29, Theorem 10 and the values of AA(n , 1, w) given in Table 2 of 
[41] which are found with computer search are used to compute the upper bounds 
on AA(n, 1, w). These upper bounds are reported in Table 5.4. 5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
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10 Ti  w 1 2 3 4 5 6  7  8  9 
1  1. 0. 0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
2  1. 1. 0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
3 2. 1. 1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
4 2. 2. 1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
3. 4. 2.  1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
6 3. 6. 4.  3.  1.  1.  0.  0.  0.  0. 
7 4. 9. 7.  7.  4  1.  1.  0.  0.  0. 
8  4. 12. 11.  14.  11  5  1.  1.  0.  0. 
9  5. 16. 36  24  25  16  6  1.  1.  0. 
5. 20. 53  90  48  41  22  7  1.  1. 
11 6. 25. 73 145  198  88  64  30  8  1. 
12  6.  30.  100  219  348  396  150  96  40  9 
13  7.  36.  130  325  569  754  735  243  138  52 
14  7.  42.  168  455  910  1327  1508  1286  378  193 
8.  49.  210  630  1365  2275  2843  2827  2143  567 
16  8.  56.  261  840  2016  3640  5200  5686  5025  3428 
17  9.  64.  317  1109  2856  5712  8840  11050  10740  8542 
18  9.  72.  384  1426  3992  8568  14688  19890  22100  19332 
19  10.  81.  456  1824  5418  12641  23256  34884  41990  41990 
10.  90.  540  2280  7296  18060  36117  58140  77520  83980 
21  11.  100.  630  2835  9576  25536  54180  94807  135660  162792 
22  11.  110.  733  3465  12474  35112  80256  148995  231750  298452 
23  12.  121.  843  4214  15939  47817  115368  230736  380765  533025 
24  12.  132.  968  5058  20227  63756  163944  346104  615296  913836 
13.  144.  1100  6050  25290  84279  227700  512325  961400  1538240 
26  13.  156.  1248  7150  31460  109590  313036  740025  1480050  2499640 
27  14.  169.  1404  8424  38610  141570  422704  1056496  2220075  3996135 
28  14.  182.  1577  9828  47174  180180  566280  1479464  3286876  6216210 
29  15.  196.  1759  11433  57002  228007  746460  2052765  4767161  9531940 
15.  210.  1960  13192  68598  285010  977172  2799225  6842550  14301483 
31  16.  225.  2170  15190  81790  354423  1262187  3786541  9641775  21211905 
32  16.  240.  2400  17360  97216  436213  1620219  5048748  13463256  30853680 
33  17.  256.  2640  19800  114576  534688  2056432  6683403  18512076  44428744 
34  17.  272.  2901  22440  134640  649264  2597056  8739836  25248411  62941058 
18.  289.  3173  25383  157080  785400  3246320  11362120  33988251  88369438 
36  18.  306.  3468  28557  182757  942480  4039200  14608440  45448480 122357703 
37  19.  324.  3774  32079  211321  1127001  4981680  18681300  60056920 168159376 
38  19.  342.  4104  35853  243800  1338366  6118005  23662980  78876600 228216296 
39  20.  361.  4446  40014  279653  1584700  7456610  29825274  102539580 307618740 
20.  380.  4813  44460  320112  1864353  9055428  37283050  132556773 410158320 
TABLE 5.4. Upper bound table for AA(i, 1,j). The entry in the i-th row and j-th 
column is an upper bound on AA(i,l, j). 177 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
6.1. Conclusions 
In this thesis, results that are both of theoretical and practical interest are de­
rived for constant weight codes. In particular, new results are given on the following 
issues. 
Efficient constant weight codes with parallel encoding and parallel decoding 
(in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). 
High-order spectral-null codes (in Chapter 4). 
Adjacent asymmetric error masking codes (in Chapter 5). 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 present the theory and practice of efficient constant 
weight codes with parallel encoding and parallel decoding. That is, constant weight 
codes whose encoding and decoding algorithms can be implemented efficiently as 
combinational circuits. From the practical point of view, these chapters introduce 
new constant weight and balanced code designs which can be practically realized 
by relatively small and fast VLSI circuits; the codes use a relatively small number 
of redundant bits. For example, the DC(n = 74,1 = 64, w = 33,p = 8) code given 
in Section 2.4 can be implemented with an area (= area of the encoder plus area 
of the decoder) which is less than 13638 transistors and with a depth (= depth 
of the encoder plus depth of the decoder) which is less than 61 transistors, if the 
majority vectors in (2.21) are computed with sorting networks. If these majority 
vectors are computed composing tally circuits with PLAs, the area is less than 6488 178 
transistors and the depth is less than 114 transistors. If instead, the majority vectors 
are computed with analog sorting circuits, the area is less than 4054 transistors and 
the depth is less than 30 transistors. Note that, even though k = 64 is a relatively 
large number, the above areas are a very small fraction of the total number of 
transistors (around 3000000) which can be put on a single VLSI chip with the 
present technologies. Note also that the number of redundant bits required by the 
design example is r = 10, which is drastically less than the usual designs (r = 64) 
and close to the theoretical limit (r = 4).  As in this example, infinite families 
of constant weight and balanced codes are given (in Section 2.4, Section 3.2 and 
Section 3.3) which depend on the parameters k, p and r; for a fixed k, the bigger 
is p the smaller is r and the codes can be encoded and decoded with VLSI circuits 
whose sizes and depths are proportional to p and log2 p respectively. Using these 
families of codes, the VLSI designer is able to make a trade-off to fit his or her 
system requirements. From the theoretical point of view, this thesis gives an efficient 
constant weight coding scheme that is independent of the chosen balancing method. 
With this scheme, the codes can be realized with a VLSI circuit of size A = O(pk) 
and depth D = 0(log2p).  For example, it is shown that the codes proposed in 
[1] have a parallel encoding (and parallel decoding) implementations. These are 
DC(n, k,w,p) codes with the following parameters: 
71 = k  r = 2r  r  (r mod 2)  k + log2 k,
 
k = 2r  (r mod 2),
 
to = n/2,
 
P  ( 12.7 2j)  V2/7  (k/Vlog2 k)
 
A = 0 (k2 / /loge k),
 
D = O(log2 k).
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Finally, this thesis gives a new balancing method (the permutation method of Section 
3.2) which, for p = 6, is more efficient than the Knuth's complementation method 
[35], [4], [1]. 
Chapter 4 improves some of the results known in the literature about the 
high-order spectral-null codes. These are codes which have been recently considered 
for various applications in digital communication, such as achieving a better rejec­
tion of the low-frequency components of the transmitted signal and enhancing the 
error correction capability of codes used in partial response channels [28], [29], [42], 
[30], [21], [33], [49]. This thesis gives a new characterization of these codes, shows 
that these codes are equivalent to a well known class of single error correcting, all 
unidirectional error detecting (SEC-AUED) codes introduced by Bose and Rao in 
[11], gives a new asymptotic expression for the redundancy of the optimal second-
order spectral-null codes, shows combinatorial properties of q-th order spectral-null 
codes, gives new simple ways to obtain systematic q-th order spectral-null codes, 
presents some computer search results on second-order spectral-null codes which are 
systematic or almost systematic and optimal, and finally, gives new efficient recur­
sive methods to design second-order spectral-null codes which are less redundant 
than the codes found in the literature. 
Chapter 5 introduce and describes the fundamental theory of adjacent asym­
metric error masking codes.  It gives combinatorial characterizations, efficient de­
signs and bounds for the cardinality of the optimal codes. The one error masking 
code given for 8-bit data bus needs only 16 lines; a two-rail code, which is used in 
many VLSI circuits, also needs 16 lines for an 8-bit data bus. Each word has weight 
4 in the proposed code whereas it is 8 in a two-rail code. The encoding circuit is 
fast and easy to implement. For low weight codes (which are faster and easier to 
decode), the 1-AAEM codes proposed here have better information rate than the 180 
known SEC-AUED codes. Thus, this 1-AAEM codes can find practical applications 
in many VLSI systems. 
6.2. Future research 
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 a coding scheme has been presented to design 
DC(n, k, w, p) codes based on the concept of set of balancing functions.  In this 
scheme, a data word is converted into an "almost constant weight w" word, using 
an appropriate function from a set of p balancing functions, B, and a check symbol of 
length r = n  k is appended. Now, the check symbol encodes which function is used 
to convert the data word and corrects any imbalance of the resultant code word. In 
Section 3.4, it has been shown that, if the balancing functions are simple enough (i.e., 
each component of every balancing function f(X) and its inverse f -1(X) depends 
only on a constant number of different components of X) and non-trivial (i.e., r = 
0 (0-c), when r < p), then this coding scheme can be implemented by a VLSI 
circuit of size A = O(pk) and depth D = 0(log2p).  It is clear that r is greater 
than or equal to r': the maximum between [loge p1 and the theoretical bound for 
the existence of a DC(n, k, w) code. But, it is also clear that when the balancing 
power of B, 
max pin 11811 dg  1fEB  w(f(X))1] 
is greater than r' then r is proportional to 11B11.  In general, for the code designs 
proposed here, r > r'; which means that by reducing 1161 I one can further reduce 
r.  Thus, the essential problem is, given p and k (and hence, the area and delay 
of the encoder and decoder), find a set of simple enough and non-trivial balancing 
functions, B, whose balancing power is as small as possible. Or, more generally, given 
k and the complexity of the encoder and decoder, find a B such that 11BH is minimum. 181 
Another future research direction which might be interesting to investigate is to find 
the minimum computational work required to encode and decode a DC(n, k, w) code, 
given n, k and to. 
Chapter 4 improves some of the results known in the literature about the 
high-order spectral-null codes, but many other problems are still open. The following 
are some of them. 
Find the redundancy of the optimal q-th order spectral-null codes, for q> 3. 
Find the minimum Hamming distance of S(N, q), dH(S(N, q)), for q > 3.  It 
is now known that dH(S(N, 1)) = 2 and dH(S(N, 2)) = 4. 
Improve the code designs for the second-order spectral-null codes of Section 
4.5 and, in general, improve the code design for the q-th order spectral-null 
codes, q> 3, given in [49]. 
Generalize the q-th order spectral-null codes to the m-ary alphabet, in > 2. 
In the area of fault masking codes, which are described in Chapter 5, future 
research can be directed to improve the lower bounds given in Section 5.5, to improve 
the upper bounds given in Section 5.6, to find more efficient code designs, etc.. 
The future research should also be directed to develop the theory and practice 
for masking open-faults other than bridge-faults.  In an open-fault a bus line is 
affected by an open-circuit.  The scheme proposed by Matsuzawa and Fujiwara 
forces the errors caused by open-circuit defects to be of random asymmetric type 
(see Definition 3). In this case, since open-faults do occur, but are less likely than the 
bridge-faults [41], some theory and efficient designs should be given for t-RAEM/d(> 
t)-AAEM codes: codes which can mask t random asymmetric errors and d(> 
adjacent asymmetric errors. 182 
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